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Abstract
Early in his landmark ecocritical

book The Comedy of Survival, Joseph Meeker

develops an intriguing hypothesis about

human behaviour. He remarks the species Homo

sapiens tend to behave like an invasive or pioneering organism, entering a bio-geographical

region and aggressively outcompeting

all

other species for space and resources. Moreover,

he suggests, human cultural traditions, at least

in the

West, have reinforced such behaviour,

continually insisting that the impulses he describes are both necessary and right. While

Meeker's work goes on to assess a number of literary works in both the tragic and comic

modes, his work never
is,

there

what

is

fully explores this

hypothesis in the context of human pioneers; that

no exploration of how these themes manifest themselves within our culture and
might play

role they

This project

is

in the culture of specific

an attempt

at just

pioneering groups.

such an analysis, examining the validity of Meeker's

hypothesis through a case study of settler literature in Upper Canada/Ontario between the
years 1800-1867.
situates his

It

explores Meeker's

work within three main

book historically within the

field of ecocriticism,

and the explosion of ecocritical inquiry that followed
into the

rift

first.

Chapter Two

showing what came before

release. This chapter also delves

between the natural sciences and humanities, arguing that a move towards

deeper interdisciplinarity
biological

its

areas:

and

ecological

is

necessary for the future. Chapter Three examines the

ground on which Meeker rests

his hypothesis

through exploring

evolutionary biology as well as Invasive and pioneer species behaviour. Lastly, Chapter

Four examines
Canadian

how these

settlers,

ecological principles are manifested in the v^ritings of early

suggesting that Meeker's hypothesis indeed finds

itself

on stable

footing.

TU

^fh Y

•
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Chapter One
Introduction

There was a time

land when the railroad did not run
When the wild majestic mountains stood alone against the sun
Long before the white man and long before the wheel
When the green dark forest was too silent to be real
in this fair

-")--

t

But time has no beginnings and the history has no bounds
As to this verdant country they came from all around
They sailed upon her waterways and they walked the forests tall
Built the mines, mills and the factories for the good of us all
~ Gordon Lightfoot, "Canadian Railroad Trilogy"
''

'

[1967)

Oh! land of waters, how my spirit tires.
In the dark prison of the boundless woods

No rural charm poetic thought inspires.
No music murmurs in thy mighty floods;
Though vast the features that compose thy frame,
Turn where we will, the landscape's still the same.

,

'*

"

*

Theswampy margin of thy inland seas.
The eternal forest girdling either shore.
^'
Its belt of dark pines sighing in the breeze,
And rugged fields, with rude huts dotted o'er,
Show cultivation unimproved by art.
That sheds a barren chilliness on the heart
~ Susanna Moodie, Roughing It in the Bush
(1852/1989, p. 163)

f''

,r\ :/>..
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This

is

a paper about

human behaviour. While

it

ecology and attempts to address a wide range of issues,

human behaviour and its relationship to
made well known

nature.

spans discipUnes Hke literature and
it is,

at its centre,

an analysis of

Growing evidence since the 1960s has

the effects of human population on the physical world: the ozone layer

continues to weaken, large numbers of species go extinct on a daily basis, global climate
shifting,

and with each passing day the earth becomes a little

less capable of sustaining

Charles Darwin stated that "we do not always bear in mind, that though food

superabundant,

it is

not so at

all

is

life.

may be now

seasons of each recurring year" (1859/2004a,

p. 42].

Over

150 years later these words ring more true than ever with the release of a report from the

UN

Millennium Project Task Force on Environmental Sustainability, which tells us that

every region of the world
in rapidly

human

"in

actions have affected the natural environment, resulting

diminishing forests and coral reefs, increased consumption of scarce water and

energy resources, desertification, the spread of invasive alien species, loss of biodiversity,

and global climate change [Melnick,

and

D,

McNeely J, Kakabadse Navarro,

Sears, R, 2005, p. 5).

In their

r .•

complex ecosystems.
even write about

•

it,

all

living

organisms that

is

^

,-

thought to evolve in

We are physical beings, we see nature, we study

and yet for all

this

our cultural traditions, at least

increasingly reflected a disconnection v^th the world around us.

which

Schmidt-Traub,

book The Sacred Balance, David Suzuki and Amanda McConnell write about

a kind of natural symbiosis between

selves,

Y,

have come to be seen as
lies within,

and as a

little

it,

we talk about it,

in the

Our bodies, our corporeal

more than temporary carrying cases

result, despite all of

our achievements,

any kind of balance with our habitat. But what has led us

to

West, have

for a true self

we are failing to forge

such a point?

How have we

'

'£;'

"J

>1ju^.)\

'

:o
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come

to such drastic misconceptions

While

it

about the natural world and our place within

might be easy to point to science, technology, governments, business, the industrial

revolution, etcetera,

I

would suggest that these are not the only culprits.

George Sessions point out that the environmental
societies, is increasingly

[1985,
of our

it?

p. ix).

Bill

Devall and

crisis resultant of technocratic-industrial

"coming to be understood as a

crisis of

character and of culture"

We have failed to recognize that "current environmental problems are largely

own making, are, in

other words, a by-product of culture" [Glotfelty, 1996,

In his seminal exploration of literature

to an interminable

problem

in

and ecology,

ecocritic Joseph

our social narrative, stating that

p. xxi).

Meeker points

"Civilization, at least in the

West, has developed as a tragedy does, through the actions of pioneering leaders

break new ground and surmount huge obstacles" (1974,
however,

is that,

p. 30].

who

What Meeker suggests

unlike other pioneering species (starlings, crabgrass,

etc.],

humans have

never faced the environmental restrictions that would allow for the development of more

complex ecosystems to evolve around

us.

Our "aggressive, competitive and tough"

mentality persists unchecked by nature and ourselves, refusing to give

ecosystems rather

in short, as a species

we envision

work is one

been applied

stable

ourselves as ever positioned against a harsh physical world, which
p. 30].

in a

of the

most important in

to nature

and yet,

ecocriticism, the hypothesis has never

comprehensive way to human culture.

briefly in Meeker's book,

we

This hypothesis provides an interesting

framework for understanding the dynamic of humanity's relationship

really

way to more

we never properly integrate with our environment, but

must overcome, or at least die trying (1974,

while Meeker's

survival

In fact,

it is

mentioned only

with no evidence or exploration, and he never returns to the

subject again, even omitting

it

from later editions of the book. This project seeks to examine

• 'J

'JiJ':

^r..

'••4

^1;^,-

iV;

r
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this hypothesis in the context of

Canadian pioneer narratives,

in the

hope of gaining a

deeper understanding of how the pre-Confederation (mis)conceptions of nature have
continued to shape the discourse of modern Canadian ecological practice.

'

Exploring the validity of this hypothesis must be pursued on two fronts: the

would be the conditions that lie

largely outside

makeup, our instincts, our physiology, and so
environment

in

which we must

human

control:

first

our biology (our genetic

on), as well as the conditions of the physical

survive. Looking

back across evolutionary history, can

trace patterns of such behaviour, have we, at least at a biological level,

aggressive pioneer or invasive species? The second

is

we

behaved as an

set within a cultural context.

Through

a case study analysis of the settlers of Upper Canada/Ontario in the early 1800s, can

we

observe, as Meeker suggests, the existence of a cultural pathos, which sees people

positioned against nature?
If

<..

Meeker is correct we will be able
,

"v-

to trace rather clear patterns of behaviour

correlating with his descriptions of invasiveness, both biologically

through generations of human history.

i'-

We will encounter

and

culturally,

a hyper-competitive species

capable of surviving, and expanding, in almost any environ, with great

skill in

the resources of those regions. With these ideas in mind,

two basic

frameworks through which Meeker's hypothesis
is,

the ways in which nature

humanity is pitted

is

is

I

back

will discuss

manipulating

best conceived: "nature as a threat," that

constructed as an oppositional force, against which

in a struggle for survival;

and "nature as a commodity," the way nature

is

conceived within the settler culture on a use/value model. In addition to these themes, this
study will also explore findings that might to contradict the hypothesis as well, suggesting
that while Meeker's

framework may

offer us a valid interpretation,

it is

not a totalizing

;•:'!

*;

:.'P,-

:i*.

„i

n

:'7l-
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vision of human/nature interactions. Such findings

we there are lessons to be gained from
Each chapter in

this

would

paper serves a

specific function,

situates Meeker's

and

by which I mean rather than

final

climax argument, they each

own as equally integral pieces of exploring the hypothesis, though they are,

of course, very interconnected with each other. Chapter

literary

my opinion, that

our past, and that we have hope for our future.

each chapter building on the previous, moving towards a
stand on their

also suggest, in

work historically by tracing the

cultural studies that

evolution of ecocriticism, the field of

examines the relationship between human culture and the

environment. The aim of this chapter
to address its strengths

Two: Anatomy of Ecocriticism,

is

to explore the shape of ecocriticism as a discipline,

and weaknesses and the tensions within

the dominant approaches of the sciences and humanities, and

it.

In

doing so

makes the case

towards what Edward Wilson describes as "consilience," a kind of true

it

addresses

for a

move

interdisciplinarity.

This chapter also advocates a kind of hybridized methodology that would combine the

guiding principles of the Scientific Method viath the discursive praxis and hermeneutics of
the humanities.

,

h-vi-v

-

-

->^ro

n^

Chapter Three: Theorizing Ecology endeavours to open up the
evolutionary biology in a

approaches.

It

ecology as the
place

offers

way that is

accessible

and receptive to

-

-

1

p'r

-

fields of ecology

and

cultural studies

an assessment of the natural sciences and posits an argument for

optimum point for consilience; an

where the dominant paradigms

relatively equal footing.

accessible discipline, ecology provides a

of both the sciences

Moving forward,

and humanities can meet on

this chapter focuses

on developing and exploring

a three point paradigm for analysis of human behaviour in which biology, culture and the
physical environment meet, each shaping

and shaped by one another to characterize

-i'vrij

.u

()r,

•-':,;'v

,

•"A'.y.iH

". ^.'.^B

'^^.

'I

'!;{£-

tr.n
rr.rrvv'

"i"

-i^
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human behavioural responses

to the

world around

us.

This framework

is

applied in the

case of Meeker's observations suggesting that his "pioneer hypothesis," though in need of

some minor reconfiguring,
The

cultural

on stable

rests

scientific

grounding.

d3mamic of Meeker's hypothesis

is

expanded on

in

Chapter Four:

Ontarian Pioneers 1800-1867. This chapter begins with an examination of the shifting

population demographics in Upper Canada/Ontario between 1800 and 1867, pointing to
ecological

and

cultural suitability for a case study analysis of Meeker's hypothesis.

It

its

then

provides a review of the dominant voices in Canadian literary criticism on the subject of

human/nature

relationships,

and moves

into an examination of Meeker's hypothesis as

it is

manifested in settler literature from this period of history. This analysis of the literature

broken into three research areas, as stated above: nature as a
commodity, and what we might
the hypothesis,

call

is

threat, nature as a

contradictory findings, which, while they do not negate

seem to complicate our understanding of the

settlers' relationship to

nature. Overall, the findings suggest that Meeker's hypothesis rests

on stable

tv:,

footings,

though the surprising contradictory results show a much deeper connection with nature
than the hypothesis might allow

1

for.

have often heard the expression that those

doomed to

repeat

it.

We have reached a period in history that is ecologically

unprecedented and unknovm; there
not one of our

own

is

no record of such a

making, and not on such a

does not follow that we have learned from
disaster,

literary

our future

and

who fail to learn from history are

is

it,

scale. History, then,

for while this crisis

in peril nonetheless. This

cultural studies

have to offer

crisis of the

study

is

biosphere, at least

has not repeated. Yet,

is

it

not a recurrence of past

an attempt to show what we

in addressing this crisis of ecology

in

by reopening

")'''>'

nt

til

:-]i
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Canadian literary history and bringing to bear questions of our very survival and our place
in the

are,

biosphere - questions which cannot afford to be

however, some

going any further,

what it is

not.

I

critical

feel

it

left

unasked, nor unanswered. There

concerns that will undoubtedly arise in reading

important to make a statement regarding what

this

and, before

paper

is

and

Over the course of piecing this work together I have encountered several

questions that have persisted, and with good reason. They are these:
Culture

it

phenomenon? How is the question

of primary source material?

is this

topic a Popular

of gender addressed with regard to the authors

How can we account for the perspectives of the indigenous

peoples of Canada at this time? Each of these

is

a significant concern, and

wish to address

I

these potential problems as effectively as brevity will permit me, and to state

where

I

feel

further research could progress from here.

Whether this

topic has connections to popular culture

me from the beginning.
definitions of the

at least

word

In the

end I turn

to

is

a problem that has troubled

Raymond Williams, who developed three basic

"culture," suggesting that

any cultural study will inevitably explore

one of them. Williams stated that culture can refer to "a general process of

intellectual, spiritual

particular

and aesthetic development"; secondly,

way of life, whether of a

it

can be considered as "a

people, a period, or a group"; or lastly culture can be

considered "the works and practices of intellectual and especially artistic

activity,"

which

refers to "signifying practices" [Storey, 1993, p. 2). John Storey tells us that popular culture

can usually be understood in terms of the second and third definitions provided by
Williams (1993,

p. 2).

That

is,

the study of popular culture refers to either the study of a

particular "lived practice" of certain people, or the analysis of "signifying practices" of

intellectual

and

artistic activity of a

time period. The research presented here

is

largely

-^q

V-

:M >M
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concerned with both of these definitions. On one hand

way of life,

examination of the Canadian

my research is essentially an

specifically in Ontario,

and how it connects

to our

physical surroundings - the "lived practices" of Canadian peoples in relation to our natural

surroundings. The texts are records about Canadian

life,

of how people in

Canada/Ontario regard the biosphere and their place within
historical

views of nature, and,

discursively. In this regard

understand

it

These texts also represent

'literary'

my work is concerned with unpacking the discourse to

must also be stated however,
one, but rather,

it is

that the study undertaken here

interested in

is

decidedly not a

of these texts, and primarily

what they can tell us about their time period and the popular attitudes
a need today to

seem an increasingly less
criticism in

is

^•

'

-

an exploration into the relationships between ecosystems and

I

There

'

how nature has been represented, and exploring the problems, and perhaps

human culture. am less concerned with the literary value

day.

world

in essence, they actively construct the biological

solutions these representations provide in light of the ecological crisis.

It

Upper

Canada

move away from current trends

effective

means

has, over the past

to tackle the

in literary analysis as

problems

two or three decades, been

we are facing.
largely

of their

they

Literary

absorbed with

representations of gender, sexuality and race, which are expressly issues of human social
life,

and, in

that kind

most

cases,

have found

seem inadequate

use for ecology. Indeed, literary explorations of

for addressing the ecological crisis. Feminist analysis

the only branch of theory that has
the subject of ecofeminism.
in

little

perhaps

made significant strides with a vast body of literature on

And perhaps

some ways to reduce problems which

specific interests.

is

this split is

affect the

necessary - after

all, it

seems strange

whole of humanity to discussions of
^

>

^

'^'-'

I

/-y

in?
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It

has generally been the case in American ecocriticism to centre on male

dominated discourses; thus, while the issue of gender

is

certainly raised,

it is

'

>

usually

done

from the perspective of ecofeminists who respond to the way male discourse has
constructed the land as female. In Canadian literature however, the female author
central

theme

literature

in criticism,

and Canadian

the issue of gender
that

is

is

is

a

an attribute which has long distinguished both Canadian

literary criticism

l

from other schools of thought. However, while

of unquestionable significance,

it lies

beyond the scope of research

concerned v^th the literary history of Canadian people as a species of animal

threatened on a biological

level.

and female writers respond

to

While there

may be, and likely are,

and represent the

land, the goal here

differences in search of gendered discourses, but to see
offer us in

differences in

is

how male

not to contrast these

what these representations have

terms of understanding our current crisis. In essence,

to

we should avoid arguing

over who started the

fire,

shift in critical focus;

a shift from looking at dominated groups of people, to locating a

while the forest burns to the ground around us. This involves a

dominant humanity and a misunderstood nature. This

is

not to suggest

I

see no value in

exploring questions of gender within this textual material. The critical discussions of

ecofeminism are of unquestionable significance

beyond the scope of the material presented

more

detail should refer to

Of course, similar

in the dialogue of ecology,

it is

here, those interested in exploring the issue in

Chapter Two's subsection on ecofeminism and

critical

and though

questions arise

its

contributors.

when addressing questions of race

throughout Canadian history. Though the issues of race and environment have been
explored by writers such as Murray Bookchin [The Philosophy of Social Ecology, 1990),
Daniel Francis {The Imaginary Indian, 1992; National Dreams, 1997) and others, they have

'^:vn

;n

,>fi

n.f

'LHI

.o

.J
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remained largely outside the Ecocritical agenda

until

more

recently. Part of this neglect

may lie in the fact that marginalized groups, like the indigenous
have had

little

power in

influencing the dominant ideological structures which have

governed environmental practices. While there
perspectives, one

peoples of North America,

is

of course a

need

to consider varying

must also consider the extent to which those perspectives have shaped

the dominant discourses of environmental practice.

To analyse representations

of,

for

example, natives in white literature, or native literature, as part of the dominant ideology of

Canada would be a drastic overstatement of their sadly diminished role
Canadian environmental

ethics.

in

As Will Ferguson suggests, one of the dominant themes

Canadian history has been to try and make the Natives disappear [1997,
result they

Thus,

it

have been segregated

seems inappropriate

shaping

socially, legally,

to structure

and

racially in

inevitably benefit from further study,

and those interested

in

103),

Canada [1997,

arguments of power relations

discourses around issues of race and gender. However, the topic

p.

is

in

in

and as a

p.

117).

environmental

one that would

such criticism can find more

resources in Chapter Two under the subheading "Social Ecology."

-

.^^''^

My deepest concern with issues such as those listed above is that they continue to
take a

human centred approach to the world around us, in which nature, that is

biosphere,

is

entirely inconsequential

problem which

lies at

and the differences between people are the

the heart of the very things

result, studies of this

is

issue, a

many ecocritics have sought to dismantle.

As Leaky and Lewin noted, the problem does not stem from, nor does
group of human beings, but rather

the

it

apply to this or that

an issue that all humans must face [1995,

p.

186). As a

kind should expel questions of human social division and seek to

uncover and critique the dominant ideologies which have created the current situation -

in

^i.

klktr

ha..

~-e>v{,

'

'
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short,

we must move beyond finding who did what and address the primary problem of

what went wrong and how can
history

is

an exercise

less

in

it

be

fixed.

Thus, reading ecological problems in literary

metaphorical translation and more an endeavour to examine

patterns of thinking and cultural perceptions about nature.

We must ask ourselves how

these models of reality have persisted and

model of survival or

if they

offer us a

.
,

^

destruction. In this regard, to follow from Meeker's example,

pioneers,

they

felt

who were largely writing accounts

about their environment

they v^all, then

of their lives in Canada,

had to say and how

these attitudes prove problematic, as Meeker suggests

we must examine how these problems have persisted and ask if they can

offer us insight into

In the

If

we look to see what the

end

I

our current ecological challenges.

feel this

paper accomplishes two

.

,'p.

,,

.

goals: the first, to provide

enough case

study evidence to suggest that Meeker's hypothesis has merit as an effective means for the
analysis of human behaviour in relation to nature. Secondly,

demonstrates to both the

be gained

in

scientific

I

sincerely

hope

and humanistic communities that there

this study

is

great value to

opening our doors to each other; that despite the dizzying nomenclatures and

seemingly incongruent ideas, each discipline brings an indispensible component to the
search for understanding humanity and our place in the biosphere. In short,
together;

it is

time to behave as such.
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Two

Chapter

Anatomy of Ecocriticism
Interdisciplinarity, Consilience

"There

is

and Hybrid Methodology

not a single literary work anywhere that utterly defies ecological interpretation"

~

Scott Slovic
(in Love,

2003,

p.

34)

Prior to a 1989 meeting of the Western Literature Association, the field
"ecocriticism"

there

was no

relationship

was

all

but absent from the disciplines of academia. This

scholarship in this area before that time, in

between

literature

fact,

is

we know as

not to say that

work exploring the

and ecology had been published

for

^'

-i

more than 30 years;

however, up to that point its proponents were disconnected from each other, developing
ecological approaches to cultural analysis in near isolation (Glotfelty, 1996, p. xvii].
ecocritical papers presented at that

Love, offered a

1989 meeting, one by Cheryl

Glotfelty

Two

and one by Glen

new challenge to humanities scholars, and afterwards it seemed clear that

something had changed

in the

consciousness of the academic community. Within only a few

short years the Association for the Study of Literature and Environment (ALSE] formed,
rapidly climbing to over 300 members;

Germany,

Australia, the United

ASLE

Kingdom,

affiliates

India,

were founded

in Japan, Korea,

and Canada, and one began

to see the

^
^

creation of graduate programs in Literature and Environment at various institutions (Love,

2003,

p. 5).

Perhaps the most significant

Ecocriticism Reader:

Fromm,

moment came in 1996 with the

Landmarks in Literary Ecology, edited by Cheryll

a collection which brings together

publication of The

Glotfelty

and Harold

many of the key ecocritical texts, and articulates

the critical and interdisciplinary nature of this diverse

field.

But what is ecocriticism?

-A-'

I

:;

rjWV)(

.lb

.
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A simple question, but one with an elusive answer;
ecocriticism are debated even today by

many scholars.

the defining characteristics of

It is

a field often criticized for

having no central theory or methodology, and while some relish the prospect of a
decentred, loose set of ideas, others have
definition.

1

will

expand on

development of this

this tension

field of study. It

contemporary ecocriticism

lie

in

worked hard

below, but

let

to bring to

it

a sense of unity and

me first discuss the origins and

seems generally agreed upon that the origins of

two seminal

texts:

Joseph Meeker's study of literature and

ecology The Comedy of Survival (1974), and Annette Kolodny's ecofeminist analysis of

American pastoral The Lay of the Land: Metaphor as Experience and History in American

and Letters [1975). While these were not the

first texts to link cultural

environmentalism, they stand out as the earliest efforts to develop a

s nf

and

studies

Life

new approach to

/

reading cultural history.

Meeker's study was really the
traditions of literature. The

first

introduced the term "literary ecology" to describe a

It

was here

that

Meeker

new approach to literature

new set of perspectives informed by the natural

Meeker suggests we can re-examine our cultural history to better understand

what our past can

tell

us not only about our particular species, but also our relationship to

species and our place in the biosphere. While Meeker's text has

outdated

and tragedy

we can assess what our traditions have to teach us about past, present and

future relations with nature. In bringing a

sciences,

of comedy

\;

order to better understand what literary history

terms of biological ethics and our survival as a species.

through which

all

connect the science of ecology with the

Comedy of Survival explores the modes

in relation to principles of ecology, in

offers us in

first to

scientifically,

an issue

1

become somewhat

shall explore in the following chapter, his

work remains

a

u'>i"

:"5^v.

y-T

'{H

'h.
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corner-stone of ecocritical inquiry and one of the single greatest efforts in the pursuit of
interdisciphnarity. The

Lay of the Land, on the other hand, functions somewhat differently

than Meeker's work. Rather than pursuing ecology as a means of critical inquiry, Kolodny
(1975) employs a strategy of reading against the grain through which she displaces the

primacy of male experience
represented. She explores

in

order to examine

how the new world landscape is

how the land is constructed as

essentially feminine in early

way in which the land can be

pastoral writing,

and

cultural signifier

through narrative. In using letters and journals as a primary source

material,

in

doing

so,

exposes the

Kolodny shows us how European

settler

by pastoral ideas of paradise; the new world as a
these texts

is

created as a

responses to the landscape were shaped

literal

Garden of Eden. Her analysis of

a case-in-point demonstration of how our environmental ethics are deeply

connected to the ways in which we represent the land in our culture.

These then become the two core principles
first,

in

to understand that our cultural history has the

developing an ecocritical approach:

power to

drastically

shape our

relationship with nature, and, secondly, that in attempting to take a critical approach to

that relationship,

more

we must go beyond the borders

scientifically

the earth.

It

of traditional cultural studies and bring a

informed perspective about the complex relationships and networks of

was these

principles that interested William Rueckert

when he composed his

1978 essay "Literature and Ecology: An Experiment in Ecocriticism," which not only
introduced the term "ecocriticism," giving
also put into

words a

environmental

feeling that

crisis is

many in the humanities were beginning to have:

more than

culture have the ability,

name to this burgeoning critical movement, but
that the

a problem of science, and that scholars of literature and

and indeed the

responsibility, to bring a

deeper understanding of

^

;''-•>>.
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these problems to the table. Rueckert demonstrates

and shaped,

if

how literary traditions are informed

unconsciously, by the basic principles of nature; that

green plants" and the land as text (1996,

p.

we can read "poems as

111). Unfortunately, this

"short of action, halfway

between

ecocriticism, but instead

opening a door for a

literature

and ecology
critical

,"
.

.

.

is

where he

stops:

refusing to define

vf:.

,

debate that has persisted ever since

(Rueckert, 1996, p. 121). In the early 1980's, following the publication of those early critical

works, one can begin to trace the emergence of a
still

to

new ecocritical school of analysis. Though

operating largely independent of each other, an increasing

respond to the ideas and challenges put forth by those early

number of scholars
ecocritics,

long before the field of ecocriticism really began to take shape.

Deep

ecologists Bill Devall

crisis is increasingly

(1985,

p. ix).

"coming to be understood as a

"^''

=

~

'

^•

crisis of

character and of culture"

Picking up on this link, Lawrence Buell noted that "the environmental crisis

"current environmental problems are
in the social sciences

to climate change

.

.

.

p. 2),

while Cheryll Glotfelty identified that

a by-product of culture" (1996,

p. xxi).

As scholars

may be limited, but critical exploration of character and culture is our

the introduction to The Ecocriticism Reader, Cheryll Glotfelty remarks that

physical world, affecting

it

and affected by it" (1996,

"the study of the relationship

More

-

and humanities, our ability to explain the chemical processes leading

ecological criticism shares the fundamental premise that

xvii).

" ^-

was not

it

and George Sessions remarked that the environmental

involves a crisis of the imagination" (1995,

forte. In

':

and

started

recently, Camilo

of enquiry that analyzes

between

literature

human

culture

p. xix). Glotfelty

is

"all

connected to the

defines ecocriticism as

and the physical environment" (1996,

Gomides stated that ecocriticism could be defined as "the

and promotes works of art which

raise

p.

field

moral questions about

.;•
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human
will

interactions with nature, while also motivating audiences to live within a limit that

be binding over generations" (2006,

definition to

promote more

p. 16}.

Gomides

is

of course seeking to tighten the

scientific rigour, suggesting that definitions

such as Glotfelty's

are too open and vague to allow for a clear approach. As suggested above, this tension of
definition has

become one of the

central debates within

contemporary ecocriticism; while

many find the decentred, open nature of ecocriticism stimulating and conducive to new
perspectives, others remain concerned that a lack of focus

people away, and diminish the
of the field

is

needed

the sciences for

field.

and defining theory will turn

Gomides, for example, feels that a more lucid definition

to avoid confusing,

and thus alienating people, particularly those

in

whom "tight definitions are the basis for constructing models and testing

hypotheses" (2006,

p. 13]. Similarly, Serpil

Oppermann, fearing that a

failure to align

ecocriticism with a well defined theory and methodology will diminish

its

capacity to

address cultural problems and lead to hermeneutical confusion, recently advocated for a

postmodern ecological approach
the postmodern problem

to

be established

in the field (2006, p. 107).

I

.

v^ll explore

more deeply further on, but for the moment let me suggest that

while apprehensions, such as those presented by Gomides and Oppermann, are not to be

dismissed

was such

lightly,

they

seem somewhat pedantic and rigid

a rigid adherence to form that prevented

stated, "better

My concern is that it

much of the humanities from engaging

the environmental crisis for so long to begin with. While

embrace the rigour and

in their aim.

I

agree that

specificity of the sciences, the field itself

is,

critical

inquiry must

as Lawrence Buell

understood as a congeries of semioverlapping projects than as a unitary
-

approach or set of claims"

(in Love,

2003,

p. 5).
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Thus, authors like Joseph Meeker {The Comedy of Survival, 1974), Wendell Berry

(What Are People For?, 1990] D.M.R. Bentley [The GayJGrey Moose, 1992),

Neil

Evernden

[The Social Creation of Nature, 1992; The Natural Alien, 1993), Lawrence Buell [The

Environmental Imagination, 1995), and Glen Love [Practical Ecocriticism, 2003), have

all

brought a variety of perspectives and ideas to the debate, without unanimously adhering to
a singular, limited point of access. As such, their
interdisciplinary ecocriticism.

environmental

What does

crisis as a crisis of culture,

work stands

unite these authors

and

at the forefront of

is

their understanding of the

their belief that to address this crisis

an

^

-^t

increasing level of dialogue between the natural sciences and the humanities and social
sciences

is

necessary for developing a deeper understanding of life on earth. Their feeling

is

that only by combining the efforts of each discipline, by blending the detailed

understanding of reductive compartmentalism with the broad applications of
interdisciplinary study, can
to the

life

we hope to understand how human culture

is

deeply connected

systems of the earth. As such, ecocriticism, rather than operating

in isolation,

intermingles freely with a wide variety of disciplines and research areas including nature
writing, ecofeminism, social ecology,
history, studies of environment

postmodern

deep ecology,

spiritual ecology,

environmental

and technology, and there are even suggestions of a

ecocriticism.

.

.

Nature Writing
Let

me begin with the

particularly in the

relationship

American pastoral

between nature writing and ecocriticism,

tradition.

of ecocriticism to this point have primarily

The

earliest

and most plentiful expressions

come from departments

of English Literature,

•V

:il

i
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and a good deal of the canonical
writing.

ecocritical

The connection, 1 suppose,

is

work focuses

largely

on American nature

obvious: nature writers are concerned with nature as

a central idea for study and response; ecocritics are interested in

what these writers have

and what sort of environmental ethics they are establishing in their texts. Writers

to say,

like Melville

[Moby Dick, 1851/2001) and Thoreau [Walden, 1854/1995) have an inspired

reverence for nature, though such works are not without their

meanwhile the

critics;

journals of Christopher Columbus (1825/1998) or the writings of John Smith (1616/1998;

1624/1998) are more focused on the
Wendell Berry once remarked that
world'
- that

is, 1

it

believe, simply wrong.

can and does

affect,

possibilities for extracting natural resources. Essayist

assume that the context of literature

"to

That

its

real habitat

is

even in practical ways, the

recognized by most theorists and

critics for a

is 'the

the household and the

life

of a place -

while yet" (1990,

p. 84).

literary

community

may not be

. >

The vast majority of

literary criticism certainly reflects this discrepancy and, as Cheryll Glotfelty points out,

one were to judge the state of the world based on major publications
profession, there

p. xvi).

this notion,

in the literary

would be scarcely an awareness of environmental problems

However, as

I

if

at all (1996,

have suggested, a growing number of scholars have been challenging

blending literary studies with environmental studies to reinterpret the

meaning of space and place

in literature.

as well as Lav^ence Buell (1995) and

Writers such as Kolodny (1975) and Love (2003),

Don Scheese

("Desert Solitaire: Counter-friction to

the Machine in the Garden," 1996) have continued to address the role of pastoral literature
in

forming responses to the American landscape. "The pastoral goal," says Meeker, "has

always been to find

in rural

nature an alternative to the

Though Leo Marx proclaimed the pastoral

tradition

ills

dead

of civilization" (1997, p. 53).

in his

landmark book The Machine
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in the

Garden (1964), others,

critical

Love and Scheese, have continued to proclaim

like Buell,

relevance. Despite criticisms of the pastoral's

immature and escapist themes, Buell

argues that the pastoral, as a means of academic inquiry, continues to offer
insightful

model

commentary (1999,

"for

Meeker also

608).

p.

its

critical

and

states that the pastoral represents a

human responses to contemporary social, intellectual, and natural

environments" (1997,

p. 50).

Even Marx himself felt obliged

to redress his observation in a

later essay "Pastoralism in America", arguing instead that the pastoral continues to offer

significant insight into

It

was

American

literary history (Love, 2003, p. 65).

in these essays that ecocritics first

cultural studies

had

to offer the

began

to articulate

what literary and

world in the face of the environmental

they were joined by other nature writing scholars, including Thomas
of Nature Writing," 1996),

Respond

to the

and Vera

L.

Norwood

American Landscape," 1996).

pastoral" literature that

would usher

in a

Canadian writers also began to appear
prairie literature Vertical

J.

crisis.

Soon enough,

Lyon ("A Taxonomy

("Heroines of Nature: Four Women

Critic

new age

Terry Gifford even called for a "post

of nature writing (Love, 2003, p. 69).

in this dialogue

v^th Laurie Ricou's analysis of

Man, Horizontal World (1973), as well as ecocritical surveys of

Canadian nature poetry by D.M.R. Bentley (1992) and Diana Relke (Greenwor[l)ds, 1999).
Also taking shape at this time

was a broader application

of these principles to literary

works that were not explicitly about nature. Meeker had addressed Dante and
Shakespeare

in 1974,

but

now writers like C3mthia Deitering

("The Postnatural Novel,"

1996) were examining increasing environmental toxicology and the absence of nature in

contemporary fiction, and theorists such as Christopher Manes ("Nature and
1996), Michael McDowell ("The Bakhtinian

Road

Silence,"

to Ecological Insight," 1996),

and David

'>
.
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Mazel ("American Literary Environmentalism as Domestic Orientalism," 1996], were
seeking out
literature

new theoretical paradigms in literary studies that could assess the role

and culture

in the face of a

growing ecological

crisis.

of

^

Ecofeminism
During this time ecocritics began branching out and connecting with other
philosophies and critical schools, blending ideas, methods and approaches in

were sometimes
later

ways that

but often entirely new. Kolodny's The Lay of the Land (1975], and

familiar,

work The Land Before Her (1984], which examines

early female responses to the

American landscape, opened the door to rethinking cultural interactions with the
biosphere, combining a feminist cultural studies approach with an ecologically informed
perspective. Her works continue to stand as groundbreaking efforts to articulate

ecofeminist cultural studies. While ecofeminism and ecocriticism remain different schools
of thought, they have often been combined, developing connections

and working in

tandem. Ecofeminism arose in the early 1970's as a way of "making connections between
the abuse heaped on the physical environment and the abuse heaped

and bodies" (Booth 1997,

same

p.

330]. Unlike ecocriticism,

which began

upon women's minds

to take root about the

time, ecofeminism almost immediately developed a collective voice

levels of dialogue across

many disciplines.

In

her article "An Overview of Ecofeminism,"

Annie Booth points to a number of strong proponents, including Susan
King, Elizabeth

Dodson

Ruether, and others

and opened new

Gray, Hazel Henderson, Carolyn Merchant,

Griffith,

Ynestra

Rosemary Radford

who brought ecofeminism into the academy as one of the most critical

and yet widely accessible voices

in the struggle for a

more meaningful kind

of ethics

'^

(Booth, 1997,

p.

331]. Like ecocriticism. Booth points out, "there

is

Pereira 21

no single teaching or

belief that solely characterizes ecofeminism" (1997, p. 330}. Rather, there exists a series of

generally agreed

upon

principles that guide critical inquiry, but allow for the freedom to

explore a wide range of subjects.

Of the key texts

^.

.:K-i ai>c\t*

in ecofeminist history,

l..

5

>' I

fi' L;.
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Carolyn Merchant's stark critique of the

sciences and the post-enlightenment turn to reason in The Death of Nature (1980) persists
as one of the
in

Western

most highly regarded examinations of scientific rationale and

society, not just along lines of race

social inequality

and gender, but for the entire biosphere.

Meanwhile, Janet Biehl {^Finding Our Way: Rethinking Ecofeminist Politics, 1991), coming

from a tradition of Social Ecology, has addressed similar concerns, but through the lens of
social

oppression stemming from cultural practice. Like Social Ecology founder Murray

Bookchin, Biehl describes social oppression as preceding the oppression of nature; while
science and rationality are implicated in the crisis of ecology, the problems reach far

deeper into

human history. These are but two approaches amidst a wide variety of

ecofeminist examinations of culture and the environment, but they give an idea of how

broad the reach of ecofeminism has been. Like ecocriticism,
theory and theorists has been cited as a drawback by
is this flexibility

that has

tlie

critics,

marked many ecofeminist writers

broad range of ecofeminist

but again

as

some

my feeling is that it

of the boldest and

most

pervasive interdiscplinarians. In combining feminism and ecology together with Social

Ecology (Biehl, 1991; Dejardins, 1993], SpirituaHsm (Allen, 1990; Christ, 1994], Political
Science and Globalization (Shiva, 1994; Sandilands, 1999; Eaton and Lorentzen, 2003], and
in later years

Deep Ecology (Matthews, 1994;

have demonstrated that

flexibility

Salleh, 1997],

and openness

to

contemporary ecofeminists

new approaches

is

our best hope for

1
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.

answering

critical

questions about the worid. Thus,

have found themselves to be ecofeminists as
guide post towards a

new kind

well;

it is

it is

no mystery why so many

a field that has served not only as a

of critical theory, but also has

many "semioverlapping projects"

ecocritics

formed a large part of the

described above by Buell (in Love, 2003,

p. 5).

..

;

ina" a

Social Ecology
Of course, ecofeminism and ecocriticism are not the only

between issues
Sixties,

in

human

cultural practice

fields

making connections

and ecology, nor were they the

first In the early

Murray Bookchin, mentioned above, began developing a philosophy of "social

ecology" that described the domination of nature as causally linked to the domination of

humans by other humans. As

a critical approach social ecology, like ecofeminism, deep

ecology and other movements,

is

grounded in the concept of oppression, but it

differs in the

conviction that socio-cultural oppression of people by other people not only preceded

human

attempts to subdue and dominate the natural world, but was the root cause of such

action - in short,

we will be

unable to rectify environmental problems until

social inequality (Merchant, 1994, p. 8-9].

it

to
•'
:

social

details (1994, p. 156).

rectify

Bookchin defines the guiding aim of social

ecology as attempting to see the "whole picture," rather than reducing

and meaningless

we can

He argues

that in order to progress

minute parts
'^

y A

.-

.,w:

beyond current

and environmental problems "poetry and imagination must be integrated with

science and technology, for
exclusively

tap into

we have

evolved beyond an innocence that can be nourished

by myths and dreams" (Bookchin, 1994,

many of social ecology's

p.

153). Ecocritics have been eager to

ideas regarding a broader understanding of oppression

than those offered by ecofeminism. Where, as Annie Booth writes, ecofeminism has

little

::}

,^

room

for

men
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(1997. 343), social ecology seeks to address problems as they affect the

whole of humanity as a whole, such as race and

class, social justice,

and globalization,

in

-i

addition to addressing the inequity between genders. Writers like Robert Bullard

("Environmental Racism and the Environmental Justice Movement", 1994], Ramachandra

Guha

("Radical Environmentalism:

A Third World

Critique," 1994)

and Robin Morris

("The Apocalyptic Vision, Environmentalism, and a Wider Embrace," 2006)

connections between environmental
that the environmental

justice, globalization

movement is inadequate

as

it fails

and

Collin

make

racial politics, suggesting

to address the link

between

racism and environmental degradation. In her article "The Apocalyptic Vision,

Environmentalism, and a Wider Embrace," (2006) Collin traces poor environmental
relations in North

America

to the early

Europeans

settlers, aligning

the domination of the

landscape with the domination of indigenous peoples. Making a similar

Gunn

link, ecocritic

Paula

Allen attempts to reintegrate the environmental story telling of native peoples, in the

hope of restoring old traditions

at a time

when pushing forward seems to be

("The Sacred Hoop," 1996).

But social ecology is not without

failing us

.

its

downsides and

its

tendency to see the human
lit

i

'^-

element as the most significant component is often critiqued. Bookchin, for example, chides
the various "eco-movements" for using ecology without any real understanding of it. In
critiquing

what he

Commoner are

calls "trite cafeteria 'ecology,'"

Bookchin claims that writers

like

Barry

"adolescent at best and insidious at worst" in their engagement with the

current trends of eco-philosophy (Bookchin, 1990,

p. 140). Yet,

Bookchin himself almost

never actually talks about ecology as a science, nor does he reference any ecologists,
instead making his case based primarily on understandings of nature as represented by
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philosophers like Martin Heidegger.
following Bookchin's writing one

promote what

social ecology

is

He

largely appropriates the

essentially an anthropocentric

always places the

addressing social concerns

admire Heidegger, but he was not an

would scarcely be aware that ecology is

science as opposed to a philasophy.
principles to

I

first,

and then issues

incorporate the

non-human

world, setting us apart as

word and some

into a cultural critique as

it

of its older

for

core

its

rest of the biosphere,

affecting other species

environment This proves almost immediately problematic

in

actually a natural

model of the world. At

human element a priori to the

and

ecologist,

and the

-j

anyone attempting to

separates humanity from the

somehow divisible from the world around

us.

,

.

;

.

he

.

Deep Ecology
The conceptual opposite
ecology, though in

initiated in

to social ecology in

many ways

is

the philosophy of deep

some anthologies the two are grouped together. Deep ecology was

1972 with Ame Naess'

article

"The Shallow and the Deep, Long Range Ecology

Movements," which essentially gave names to the different approaches towards the
environmental

crisis.^

"Shallow" ecology, as defined by Naess,

and resource depletion. Central

objective: the health

developed countries" (Naess, 1994,
vastly

more complex, though

it

p.

is

the "fight against pollution

and affluence of people

120]. Conversely, "deep" ecology

is

in the

described as

can be roughly honed to seven basic principles: rejection of

the human-in-environment image in favour of the relational, total-field image; biospherical
egalitarianism - the deep ecologist requires a deep seated respect

ways and forms of life;

It

principles of diversity

should be noted that Deep Ecologist

as the inspiration for deep ecology, as

it

Bill

and symbiosis;

Devall credits Lynn White

was one

Jr.'s

and understanding

anticlass posture - addressing

essay "The Historical Roots of Ecological Crisis"

of the first critical pieces to suggest environmental

the foundations of the Judeo-Christian tradition. But

it is

for

problems stem from

Naess' article that articulates and defines the

movement

i^W
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the hierarchy domination relationships and suggesting that principles of diversity and

symbiosis be extended to address concerns of oppression; the fight against pollution and
resource depletion; celebration of complexity without complication; local autonomy and
decentralization (Naess, 1994,
article,

were picked up on by

p.

Bill

121-122). These ideas, which formed the core of Naess'
Devall and George Sessions [1985], the

two most prolific

voices of deep ecology, by WanAdck Fox [Tovjard a Transpersonal Ecology, 1991),

who

linked deep ecology and transpersonal psychology, and as well by ecofeminist Freya

Matthews

in

The Ecological Self [1991].

anthology Deep Ecology: Living as
central ideas of the

crisis

It

was

if Nature

Devall and Sessions in their

Mattered [1985),

movement with their characterization

of character and of culture (1985, p.

ix),

and

1985

critical

who really pinned down the

of the environmental crisis as a

their call for a drastic reconfiguration of

the foundations of society. In their conception, deep ecology suggests that nature as a

whole must be
argue that

entitled to the

new "metaphysics,

same rights and considerations

as

human beings and they

epistemology, cosmology, and environmental ethics of

person/planet" are urgently needed (Devall, 1994,

p.

125).

There has of course been considerable resistance

to these ideas - people,

it

seems,

are not generally keen on being told they are equal to mosquitoes and bean plants - and

deep ecology

is

often dismissed as pastoral, romantic,

interestingly enough); philosopher Jan

movement as

"strictly

Narveson once went as

incoherent" (1977,

p. 120).

opposition to this school of thought, suggesting
the role of capitalism and political

(Merchant, 1994,

p. 8)

and escapist

economy in

(all

literary concepts

far to describe the

Many ecofeminists, as well have held an

its

emphasis on anthropocentrism "masks

the domination of nature and

- though later writers like Freya

human beings"

Matthews (1991) have attempted
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to bridge the gaps.

this

magnitude

ecology

is

unappealing to

is

understandable - an overhaul of civilisation in

many and deemed almost impossible by most - the deep

movement has very much acted as

cultural studies.

life

While such resistance

a catalyst for

new approaches

The idea of decentring the human element to allow for the

on earth has led to new readings of cultural representation and

analysis focuses

on such

representations can

2003),

tell

and

inclusion of all

much ecocritical

it

may not be

how the environment is represented and what those

us about our understanding of nature

Whether looking at writers

Don

in fact

interpretation. Every story has a setting, though

obvious, and learning to read

technique.

in literary

like

Thoreau

is

.

r..

'is

a central idea in ecocritical

(Buell, 1995],

DeLillo (Deitering, 1996), or exploring nature and film

Hemingway

(Love,

making [Gomides,

2006), ecocritics are continually informed by the counter-culture approach of deep ecology,

which puts humanity back into the context of our natural environment and suggests that
aspects of the biosphere are worthy of critical consideration,

ivi^v

-
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all
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Religion

and Ecology: or Spiritual Ecology

While

Bill

Devall credited Lynn White

Jr.

as the inspiration for early deep ecology.

White's essay "The Historical Roots of Our Ecological Crisis" (1996) primarily sought to
address connections between environmental problems and the religious foundations of

Western

Society.

White locates our tendency to devalue nature within the Judeo-Christian

tradition, which, in displacing the so-called

beliefs in the sacredness of living things.

monopoly on

spirit in this

pagan religions from prominence, eradicated

With the

rise of Christianity

"man's effective

world was confirmed, and the old inhibitions

of nature crumbled" (1996, p. 10). In a similar vein ecocritic Harold

to the exploitation

Fromm,

in his

essay
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"From Transcendence

to Obsolescence:

A Route Map"

(1996), argues that the Christian idea

of "transcendence" divides us not only from nature, but from the physical part of ourselves.

Fromm suggests that humans, prior to the
realities of our physical limitations,

industrial age,

were confronted

our mortality, and sought comfort

daily with the

in Christian

transcendence: while our corporeal bodies are destined to lose the battle with nature, our
intellectual

minds, our immortal souls, will transcend this world and survive eternally on

another plain [1996,

p. 30]. But, in

of our consciousness, receding, as

locating the source of our

it

humanity within the recesses

were, into our minds for comfort from the sometimes

harsh realities of the physical environment,

we cease to acknowledge that it is the

environment which sustains our mind, seemingly rendering 'nature' obsolete from our
cultural history

[Fromm, 196,

p. 32).

The movement towards rethinking these
sometimes called

"spiritual ecology," has

religious foundations of society,

continued to build on White's example, not only

providing a critique of those deeply rooted traditions, but also exposing ecologically
positive teachings that have

been overlooked by early critics. Writers

like Bill

McKibben

{The End of Nature, 1999) and Carlene Spretnak ("The Spiritual Dimension of Green
Politics,"

1994), while acknowledging that the Judeo-Christian tradition can be problematic,

demonstrate that

it

also contains

many principles that are complementary to

thought. Meanwhile, writers like Carol Christ

Paula

Gunn Allen ["The Woman I Love

worked

is

ecological

["Why Women Need the Goddess." 1994) and

a Planet," 1990; "The Scared Hoop," 1996), have

to recover spiritual traditions that were marginalized

showing the value of an ecological ethics rooted

under the

rise of Christianity,

in a spirituality that holds all life to

worthy of respect and reverence. Much like deep and

be

social ecology, spiritual ecology
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brings a kind of revisionist history perspective by which

been mitigated or silenced by the dominant
cultural attitudes

traditions,

we

can unearth voices that have

and reassess the foundations of

towards the environment

.

1

-

,

1;

'

Environmental History and Evolutionary Biology
While movements

like

those listed above have continued to gain prominence as

interrelated critical schools of thought,

real

grounding

concerns
crisis in

is

many have found their focus to be too soft, lacking

in the science of ecology.

paramount. As a

discipline,

For environmental historians, addressing these

,

environmental history traces the environmental

terms of the evolutionary history of homo sapiens; which

is

coming to

to say that in

an understanding of how humans have interacted with the biosphere, they look not only at
the eco-consciousness of the 1960's, the industrial revolution, and the European expansion,

but also at the spread of the
natural history of the earth

human
itself.

species from

Authors

like

its

Jared

origins in Africa

and even

Diamond

Germs and Steel,

{Guns,

at the

1999), Richard Leaky and Roger Lewin {The Sixth Extinction, 1996), David Suzuki and

Amanda McConnell {The Sacred Balance,
2004), and biologist

1998), Alfred Crosby {Ecological Imperialism

Edward 0. Wilson {On Human Nature, 1978;

Diversity of Life, 1999), to

name

Biophilia, 1984;

The

a few, have built on the evolutionary biology principles of

Charles Darwin {The Origin of Species, 1856/2004; The Descent of Man, 1879/2004; The
Expression of Emotions

how humans

in

Man and Animals, 1890/2007)

interact with our

to bring a

deeper understanding of

environment on both a cultural and evolutionary

level.

works, heavily informed by the sciences of ecology and evolutionary biology, seek to

Their

»
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examine how throughout history the environment has shaped the human species as much
as

we have shaped

it.

Other authors, such as environmental historian Peter Coates [Nature, 1998], have
analysed

how nature has been configured within human

culture, tracing patterns of

representation from the birth of civilisation to contemporary Western society; while
writers like Richard White ("The Nature of Progress: Progress and the Environment,"

1996], Leo Marx ["The Domination of Nature and the Redefinition of Progress," 1996] and

Harold

Fromm

(1996] have raised serious questions about our ideas of "progress" with

regard to the environmental

crisis.

Their works ask us to reconsider the historical shift

wherein human technological advancement has allowed us to seemingly overpower
nature's influence. As
"'Retro Sathanas!'

will flip

on the

antibiotics,

34].

Fromm poignantly notes, the human being can now say to nature,

do not presume

...

to interfere with

air conditioning, switch

spread on the weed

on the

killer, inject

my self-determination, for if you do,

electric air cleaner,

the flu vaccine,

fill

I

swallow down the

up the gas tank" (1996,

p.

Making a similar point about humanity's (seeming] domination over nature, Alison

Byerly ("The Uses of Landscape", 1996] and Martin Krieger ("What's
Trees?" 2002] argue that the idea of nature, the concept, has
leading us, blindly

I

would

make them appear more
fallacy -

"natural" to the

human

made by environmental historians:

phenomenon and only gives
look at human history,

to

Plastic

overpower the

reality,

suggest, to seek the re-development of natural sites in order to
spectator. Of course, this position

we are biological beings who need air, water,

point often

come

Wrong With

a

food and shelter to survive. This

the bulk of human technology

the appearance that

is

is

we have transcended nature.

we can begin to see just how connected to the

earth

is

a recent

But,

if

we

we truly are.

a
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much as

"As

at

any time

nonnegotiable" (1996,

in the past," states

p. 39).

..

Tension: Postmodernism
The

efforts of

ecocriticism

more

Fromm," man's relationship with Nature is
•;?;:v

•.-.

;-•

.

and Literary Realism

environmental historians and evolutionary biologists to ground

firmly in the sciences of ecology and evolutionary biology have

resistance, to say the least. Carolyn Merchant,

the scientific

d

method

in

among others, provides

The Death of Nature, and ecocritics

like

met with

a biting critique of

Lynn White

Jr.

(1996)

suggest that the poor environmental ethics derived from the Judeo-Christian traditions
fostered the scientific revolution and the turn to rationality, further alienating humanity

from our surroundings. Neil Evernden characterizes

this disconnection

from nature as

"cutting the vocal chords," referring to the procedure of severing an animal's vocal chords

so

it

would be unable

to vocalize expressions of pain

vivisection (1993, p. 16-17).
their ideas

Even deep ecologists harbour an anxiety regarding

on ecology tend to be based on principles of inclusive harmony

model that has proven, within the
p. 6;

by barking or crying during

White, 1996,

p. 38).

sciences, to be outdated

But within the

come from the postmodernists and

science, as

in nature; a

and inaccurate (Evernden, 1993,

field of ecocriticism

the greatest resistance

may

poststructuralists, a tension that has led to

considerable debate amongst ecocritics.

According to Edward Wilson, the debate between postmodernity and literary
realism can roughly be positioned as two extremes: on the one side

enlightenment thinkers

who believe we

can

know everything, while

we have the
at the other

extreme

we are confronted with the radical postmodernists who posit that we cannot really know
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anything (1999a,

p. 44].

While

this

is

somewhat of a broad

good starting point for analysis. Within

literary

and

simplification,

it

serves as a

cultural studies this debate

is

largely

centred on questions of language and representation. Enlightenment scientists are not
unlike the literary realists of the early 1900's

who

see words and images as accurately

representative of external, "real world" objects, ideas,

words and images, by this standard,

etc.

- to borrow from Baudrillard,

"reflect a basic reality" (1993, p. 170). Conversely,

postmodernists contend that words and images act as nodes of power, which, more than
describing the world, actively create our perceptions of the world, often in
sustain inequitable

power structures. Where the

scientist

and the

valid interpretations of reality - truth

perspective

is

is

and worldviews

all

of

simply a strategy by which one

valorized over others as indisputable, usually as a

means

of sustaining or

subverting socio-political inequities. Thus, "the scientific culture," says Wilson,
[by postmodernists] as just another

that

literary realist see truth

as always attainable, the postmodernist sees multiple perspectives

which are

ways

way of knowing, and, moreover,

"is

viewed

contrived mostly by

European and American white males," as a means of exerting social control (Wilson, 1999a,
p. 45].

i

While the majority of the

ecocritical canon, writers like

Lawrence

Scott Slovic, William Rueckert, William Howarth, Cheryl Glotfelty,

on

literary realism as a

means

body of scholars within the

and

for addressing cultural relationships

discipline

forefront of ecocritical inquiry.

Buell, Glen Love,

others, tend to rely

with nature, another

have strived to put a postmodern approach

at the

Those works mentioned previously by Christopher Manes,

David Mazel, Michael McDowell, as well as essays by Sueellen Campbell ("The Land and

Language of Desire," 1996], and Serpil Oppermann ("Theorizing Ecocriticism," 2006] have

•''
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pushed for a more postmodern

all

ideas set forth

ecocritical

approach to cultural

by Jacques Derrida, they argue that rather than

words and images have the power to shape our
interpreting the world

scientists

and

also

:

V

:

f

:

;

(Sardar and Van Loon, 2000,

p. 49).

Thus,

postmodern as suggesting that reality is merely "a
p. 44].

This supposition

many postmodernists and poststructuralists, but it is somewhat of a

and it needs

to

which make room

be pointed out that there are alternative ideas and

for reality.

grounded perspective when she states
Af

very act of referring to, or

by the mind, not perceived by it" [Wilson, 1999,

has been put forth by
radical position

reflecting a basic reality,

reality - that "the

making the world"

literary realists regard the

state constructed

definitions,

is

history. Following the

Brenda Marshall provides a

fine

example of such a

that:

Postmodernism is about language. About how it controls, how it determines
meaning, and how we try to exert control through language. About how language
restricts, closes down, insists that it stands for something. Postmodernism is about
how 'we' are defined within that language, and within specific historical, social, and
cultural matrices
(in Oppermann, 2006, p. 114)

In essence, language

is

always bound up with social control;

when we

describe the world,

we must be conscious of whose words and images we use and what perspectives they
represent. Each group, indeed each individual, say the postmodernists, holds varying
perspectives, each of which

is valid,

and requires not simply tolerance but communal

support and a place in the cultural agenda (Wilson, 1999,
easy to see
science

,

is

p. 44).

From

this perspective

it is

why postmodernists have held scientific claims of factuality to be fallacious -

but one worldview among many.

Glen Love has pointed out that some postmodernists have taken an interest in

complex mathematics and

particle physics in the search for evidence that scientific claims

of objective observation are an impossibility. In the 1980's

some

writers were

drawn to
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theories of chaos mathematics, which appeared, at a glance, to support the perspective that

there are chaotic occurrences which defy scientific rationale. But, as Love points out,

where

postmodernists repudiate systemic order, chaos mathematics implies order in complex

systems (2003,

p. 48).

These systems,

for

example ecosystems, while

erratic

and near

impossible to predict, are not random, but rather are governed by immensely complex

mathematical rules (Leaky and Lewin, 1996,

p.

156). Meanwhile, other writers, like David

Bohm ("Postmodern Science and a Postmodern World," 1994) seemed to
work on synchronicity

{Main, Jung on Synchronicity

quantum theory as means to provide

scientific

and the Paranormal. 1997), turning to

evidence for postmodern thought

examines several quantum principles to demonstrate what he
wave/particle duality - the

calls a

2000,

p.

Bohm

"postmodern science":

phenomenon whereby electrons can behave both

waves depending on the method of observation (Freudenrich, 2003,

when two

follow Carl Jung's

p. 8),

as particles or

non-locality -

correlated electrons can retain their correlation after being separated (Hauke,

244), and the

famous uncertainty principle developed by Werner Heisenberg,

whereby "we can never know both the
atom" as the observation of one

momentum and position of an electron in an

alters the other (Freudenrich, 2003, p. 8). In short, these all

form part of what physicist Niels Bohr called the paradox of quantum physics: "the

fact that

subatomic entities behave in contradictory ways, either as particle or as wave, depending
•JVV-

on the method by which they are observed" (Main, 1997,

p. 16).

Postmodernists viewed

these discoveries as destabilizing to the scientific knowledge claims. Yet, while on the
surface there

seems

to

be the suggestion that we cannot be certain of what we know, these

theories have not readily dismantled scientific understanding, but rather have increased

to a

new order. As chaos theory proves

itself to

be anti-chaotic and the uncertainty

it
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principle fails to actually create

much uncertainty (Love, 2003, p. 48), it becomes clear that

such discoveries have allowed us to understand
subtle changes in

how the act of observation can result in

phenomena. Through continual and rigorous hjqDothesis

testing, the

nature and scope of those variations can be accounted for and the apparent gaps are
in.

:,.'z--i^'i\,'y'

Yet, despite this,
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notions of order and structure

meaning (1996,

crisis itself is

'

contemporary postmodernism continues to discount scientific

claims of understanding and, as William Howarth notes, persists in claiming that

stable

filled

p. 80).

become anathema,

since language

The problem we encounter then

is

is

"all

assumed to have no

that the environmental

reduced to a rhetorical power strategy - one of many view-points on the

current state of the world.

v;,

r^L.i/-

;

According to universally disempowering postmodern logic, the belief of the
existence of a global environmental crisis is just another grand narrative,
for cultural theory insists that environmental threats (like everything else] are
socially constructed and culturally defined: there are no shared universal threats different groups privilege those confronting their

1998,

While there

p.

is

own particular interests

185-86).

certainly a case to be

entirely unhelpful.

made for such an argument, to pursue this track is

Such solipsism regarding nature/culture interactions

is in

contradiction to not only the scientific evidence of the earth's history, but in
also runs counter to our experience in the world, our

regard the environmental
interesting

and

in

some ways

arguing

common

accurate,

is

to

deny the physical

many ways
p. 26).

It is,

surrounding us and

as Wendell Berry

and thus not threatened by water" (1990,

Although seemingly simplistic, Berry's jab

is

reflective

on

To

power d5mamics, though

realities

which are compounding daily.

"fire is a state of mind

complete

sense (Love, 2003,

crisis as a rhetorical strategy in social

to detract from serious problems

states, like

(Coates,

p. 82).

how postmodern theory has
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become disconnected and

self-involved; rather than theorizing the world,

it

seems now to

be theory about theory. In essence, postmodernist theories have become over-refined to
the point where they have begun to "lose their practical relevance as they increase their
theoretical elegance" (Rueckert, 1996, p. 120). This might

confronted with a
criticism

(Plumwood, 2002,

This

is

there

crisis of ecology,

is

a dangerous tendency to reduce

i^ -'>^3;:on

p. 15].

ant^i

runs the risk of being

ability to

h,:^;

'

'

it
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,

to a crisis of

-v

of course not to suggest that postmodernism be entirely discarded in favour

of an uncritical acceptance of words and images. As a

to repress.

seem harmless, but when

critically

means of analysis,

referential realism

unassuming, taking at face value word and images designed

Even the harshest critics admit that postmodemism's benefits

lie

heavily in

its

expose the ways in which language and representation have an impact on our

understanding of the world. Love suggests that postmodernism has done much to bring
attention to the issues of race, nationality, ethnicity, gender
interpretation of reality. Biologist

Edward Wilson notes

that postmodernism, while often

posing as a thorn in the side of scientific reason, has shown

on subjects that might otherwise be ignored,
raise the challenge that 'maybe, just

through

its

to

maybe you

push

and sexuality that shape our

it

has "the power to cast

for voices that

might go unheard and

are wrong'" (1999, p. 47). In

fact,

he argues,

unyielding critique of scholarship, postmodernism has pushed the boundaries

of knowledge

and learning, making it possible

knowledge [Wilson, 1999,
assessment

is

p. 47).

to strengthen the

bonds of organized

Whether postmodernists would be happy with such an

unclear, but there can be

little

doubt that improvement can only come

through challenging the existing structures. This, argue the postmodernists,
of the

light

postmodern approach:

its ability

to question

and challenge

is

the strength

totalized forms of

'
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knowledge, as well as the structures that produce and support those discursive practices

(Oppermann, 2006,

The

fact

is,

114).

p.

'

whether we like

it

or not,

hj.

i\^:i,^ir

much

Amanda McConnell's
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of our experience with nature

by words and images. From Tennyson's "Nature, red
David Suzuki and

iv

in tooth

and claw

."
.

"sacred balance" (1998), nature

.

is

(1996,

very

revealed to us through systems of representation, and as scholars, as humans,

conscious of how nature

undergraduate years
tricky,

be

careful!

I

is

always

Perhaps

that way, but that idea

positioned in culture. Reading Derrida during

is

I

felt his

1

action. In the

much

we must be

my
is

I

me throughout my

continue to think of postmodernism as a tool of critical

theorize, in a very real world, a

living,

world

in

which we run the

breathing and theorizing will be

left to

We live and breathe, and

risk of ruining to the point

the cockroaches

end 1 must agree with Chen Hong when she

if

we fail to take

says:

it is beneficial for literary criticism to look sometimes at what literature claims
be about instead of always digging at what it suppresses [and] for critics and

common readers as well to recognize that nature
V

It

;,

;

rather than culture in disguise. (2006,

would be easy to endlessly debate the

p.

limits

to

"crisis of criticism"

do so would only impede our

efforts,

IS

nature in the

first

to

place

129)

and problems surrounding the

representation of nature through words and images,

problems at hand as a

to

am misunderstanding Derrida, and am sure he would prefer it

exploration, rather than a totalizing philosophy about reality.

where

p. 26),

central point was actually quite basic: language

something that has continued to stay with

academic career. As such,

framed

is

to,

as Val

Plumwood says, engage the

rather than a crisis of ecology (1998,

drawing our attention away from the

p. 15).

real

we face. Words and images, problematic though they may be, are necessary tools

But

problems
in the

struggle to understand not only each other, but humanity's place in the biosphere as well;

it
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serves us

little

to argue for their emptiness. Nature

is

indeed configured through cultural

lenses, but repeating this continually fails to negate the

environmental
all life

on

crisis. If

earth,

we are to

imposing physical

realities of the

survive as a species, and indeed encourage the survival of

we must move beyond theoretical posturing, towards

understanding of the processes that sustain the living biosphere.

,

,

a deeper

v'

^

•
;

a .

;

\

:

t

The Search for Consilience
The task at hand then
at least,

it is

is

also a venture into

in

some ways very familiar, though,

what might seem like uncharted territory. Doing what we

do best we must bring the environmental
our daily lives;
to this point,

we must re-interrogate

and to see

if

for us in the humanities

crisis to

bear on the cultural texts that populate

our cultural history to understand what has led us

our traditions have any hope to offer

us.

But in order to

understand what we are looking for there must be a dramatically increased familiarity with
the scientific realities of our environment

It is

no longer enough to contain our analysis to

metaphors and poetic images, though these are important too;
hybridized approach in which cultural hermeneutics

is

we must develop

heavily informed by the natural

sciences and tackled with the rigours of scientific methodology. In short,

what Edward Wilson
linking of facts

and fact-based theory across

explanation" [1999,
articulated

calls consilience: "literally a

p. 8].

a

we must seek

'jumping together' of knowledge by the

disciplines to create a

Wilson's book Consilience (1999a]

is

common groundwork of

one of the most brilliantly

works on the subject of interdisciplinarity. Demonstrating a

sensitive

and

thorough knowledge of all disciplines, from the sciences to the humanities, Wilson surveys
the history of organized knowledge pointing to nodes of intersection

between what he

calls
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the "great branches of learning." His conclusion
qualities of the

is

that "culture

human species will make complete

and hence the unique

sense only when linked in causal

explanation to the natural sciences" (Wilson, 1999a,

p.

292). Thus, only through a consilient

approach, combining the interpretive power of literary and cultural criticism with a deeper

understanding of the natural sciences, can
crisis

not as a

we truly begin to address the environmental

crisis of technology or progress,

but as a

In addition to Wilson, scholars such as Joseph

(1996),

crisis

of culture at the deepest levels.

Meeker (1974), William Rueckert

Murray Bookchin (1990), Lawrence Buell (1992),

Neil

Evemden

(1992, 1996),

William Howarth (1996), and Glen Love (2003), have called on the academic community to
develop such a consilient ecocritical approach, to bridge the gap between the sciences and
the humanities - a task Wilson remarks will always be the greatest undertaking of the

human mind

(1999a,

p. 8).

And yet

ecocritical praxis in the last

really

vv

t*-

despite this there has been a startling lack of notable

30 years, with only a handful of studies since Meeker

in

1974

demonstrating how knowledge of the natural sciences might be practically applied to

the investigation of cultural texts (Love, 2003, p. 54).

Many in the

social sciences

and

r ^^

humanities have largely resisted familiarity with the natural sciences, continuing instead to
situate cultural investigations within the

an

illogical

human

parameters of the Standard Social Science Model,

"blank slate" blue print of the mind, which denies the biological influences in

culture (Wilson, 1999a, p. 204; Love, 2003, p. 19).

in the following chapter,

who we are

is

but for the

moment suffice to

1

v^ll delve

more deeply into

say that we must

come

this

to accept that

not simply a product of our cultural environment, but also of our physiology,

indeed the evolution of our entire species to some degree.
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One point of resistance to deeper consilience,
seems,

mean

is

an objection to

scientific

particularly in the humanities

reductionism as a means of inquiry. By reductionism

the process of taking a singular specimen and examining

microscopic detail to assess

its

where elements are reduced
particles like electrons,

to prefer a

more

word

working components - take

for

to molecules, molecules to atoms,

it

in isolation

and

example quantum physics

atoms

to sub-atomic

and even further to quarks. The humanities and

book and

critically

separately. Instead

social sciences

is

text.

And this is not a negative thing for,

necessary even indispensible" [2003,
it

p. 43].

as Love

However, there

reductive, admits Wilson, but

its

whole; the other half of the scientific approach

goal

is

is

Where

p.

towards synthesis, he argues, to re-create

where Wilson sees

is

science allows us to

"zoom

in"

and explore

and explore the

the details, the social sciences and humanities allow us to

"zoom

whole

There are of course those

picture,

and better understand our place within

would disagree and, as was mentioned above, writers
Jr.,

Richard White, and Leo Marx, as well as

it.

like

out"

critically

who

Carolyn Merchant, Lynn White

many postmodernists, have expressed

deal of anxiety regarding the traditions of scientific methodology.

widespread reluctance to

43).

not to reduce the integrity of the

the original assembly of the elements involved (1999, p. 230]. This
the greatest possibilities for consilience.

is

allows us to advance and refine our holistic

outlook through giving us insights into the details of complex systems (Love, 2003,
is

all,

consider the etymology of each and every

something to be said for reductive thinking as

Yes, science

tend

we look at the way each word is used in conjunction

with others to form the whole of the
suggests, "holistic thinking

I

in

Gestalt approach, seeing the connections that form the whole. After

rarely does one read a

individual

it

a great

Combined with the

engage with the natural sciences

in

any meaningful way

'00,
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across both the social sciences and the humanities,

it

seems

clear that a

good deal of

headway must be made before we can even begin to work towards a deeper consilience.

A Radical Approach: The Work of Neil Evernden
I

am writing of these ideas as radical suggestions, and

that to approach a consilient world

both a beneficial and a necessary step

a growing

who holds

believe

them to be

radical in

view we must break dov^m the old divisions of the ivory

tower and begin to learn again at a very basic

with Meeker,

1

level.

But

1

am not alone in feeling that this is

in the evolution of contemporary

academia. Starting

degrees in both literature and comparative ecology, there has been

movement to bring a more ecologically informed perspective to

criticism.

Following his work, vmters like Rueckert [1996] and Howarth (1996) began to develop
theoretical

paradigms through which

the writings of Glen Love (1996, 2003] and

push

for

crafts

an unprecedented

most recently

ecocritical analysis could unfold, while

Edward Wilson (1999a] have made a major

level of interdisciplinary

work. Love, a professor of literature,

an argument for a deeper understanding of the sciences on the part of the

humanities. "Science," he argues, "has achieved
successful,

its

'exalted status' because

it

has been

through submitting to the rigours of its methodology, in discovering something

of how nature works," whereas in the humanities

we have allowed a lack of standards

of

evidence and rational thought to lead us towards "attractive theories of unreality" (2003,
44-5]. Meanwhile, Wilson, a noted biologist,

dreams of an academic future

in

which:

how social behaviour arises from individual emotion
designated environments. They know how individual

analysts understand very well

and intention within

behaviour in turn originates from the intersection of biology and environment
Their grasp of cultural change is enhanced by insights from evolutionary biology,
which interpret the species-wide properties of human behaviour as products of
genetic evolution.

p.

They are

careful

how they express that idea - avoiding the

".V

n?
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simple one-on-one manner.
Instead, analysts use the same meaning more accurately: Behaviour is guided by

presumption that genes prescribe behaviour

in a

epigenetic rules." [1999, p. 210]

While few academics have pursued such a dream, preferring to remain academically
isolated specialists, "blissfully free of existing information

on hov^ the mind works"

[Wilson, 1999, p. 234), one scholar, Canadian ecocritic Neil Evernden, has persisted in

bringing a consilient approach to cultural studies. Evernden's

work stands out in particular

because of his direct application of ecological principles to the study of human culture.

While many writers talk about the need for such work, most
discussing ecology and then

moving on

to talking

still

tend to separate the two,

about culture in almost separate terms.

Evernden's work on the other hand makes direct connections between ecology and

human

behaviour. In his 1978 essay "Beyond Ecology: Self Place and the Pathetic Fallacy,"

Evernden examines

territorial

behaviour and environmental identity

contrasting this behaviour with

environment [1996,

much building on the

original

and draws comparisons

alien in

our

ov^ world - an
p.

work entitled The Natural Alien, Evernden, very

work of Meeker, examines adaptive behaviour

species

longer [1993,

human behaviour and our lack of connection to our

98-99]. In a later

p.

in cichlid fish,

to the spread of humanity, suggesting that

exotic species with no connection to a

we have become

"home" environment any

108-111]. Another distinguishing feature of Evernden's

willingness and deft ability to analyse the environmental

in invasive

movement.

In

work is his

both The Social

Creation Of Nature [1992] and The Natural Alien [1993], Evernden undertakes a critical

exploration of the environmental movement, and

its

understanding of not only what the key issues are
environmental

crisis,

but also what

it is

various divisions, to provide a deeper

in the public

debate surrounding the

that has connected culture and the environment
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shows a movement divided,

together. His analysis

at times deeply

misinformed and often

caught in rhetorical strategies that continue to steer ecological thinking towards
posturing. His

informed

work is

interdisciplinary in the highest order and, in

scientific perspective

Evernden proves

with a

self-reflexive, theoretical

political

combining a well

and

practical approach,

be one of the most effective examples of a consilient worldview.

to

The Scientific Method and a Hybrid Methodology
To

this point

ecocriticism, the

I

have attempted to explore the body of work collectively called

development of the

currently facing ecocritics on

demonstrate

push

why

I

feel that a

Wilson

I

deeper familiarity with the natural sciences and a greater
prove

environmental

in Consilience (1999a],

beneficial,

to bring such

my analysis of Canadian cultural history. While
is

at this

but also crucial to the development of a

ethics. Building

and the examples

and Glen Love, I have endeavoured

Chapter Three, I think it

and the dilemmas

how to proceed with that development have attempted to

for consilience will not only

new and much needed

ecocritical field of enquiry,

1

on the principles

set forth

down by

by Neil Evernden, Joseph Meeker

an ecologically informed perspective to
will

expand on

moment necessary to

methodology inherent in the search

laid

my discussion of ecology in

discuss the questions of

for true consilience. Science, as

we well know, is

guided by a precise methodology that allows for the gathering of data and rigorous testing
of hypotheses, the results of which are presented for re-testing

other professionals in the

field.

The

five essential steps: 1. Observe; 2.

hypothesis;

4.

scientific

and continual

critique

by

method can be expressed rather simply as

Develop a hypothesis;

3.

Test the hypothesis and analyse the results;

Develop a means to test the
5.

Discuss the findings and

);;'

y,y

.
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assess whether the hypothesis
revise the hypothesis

if it is

is

supported or not supported by the data; and

in simple terms, the

method seems scarcely more than a
It is

one

is

that the method,

if

question rather than a statement, a simple yearning to
is

set of rules,

and that is

a basic guiding principle, a

methodological philosophy that informs the path of inquiry, and
effective for several reasons:

again, or,

new hypothesis based on the findings.

the very thing that gives strength to the method.

Another

Either

shown to be not supported by the findings and begin

should the hypothesis prove valid, develop a

Rendered

6.

it

*

•
.

continues to be so

practiced in true form, begins with a

know how something works.

the scientific method's simplicity: raise the question, find the answer, and

present the findings to the academic community to be challenged and revised. This last
point

is

of particular interest for those of us in the humanities, as

of a foreign concept.

come to

Under the current regime

the mantra that every interpretation

corrective guiding

method comes

is

and

has become something

cultural studies

we have

equally valid, and thus the notion of a

as insulting to those

possibly be dismissed as irrelevant.
scholars of literature

in literary

it

whose

!•

self-

interpretations might

A former professor of mine once told me that as

we have a responsibility to the text, that we are not fi-ee to

read

anything we please into a work, but rather that we have a duty to ensure our readings are
consistent with

what the text provided

my study, and, as such,

I

us. It is a piece of advice that

has continued to guide

have come to agree with Glen Love when he, rather

heretically,

states that "all cultural constructions are not equally valid" (2003, p. 61). Rather

responsibility to ensure that our interpretations of the world

within the world, are consistent with the evidence

around

us,

we have a

and our actions

we have of how the world works.

Love points out, where a scientist may overstate or distort his or her data, the

Glen

scientific
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methodology

is in

place to allow the

community to "question and

refute

and correct such

misstatements. Unfortunately, in the nonsciences, overstating the evidence or obfuscating
reality often enjoys a free ride" (Love, 2003, p. 45]. This

foolproof, but rather that

refined

and continues

to

it is

a largely self-corrective system that

show results because

not only unafraid to challenge results,

once argued that the

does not mean that the method

scientific

it is

method

the

members

is

is

constantly being

of the scientific

?

community are

considered their responsibility. Bertrand Russell

reflects a "refusal to regard

our

own desires, tastes,

and interests as affording the key to understanding of the world"

(in Love,

would disagree and suggest that our desires,

may very well hold the

key to understanding the world; the
to admit that those desires

tastes

scientific

and

method

interests

reflects

may be the very things that are

Of course, as step three of the

o

scientific

method

2003,

p. 45).

1

our fortitude and willingness

destroying the world.

we are still required to

indicates,

develop a means of hypothesis testing, a micro-level methodology capable of pursuing the
investigation at the case study level.

It is

here that

I

propose

we must to

return to the

humanities and blend the rigours of the scientific method with the art of an ecologically

informed hermeneutics. "Interpretation," says Wilson,
explanation between science and the arts" (1999,
textual history as

hypothesis

is

proponents

is

230),

proposed here, the most logical and

an ecologically informed

like

p.

"is

Critical

the logical channel of consilient

and

in a critical exploration of

effective

means of testing the

Discourse Analysis (CDA)

Joseph Meeker, to the most recent work in the

pursued textual analysis as a primary method of examination.

field,

It

approach ecology with a mode of literary analysis, but this

is

blend the rigours of scientific inquiry with the interpretive

skills

.

From

early

ecocriticism has often

may seem unusual to

the point of consilience: to
that literary

and

cultural

!'.'.
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'
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scholars have at their disposal.

Where

these solutions will be for naught

if

the sciences

may perfect eco-friendly technologies,

we fail to address the fact that, as

suggest, the ecological crisis resultant

from technocratic-industrial

character and of culture" (1984,

While technology

ecological rupture, the

CDA sees

p. ix).

problem persists

in the

"that every instance of language use

Devall and Sessions

societies, is "a crisis of

may be the most observable

ways we regard nature within our culture.
makes

its

own

small contribution to

reproducing and/or transforming society and culture" (Fairclough and Wodak, 1997,
273).

To the discourse analyst all "language use

'social practice'" [Fairclough

and Wodak, 1997,

speech and writing

in

p.

[is

258]. Thus, an eco-discursive approach

talk,

verbal

interaction or communicative events" (van Dijk, 1993. 250) are actively reproducing

Canadian,

more

and

My research is largely concerned with examining

specifically Ontarian, cultural history to discover the roots of our

environmental ethics; the ways

in

which the environmental and

cultural practices of those

who settled the land and formed what we call "Canada" helped to structure the
of our ongoing relationships with nature. In short,
culture,

p.

seen] as a form of

seeks to understand "what structures, strategies, or other properties of text,

transforming socio-ecological practice.

site of

1

foundations

am interested in the stories we, as a

have told ourselves about our relationship with nature.

»

'

s

'

Klaus Bruhn Jensen states that such semiotic analysis of discourse allows us to
critically

analyse "languages, images, psyches, societies, even biology and cosmology as sign

systems" (Jensen, 2002,
a highly useful

method not just

attention to "productive

1997,

p.

264),

p. 23).

This
for

is

important to consider as

it

demonstrates

unpacking textual material, but also because

how CDA is
it

gives

and interpretive practices" of discourse (Fairclough and Wodak,

and allows

for

an understanding of the ways

in

which we interact with the
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environment as both an imposing physical

reality

and as a discursive construction - each

individual's relationship to the natural world.

Yet,

it is

":;>.>iuj;

important to remember that the goal here

is

not to expose these texts as

;

reproducing some biophobic ideology, but rather to see them as potentially symptomatzc of
environmentally dangerous cultural thinking. As Glen Love cautions, ecocritics should
"avoid the 'gotcha'

manner of the eco-policeman, dragging past writers

to the

dock for

today's sense of environmental incorrectness" [2003, p. 11). Rather, this type of analysis

seeks to understand the current crisis of ecology as an historical problem with deeply

entrenched cultural roots. Practices or ways of thinking which might have made sense, and

even been necessary for pioneers,

The environmental

crisis then, is

may now be

creating problems as

we enact them today.

not a recent phenomenon, but rather has a continually

evolving history, which can only be understood through close critical analysis of our
cultural heritage.

To

cast stones at long

dead would-be eco-heretics serves no purpose, and

so the role of the ecological discourse analyst

is

not that of an accuser, but one of an

historian tracing the roots of a problem. Conversely,
possibility that these texts

we must also make room for the

may contain valuable lessons

nature; lessons that have lost over time as technological

distanced us from the living earth.

It is

rely

-.

Ij.'.jstc.

',

•

for us regarding

and
<

v

how to live in

cultural change

'•

h

.

have

.'u;

.,:

because of this need to understand historical discourses that 1 have chosen to

on CDA, rather than pursue a more quantitative approach. Quantitative methodology,

though useful

in

some

discursive analyses,

is

limited here as a useful

means

of

understanding discursive patterns. To begin with, the subject matter of this research, the
attitudes

and

cultural practices of Canadian pioneers,

is

over 100 years old and any sort of
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quantitative ethnographic or primary field research that might seek to generate concrete

numerical data

is

obviously not possible. One could pursue a quantitative content analysis,

seeking out patterns of repetition v^thin the texts themselves - examining
the various authors
this

text;

approach

is

make

how many times

reference to specific words or themes in their narratives - yet

also limited.

Such a method would look to isolate authorial

/

.1

priorities in the

examining how important these themes were to the people writing the narratives.

What we must consider is that while settlers would inevitably have something to say about
their natural environment,

times,

may not have formed the central focus of their work at all

it

and indeed many of the

texts

Nonetheless, they continue to offer

spend a great deal of time exploring other matters.

many insights into human/nature relations.

Additionally, content analysis proves problematic as

rooting out propaganda, and to offer a
culture" (Deacon et

al,

1999,

p. 116].

problematic "eco-policeman"

means

it

was

these texts as complex
ecocritical analysis,

means

who points fingers at past writers for today's ecological

211).

I

is

might be able

•

(

primarily concerned with

have pointed

The point of this work is not to

symptoms

of

Both of these issues are closely hnked to Love's

demonstrating cause-effect relationships," which as
p.

largely developed as a

of policing "the symbolic arenas of mass

problems. Gunter points out that "Quantitative research

seeking to avoid [2002,

>

out, is

an approach

I

am

lay blame, but rather to see

of a long standing mindset, which, through careful
offer

some

insight into

how our own ecological problems

can be understood.
It

likely

seems contradictory to advocate

quantitative analysis, so allow

advocate a

strictly scientific

for a scientific

approach while eschewing

me to shed some light. My aim in this section

is in fact

not to

methodology, but rather an approach that can draw on the
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guidelines of scientific methods, blending

them with the

power of the humanities. As Deacon

have stated, quantitative content analysis

et

al.

interpretive

and explanatory

well suited to studying 'deep' questions about textual and discursive forms.

exposing aesthetic or rhetorical nuances within texts."(1999,
precisely the type of analysis
analysis

is

I

p.

not

not good at

117). This "deep" inquiry

is

am pursuing, and as such it is easy to see why quantitative

not a viable approach for discussing the issues at hand. Rather,

stated above, to develop a hybrid method, which adheres to the spirit
scientific

It is

"is

methodology, while simultaneously drawing on the

1

am seeking, as

and guidelines of the

critical analytic tools of the

humanities and social sciences that are necessary for unpacking discourses within textual
material.

s^^r.

According to Fairclough and Wodak, "discourse
analysis

is

we must know that

historical"

-
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and
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in pursuing such
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if we consider their use in a specific situation, if we
understand the underlying conventions and rules, if we recognize the embedding in
a certain culture and ideology, and most importantly, if we know what the discourse

utterances are only meaningful

relates to in the past (Fairclough

and Wodak, 1997,

p.

276)

We must understand the texts represented in this work not as perpetual functionaries of an
ideological sickness, but rather as contextualized fragments of our cultural history that

reveal our social evolution. Such an approach can help reveal to us the underlying elements
of the current

crisis,

which, through this understanding,

to Nature that will allow us to survive in

may offer us new ways

our biological habitat And so

I

of relating

argue that a hybrid

approach, a blending of the guiding principles of the scientific method with the kind of deep
textual analysis offered

by CDA,

is

the most effective and consilient

analysis to address the pioneer hypothesis.

means

of critical
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The
though
title is

title

not, as

of this chapter

is

derived from Northrop Frye's Anatomy of Criticism,

one might expect, due to

his guiding influence over this

primarily descriptive of the function of this chapter in two ways:

obvious, this chapter

come to be

is

ecocriticism

is,

"

and

its

The aim has been to give a sense

to point to the fields of study

where

it

has to offer us for the future of cultural criticism. Secondly,

drew me

criticism,

to play

on

his

of what

draw

originated and continues to

from, and the freedoms and tensions that have helped to stretch

that

and most

links to other areas of what D.M.R. Bentley calls

(Bentley, 1992, p. 3).

anatomy and

first,

meant to break down and explore the broad umbrella that has

called ecocriticism,

"cultural ecology

terms,

work. Rather, the

it is

it

so widely, and

what it

Frye's blending of two

which so aptly characterize the sciences and the humanities

words. Whether intentional or not, Frye has taken two

seemingly disparate ideas, from two estranged disciplines and cast them together to a
descriptive end. Similarly, this chapter has been about the search for consilience, the

jumping together of knowledge across

which has come
consilient

disciplines.

to inform ecocriticism in

knowledge where words

like

Each

field of

study listed above, each of

some manner, has been

anatomy and

a

new push towards a

criticism are to continually found in

each other's presence.

To
plain,

this point the idea of consilience

and from here 1 think

Moving forward

it

has been largely discussed on a theoretical

important to pursue the concept at a more practical

into the next chapter

aspects of ecocriticism and into a

between human culture and the

I

will

endeavour to move away from the theoretical

somewhat more

scientific exploration of the links

rest of the biosphere. In Chapter

hypothesis will be fleshed out more

level.

fully, its

Three Meeker's

strengths and flaws examined in

more

detail
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and the biological components of the theory explored

in further detail.

Of course, before

reaching that stage the theoretical and historical perspectives must be understood, and
that has been the point of this section of the paper: to

better understand

it,

to see

what it

offers in

disciplines. In essence, to explore the

open up the

field of ecocriticism

terms of bridging the gaps between the

anatomy of ecocriticism.
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Chapter Three
Theorizing Ecology
Diversity, Gene-Culture Coevolution,

and Invasive Species Behaviour

What is it within

us that we learned so well in the caves,

what reflex climbs

out of our hunger, wraps around that place in the brain where language
assembles, where it rises out of the rocks, a passion, a stafp

~ Adam Dickinson, "Density"
Kingdom, Phylum (2006,
In The Philosophy of Social Ecology,

environmental

crisis

it is

p.

12)

Murray Bookchin argues that in a time of

inappropriate to address growing ecological problems as

"abstract philosophical questions that should be relegated to a remote, airy world of

metaphysical speculation. Nor can

we answer them in an offhanded way, with poetic

metaphors or with visceral unthinking reactions" (1994,
that, if

we are to

observe the

survive,

folly in

p. 7).

While

I

we must root ourselves in a scientific mind set,

I

is

cannot help but

simply negating the power of poetic metaphor in examining human

relationships to nature;

how we describe ourselves and our relationship with nature is,

perhaps, the most important key to understanding the environmental
this

suspect his point

very premise which

is

crisis.

the central idea of this project: to demonstrate

our culture has continued to

tell

Indeed,

how the stories

us about our relationship with nature not only reflect, but

continue to recapitulate attitudes that are central to the environmental problems
currently face. Nonetheless,

I

feel that

stated in the previous chapter, there

Bookchin's point

is

a

need

is

if

we

not entirely escapable and, as

for increased dialogue

sciences and the humanities and social sciences

the environmental problems

it is

I

between the natural

we are to have any hope of redressing

we have created. More specifically, it is within the discipline of
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and indeed many ecocritics,

ecology that

I,

amongst the

disciplines. This is of course

chemistry, biology,

is

the most consilient point of interaction

not to diminish the other fields - physics,

- which form the sciences, but to suggest that the science of ecology

perhaps the most easily accessible and broadly applicable to the problems at hand. As

ecocritic

a

etc.

feel is

William Rueckert suggested, "ecology (as a science, as a discipline, as the basis for

human vision] has the greatest relevance to the present and future we all live

anything I have studied in recent years." (1996,

Most early critics point to two

p.

107).

:rvd

significant reasons for scholars to

of ecology, reasons that have since proven to be

and

rigidity of

the parts, allows for a
that ecology

organism

is

is

normal

scientific inquiry and,

J

..i

or

j

embrace the

which

field

of the

rejects the

by seeing the whole rather than

much different, largely irreducible worldview. The second point is

based on principles of acceptance and inclusive communities - every living

accommodated in the ecosystem. To be

fair it is

these principles of ecology were largely understood as true
to take

'

somewhat inaccurate assessments

discipline. First, is that ecology is a "subversive" science, a discipline

constraints

,

in of

important to acknowledge that

when

ecocriticism first began

shape in the 1970s. However the discipline of ecology has since evolved,

emphasizing different and often contradictory principles to those established in the 1960s.
Yet, the field of ecocriticism has also evolved

shifts in

ecology are largely consistent with contemporary cultural criticism, and as such,

there has been a continued

draws

and many ecocritics are recognizing that the

call for

increased interdisciplinarity. So what

ecocritics to ecology, to argue for

The

first

The term

now that

an increased knowledge of this discipline?

part in understanding the pull of ecology

the discipline encompasses.

is it

is

to establish

"ecology," originally coined

what specifically

by Ernst Haeckel

in 1866,

;
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is

derived from the Greek word for "house";

house" (Love, 2003,

p. 37). Interestingly,

economy from oikonomia

natural

literally,

the term implies "the study of one's

Haeckel's term "inflected the Linnaean term

to oikologia,

house mastery to house study, a

shift that

changed species from resources into partners of a shared domain" (Howarth, 1996,
Ecology then

is

concerned less

v^ith the function of

p. 72).

each organism than with the function of

each organism and the interactions of all organisms within the ecosystem; as ecologist

Eugene

Odum tells us, ecology examines "levels beyond that of the individual organism.

always concerned with populations, communities, ecosystems, and the biosphere"
Rueckert, 1996,

The

p.

112).

i

discipline of ecology, so far as

two basic phases:

let

us

call

it

>-

concerns ecocriticism, can crudely be

them "early" and "contemporary"

ecology.

I

(in

..

split into

say "as far as

concerns ecocriticism" because, while the study of ecology has an extensive history,
not until the 1960s that

it

became well established as a

became prominent in discussions

for

regarding environmental concerns.

It

both the

scientific

science, and,

and

Circle,

it

it

was

more importantly,

non-scientific

1971), and Eugene

what Commoner

connected to ever3^hing else"

(in

,

communities

Odum

Commoner

[Ecology, 1963;

{Science

and Survival

Fundamentals of Ecology,

1963), began to popularize this relatively obscure branch of the natural sciences. Their

writing emphasized

.:

was during this period that ecologically informed

writers such as Rachel Carson [Silent Spring, 1962), Barry

1966; The Closing

It is

called the first

Rueckert, 1996,

p.

law of ecology: that "everything is
108) and promoted a vision of the

biosphere rooted in balance and harmony. Early ecologists saw the relationships within
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ecosystems as leading towards what Meeker refers to as a "climax community/'^
all

which

in

organisms "exist in a relatively balanced state with one another and with their non-

living

environment" (1974,

p. 29].

harmonious view of ecosystems
niche,

and each

in

This model of the climax community engendered a

which

all

•

•

species have a key role in the community, a

species, indeed each individual organism,

part of an ecosystem's survival. As such, to

^

is

accommodated

as an integral

damage or even disrupt any one part of the

ecosystem could cause irreparable harm to the whole with immeasurable consequences.

"No human," says Meeker, "has ever known what it means to
least not since the

was

this

live in a

climax ecosystem, at

emergence of consciousness which has made us human" [1974,

model of accommodation that many environmental

activists, ecocritics

p. 30). It

*

'

'

)

notwithstanding, latched onto to support their claims against the environmental abuses of
industrialized society.

an integral part in

It

also

fixing the

became the model

problem

for

for the solution, that each of us could play

we too are living organisms v\nthin the biosphere.

Consider Theodore Roszak's statement in Where the Wasteland Ends:

'•

~

'<
i

Ecology has been called 'the subversive science' - and with good reason. Its
sensibility - wholistic, receptive, trustful, largely non-tampering, deeply grounded in
aesthetic intuition - is a radical deviation from traditional science. Ecology does not
systematize by mathematical generalization or materialist reductionism, but by
almost sensuous intuiting of natural harmonies on the largest scale. Its patterns are
not those of numbers, but of unity in process; its psychology borrows from Gestalt
and is an awakening awareness of wholes greater than the sum of their parts [in
Evernden, 1993, p. 5).

While

it

may not appear revolutionary or subversive, in a world where

reductionism was viewed as the best means to answers, ecology, with
Gestalt

view of life, seemed

Klimax Community:

to resist

a stable

what many felt were traps

scientific

its

emphasis on a

of the reductive processes.

community of plants who have reached the maximum net primary
amount of stored energy] for the area and are able to compete

productivity (highest possible

most successfully in that area. (Galbraith

et

al.,

1989,

p.

606)
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Unlike other branches of the sciences, ecology seemed easier to comprehend and,
importantly,

was more

easily applied, both as fact

and as metaphor,

more

to a variety of other

areas within the academy, including cultural studies. Critics such as Joseph Meeker,
Rueckert, Lynn White

Jr.,

v.

WilHam

Harold Fromm, and others were immediately attracted to the

concepts espoused by ecology and began to

make

between

links

and

ecological principles

the examination of human cultural traditions, works that continue to stand as a series of

bold steps in the search for both a

new environmental ethic and for increased

»

interdisciphnary study.

t

However, while for some time

harmonious vision of the 'subversive

and

in

ways which seemed to

all

ecocritics

tended to continue relying on this

science,' the field of ecology

changed dramatically,

but entirely contradict the original themes identified

above. As a scientific discipline, ecology has never been thought of as subversive by those

who practice it; their goal has been to bring the same rigorous hypothesis testing to
ecology that

is

?

»

maintained in the other branches of the natural sciences. Contrary to the

subversive, almost Romantic view of ecology held by Roszak,

contemporary ecology

is

Commoner, and others,

highly reliant on statistical inference, and professional ecologists

are arduous in their adherence to the tenets of classical science (Evemden, 1993,
Ecology, says ecocritic Neil

parameters of normal

Another

Evemden,

is

hardly subversive at

all,

as

it

functions under the

scientific inquiry (1993, p. 38).

significant

change

in the discipline

is

p. 6).

K

'

."^
t

the shift from the "climax community"

theory to an ecosystems model situated primarily in continuous

flux:

deeply

interconnected, but simultaneously chaotic and near impossible to predict As Richard

White points out "ecological thinking since the 1960's

.

.

.

has emphasized not a
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harmonious, balanced nature but, rather, a contingent, unstable nature (White, 1996,

harmony nature

138). Instead of working towards a state of perfect

all,

but instead

is

chaotic" (Leaky

and Lewin, 1996,

p.

".

.

.

is

p.

not in balance at

We have moved from an image

152).

of predictable and static communities to one in which communities are unpredictable and

djmamic. The goal of contemporary ecology, as aligned with mathematical principles in

chaos and complexity theory,

now "to detect the patterns of natural ecosystems and to

is

explain the causal processes that underlie them"
150). Ecology

is

Qohn Weins

in

Leaky and Lewin, 1996,

p.

primarily about the study of speciation, species demographics within

ecosystems, and the interactions of those species within their communities [Leaky and

Lewin, 1996,
biologist

p. 39).

Edward

To demonstrate this

0, Wilson.

t

shift

'>tvvvl

more
^

clearly let

h

c ^^^^

v

Wilson suggests two possible extremes between which
biodiversity within ecosystems.

entirely

random process

in

which species

co-exist

either extreme, but rather,

«

r:

tiaic.

t

;•

•

^

see total disorder: an

^

by accident The opposing polarity is

bound that the ecosystem

functions like one living being - an order so complex that

p.

*

we can understand

On one hand we can look out and

perfect order: a network of interdependence so tightly

describe (Wilson, 1999b,

me use an example from

itself

may be almost impossible to

it

163-64). Ecologists, says Wilson, dismiss the possibility of

^'
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They envision an intermediate form of community organization, something like this:
whether a particular species occurs in a given suitable habitat is largely due to
chance, but for most organisms the chance is strongly affected - the dice are loaded
-by the identity of the species already present (1999b, p. 163-64).

The aim

of the ecologist, then, rather than resigning at the

unknowable biosphere,

is

to gain a

deeper

scientific

processes of life within ecosystems. Commoner's

overwhelming spectre of an

and predictive understanding of the

first

law of ecology, "everything is
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connected to everything else," while

it

may still

apply, has

been supplanted within the

of ecology by the, sadly less poetic, law of demographics, which
plants or animals belonging to a particular species

which new individuals are bom, the age
die" (Wilson, 1999b, p. 219).

at

is

tell

live;

by the

exactly determined

which they reproduce and the age

at

number of
rate at

which they

Contemporary ecologists are primarily concerned with the

ebb and flow of populations and the impact of those changes on the

which those species

us that "the

field

local

ecosystems in

they examine complex systems to identify predictable patterns of

behaviour. "The paramount challenge for ecology," says Wilson,

"is

the cracking apart and

resysnthesis of the complex assemblages of organisms that occupy ecosystems," and the

"accurate and complete description of complex systems" [Wilson, 1999a,

These changes
outside the

field,

in the discipline of ecology have, of course,

92-93).

not gone unnoticed

and several scholars have critiqued these paradigm

In the opening chapter of

p.

^

shifts of the discipline.

The Natural Alien (1993), Evemden, building on the scepticism of

writers like White (1996) and Merchant (1980), provides an overview of the co-

-

development of ecology and the environmental movement As 1 outlined above, Evernden
describes the development of "two 'ecologies,' V5ang for attention"; the non-technical

environmentalists
strive to

who respond to the climax community model, and the ecologists who

adhere to rigorous

scientific principles (1993, p. 6).

He points

to the benefits of

each: the former in raising public consciousness, or gaining a deeper understanding of

natural processes via the latter. But he also embarks on a stark critique of each, outlining

what he describes

as a

industrial capitalism.

paradigm

shift

which led both

The environmentalists, "given

'ecologies' to play

their derogatory

by the rules of

image as

effete

and

sentimental fools," began to rely on the scientific credibility of ecology in their fight to
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preserve environmental integrity (Evemden, 1993,

p. 7). In

allowing the terms to be set by

the industrial capitalist logic, environmentalists legitimized the point of view that nature
can,

and should, be reduced

to quantitative values defined

assessments [Evemden, 1993,
"the industrialist

p. 10-11).

The

result, as

by resource management

Anthony Brandt observes,

and the environmentalist are brothers under the

as to the best use the natural world ought to be put to" [in

skin;

is

.

.

p,

._

:^,

that

they differ merely

Evemden, 1993,

p. 10). In

^

grounding environmental activism within the confines of quantitative ecology, argues

Evemden, the environmentalist validates the resources-based system to valuing nature;
"the system will say

[1993,

p. 9). In

an

all

that needs to be said about the

earlier essay entitled

mountain - and say it with numbers"

"Beyond Ecology," Evemden argues that such

attitudes towards the biosphere revolve

around the question "What good

is it?'"

and that

much of the motivation behind protecting the environment has come to be driven by what
benefit

it

can be to humans alone [1996,

p.

92).The problem, as

Evemden sees

it,

is

that

reducing ecosystems to simply quantitative values, like demographics, increases the
disconnection between people and the environment The science of ecology, he states, in

embracing reductive
interrelatedness

scientific

and forces

methodology, forsakes the study of large-scale

ecologists to "treat nature as essentially non-living, as a

machine to be dissected, interpreted, and manipulated," thereby creating dispassionate and
disconnected environmentaUsts [1993,

However,

Evemden

it is

p.

19-20).

important to put such criticism into perspective and remember, as

does, that ecology as a science never really promised anything

has become [1993,

p. 22).

more than what it

Ecology is a science based on using reductive analysis to gain

information about the function of organisms within ecosystems, which will yield at least
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<•

some predictive knowledge about the processes
with Evernden

Robert Peters,

is in

who

criterion against

his

Where

of life in the biosphere.

1

disagree

assessment of the goal of ecological inquiry. In citing ecologist

argues that "predictive power

is

the touchstone of science, the ultimate

which every scientific hypothesis can be tested," Evernden extrapolates

the aim of ecology to be "prediction and control" (1993,

p. 21, [italics

mine]). Note that

Peters never mentions using the information gathered by ecologists for the purposes of

human

Though science has

control over ecosystems, but only for the prediction of patterns.

been many times misused as a means
to the scientific

to

dominion over nature, such misuse

is

not inherent

methods of discovering such patterns of process. While predictive

information regarding the biosphere does yield the opportunity for the domination of
nature,

it

also

opens the door for human

ecosystems and our place within them,

self-control. In gaining a

deeper understanding of

we may also begin to understand the repercussions

of our actions and their reverberations v^thin ecological communities.

The end goal of

ecology as a science, argues Richard Leaky, rather than control, has been to vastly improve
"our ability to view the current world in the context of continuous change.
individual organisms, not just as isolated, natural

appreciation, but as

1996,

p. 125].

We see

phenomena that demand our

•?

components of ecosystems that evolve together" (Leaky and Lewin,

We must then use this improved vision to question our own role in the

promotion of the Hfe of the biosphere and

all its

components.

While I admit that the reductive nature of the sciences
problematic in

its

optimum juncture

•

r''

in general can

potential to create a dispassionate environmentalism,
for consilience

between the natural sciences and the

it is

prove
also the

social sciences

and

humanities. Through the early connections of the environmental movement, the science of
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ecology has already bridged
poetry.

Even the

sceptical

Evemden must concede that while ecology, as science, is not

particularly subversive, "its

subversive,

if

taken

'causally connected'

individuals,

many gaps that once divided those old antagonists, science and

literally.

most basic premise, that of interrelatedness, could be
That

is, if

we go beyond regarding interrelated as meaning

and consider it as indicating an actual intermingling of various

we find our assumptions challenged"

p. 38). Uncritical

(1996,

acceptance of

ecology as a source of knowledge can be dangerous, he reminds us, but uncritical rejection
is

equally so (Evernden, 1996, p. 36]. Thus, as

I

reductionism provides a means for us to 'zoom

mentioned
in'

in

Chapter Two, where

on the smallest of details,

it is

scientific

then the

humanities and social sciences that provide the greatest means of pulling back and placing
those details within the context of larger communities.

On

its

own, the discipline of ecology is not perfect, and

consilient approach, to use the

To

knowledge of each

reiterate Wilson's point, consilient

across the disciplines arrive at the
together' of knowledge

create a

young

si

knowledge

is

that which

it is still

on the
far

(1999b,

p. 8),

traditions of the sciences

calls the

Ecology

is,

"'jumping
disciplines to

comparatively, a

and informed by a variety of

from yielding the kind of predictive power that will provide

insights into the resonance of human behaviour,

and the

self-controlling action. Nonetheless, says Wilson, "there

feel

comes when data from

by the linking of facts and fact-based theory across

discipline, building

good reason to

important, in taking a

discipline as a check against the others.

same conclusions: what Wilson

common groundwork of explanation"

perspectives, but,

it is

encouraged (1999a,

p.

163].

possibilities for corrective

is

and

progress and ambition," and thus
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Ecocriticism

is

bound up with

ecology, not simply in name, but also in the basic

premise of the relationship between human cultural activity and the natural world that

encompasses

it

(Love, 2003, p. 47].

a connection that has

It is

its

deepest roots in the

ecological concept of biological diversity, or biodiversity. Defined in scientific terms

biodiversity encompasses:

the variety of organisms considered at

from genetic variants belonging to
the same species through arrays of species to arrays of genera, families, and still
higher taxonomic levels; includes the variety of ecosystems, which compromise both
the communities of organisms within particular habitats and the physical conditions
under which they live. (Wilson 1999b, p. 393)
.......
all levels,

.

In essence, biodiversity refers to all the living

and

it is

a concept that has

and non-living components of the biosphere

come to be understood

factors in the survival of life

on

earth.

as one of the single

most important

Darwin noted over 150 years ago that "the greatest

amount of life can be supported by great diversification

of structure" (1859/2004,

p.

138).

Indeed, current ecological understanding of the Earth's biota suggests that greater diversity

within individual species and amongst
increases not only the

amount of life on

"Biological diversity ...

local site struck

all

is

organisms and their environments

earth, but the Earth's ability to sustain

the key to the maintenance of the world as

down by a storm

life:

we know it. Life in a

springs back quickly because enough diversity

(Wilson, 1999b, p. 15). Trees are knocked

and shrubs of the forest

living

floor access to

still

exists"

down by the storm giving the low growing ferns

more

sunlight, allowing those species to utilize

resources previously consumed by the trees. This, in turn, causes increases in the

populations of these low growing plant groups. However, through the process of
succession, the ferns
seedlings, allowing

and shrubs create conditions which are favourable

them to

to

new tree

flourish and, eventually, there are trees standing again in the
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once cleared area. The ebb and flow of life persist because diversity of species within
varying ecosystems makes
higher

its

it

possible: "the

productivity and the greater

its ability

environmental stress" (Wilson, 1999b,
Moreover, biodiversity

is

more species

that live in an ecosystem, the

to withstand

drought and other kinds of

p. 322}.

^

number of species on

\

^\: :;,r:

..

deeply connected to the evolution of life on earth. Wilson,

citing the concept of "progressive evolution," notes that as species

the

'-Jtr

earth has continued to

have evolved over time,

grow as well, and,

as such, the Earth's level

of biodiversity has steadily increased. "Consider this familiar paradox of biological
diversity," says Wilson,

"almost

all

the species that have ever lived are extinct, and yet

are alive today that at any time in the past" (1999a,
his chapter "Biodiversity Threatened",

217).

Still,

as humanists

we should be

p.

216). Of course, as Wilson notes in

humans have begun to reverse this trend [1999b, p.

quick to notice

how the evolution of human culture

has increased in a similarly progressive manner; there
in the past,

and

biodiversity

is

it

more

more today than at any other time

is

continues to evolve and grow in both size and diversity; and just as

the key to the survival of all

with biodiversity,

is

likely the

life

key to human

on

earth, so cultural diversity, in

survival:

"The

tandem

way out of environmental

crisis

does not lead back to the supposed simplicity of the cave or the farm, but toward a more

complex form of living guided by a complex human mind seeking to find
complex earth" (Meeker, 1974,
Yet,

p.

xx - xxi)

"r^j^ -

:

•

:

.

its

place

upon a

•

much to our detriment, we seem to isolate ourselves from nature, preferring

instead to elevate

human culture as our primary aim of study, thereby placing the

biodiversity at risk. "Humans," argues Wilson, "are one
biodiversity,

of, if

planet's

not the, principal threats to

and have been since our spread from Africa over 15,000 years ago" (Wilson,
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1999a,

p.

254).

this rift that ecocritics are seeking to repair

It is

through approaching the

analysis of human culture with an informed ecological perspective,

approaching the study of the degradation of the biosphere

in

and simultaneously

terms that go beyond natural

science and include a culturally relevant perspective. As such, there has been an increasing

emphasis on the importance of not simply preserving biodiversity, but encouraging its
progressive evolution. However, as Leaky points out, the recent emphasis on biodiversity
reflects the inescapable fact that diversity has

progression. Ecologists
loss in

now face the

challenge of understanding the consequences of such

our ecosystems and raising the

(Leaky and Lewin, 1996,

p.

reached a state of degradation rather than

call to halt

that loss based
*

125).

rv \^

on those consequences
>

'^'

;r

i-

si

•

.

•

Leaky, admittedly giving in to the anthropocentric case, suggests that there are
three fundamental reasons for humanity to place a high value on biodiversity. The

first, is

economic: the tangible benefits of food, medicine, and raw materials; secondly there
health: that

is

the maintenance of the environmental cycles which sustain

(including humanity),

and make

for a healthy planet

pleasure: the pure aesthetic pleasure

and Lewin, 1996,
with an

all

p.

unquantifiable.

and

on earth

finally there is

we derive from existing amidst biodiversity

126-27). This final point

it is

(Leaky

may seem to refer to a mystical connection

a substantive point to make, particularly because

Edward Wilson articulated this

innate tendency to focus on

is,

live;

.

but ethereal nature, rather than a tangible, economic benefit of preserving

biodiversity, but

Wilson,

on which to

life

is

from

birth,

life

and

lifelike

it is

so very

unidentifiable feeling as "biophilia

processes" (1984,

deeply drawn to living things;

p. 1).

...

the

Humanity, argues

we have a deep biological

within us to immerse ourselves amidst biodiversity, and "to explore and

desire

affiliate

with

life is

f,
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a deep and complicated process in mental development" [Wilson, 1984,
retreat to the country to relieve stress,

"Biodiversity," suggests Leaky, "nurtures the

engaged

and Lewin, 1996,

in cultural criticism

questions of the

our professional

human

soul

p.

now we

Even

we use our technology to communicate with an

immensely diverse human population, and even

soul" (Leaky

p. 1].

144]. As

I

strive to create artificial life forms.

human psyche, the human spirit, the human

have argued previously, while

many of us

may have little insight into questions of quantitative biology,
and

its

connection

lives for centuries.

to,

r sdl^ a

or even denial

'.=

fv

'

of,

ah'

--^^'^l-m

nature, have sustained

'

j:

av/i..-'

Diversity provides us with a clear opportunity of consilience, bringing together

ecology and cultural theory. Ecology, in emphasizing diversity,
interactions

is

"concerned with complex

is

and with the largest sets of interrelationships" [Rueckert, 1996,

the scope of contemporary cultural criticism; the emphasis

is

p.

112). Such

on understanding complex

relationships within given environments, especially the complexity of communication

language.

It is

within this emphasis on language that cultural

of "scientific reductionism".
identification of a

is

What makes

scientific

delve into our

discovery possible says Wilson,

own
is

sort

the

fundamental unit for analysis, atoms for example. For ecologists that unit

the "biological species," defined as "a population

freely

critics

and

whose members are

under natural circumstances" (Wilson, 1999a,

requiring a good deal of explanation to qualify

it,

p. 38].

but for the

understand that it serves as the basic unit of study for
unit for the cultural theorist?

The answer is the

This

"sign";

is

able to interbreed

a very basic definition,

moment it is

ecologists.

only significant to

What then

is

the basic

words and images that

communicate meaning between individuals and groups of people. Species can have a
variety sub-species, and as

some go

extinct,

new species and sub-species will develop. This

!b''»
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.

not dissimilar from language: words can have various meanings, voicings, and word-

forms, and, like a species, they can evolve, go extinct or generate

new forms

over the course

of progressive cultural evolution.

Ecology and etymology

may have more in common than one might think, and that

correlation brings us back to the

As I suggested,

it is

postmodern problem 1 addressed

fruitless to take a radical

postmodern perspective, claiming that

meaning is impossible and that people, indeed
constructions. However,

postmodernism is

in the previous chapter.

all

still

r;v

of nature, are merely cultural

a useful

unpacking the

critical tool for

word and

problems inherent with language, and indeed,

if

may one day soon prove equally helpful to the

ecologist Postmodernism

species can be seen as similar,

is

it

a tool that

allows us to see variety in things that appear singular; to "mind the gaps," so to speak, that

can be treacherous

pitfalls

within communication. In coming to a deeper understanding of

the complexities of linguistic systems,

more

clearly. In essence,

we can better understand how to communicate ideas

postmodernism teaches us

to

be more careful with words and

-

images, to take the time to engage the complexity and attempt to limit the possibilities for
confusion. This

is

where I would

like to

venture now, momentarily away from the science

of ecology, towards the language of ecologists

Letine ^tart with- a

and outside the

simple,

it is

ecocritics.

'
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werd tiiat4s often tossed around with ^aseby many, both within

scientific field;

profusely in this

and

indeed

it is

a

word

that has thus far been sprinkled

work than perhaps any other word:

'ecology'. Like so

not a word with a singular meaning, but rather

over/misused for a variety of purposes. One
of the "two ecologies", the discipline

is

it is

more

many words

it is

not

heavily nuanced and often

reminded of Neil Evemden's

and the household brand that stands

identification

for

anything
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connected to the environment (1993,
are being

I

Going even further, Bookchin suggests that "we

overwhelmed with an effluvium of fads, usually prefixed by the word

•pander to Space Age
38).

p. 6).

hokum with its pop styles

of writing and metaphors" (1990,

p.

that

137-

disagree with Bookchin's carte blanche dismissal of metaphor and "pop styles of

writing," but his critique of ecology as a

that "'Ecology

is

"buzzword" certainly rings

renowned

p. 5]. Similarly,

happens away from
p. 37].

capitalized on,

Evernden notes

cities

^r

ecologist Stephen Jay Gould

remarked that "common usage now threatens to make

Love, 2003,

true.

now being used to connote something quite different from its academic

namesake (Evernden, 1993,

that

'eco',

'ecology* a label for anything

or anything that does not have synthetic chemicals in

The danger here

is

that ecology, as an idea, can be,

and

is

being,

and subverted by many to ends that are perhaps not very ecological

Bookchin chastises the "cafeteria ecology" of writers

like

Barry

good
it"

(in

sv

at

all.

Commoner and others,

whom he feels, in having no understanding of ecology as a science, degrade our abilities to
effectively address the

environmental

crisis

seems largely negligent of scientific ecology

(1990,
in his

p.

140].

Though Bookchin himself

work, his point, again,

is

.'

not without

merit As Evernden says, "ecology aspires not to being a modern religion or secular value
system but to being a science" (1993,
- means^to-critieafinqutryr is -soimd

understanding

is

p. 14].

Ecology, as the basis for philosophy and as the

in-principlerbut only when-stich-conceptuaF -:

underpinned by the

scientific findings of diligent ecologists, as

aging ideas of harmony and balance. While

opposed

to

harmony and climax communities may serve as

comforting images, especially when compared with Tennyson's "Nature, red in tooth and

claw

."
.

.

(1996,

p.

1926], they

fail

to effectively guide us in

deeper into the ecosystems that support our existence.

It is

making choices which root us
important then to bear in mind
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that

when

I

suggest ecocritics must engage more deeply with ecology,

field of scientific inquiry,

I

am referring to the

not a philosophy of balance and harmony.

»

•! -

Like 'ecology', the term 'nature' has proven to be a complicated and deeply nuanced

word; yet

it

remains a curiosity that many scholars, while quick to

rally to the

cause of the

environment, or even to discuss the significance of place, often overlook what an

encumbered and complex word

'nature' can be.

While

should be one of the central concerns of ecocriticism,

number of ecocritical texts pay little

might seem obvious that 'nature'

it

it is

becoming apparent that a large

or no attention to the most basic, yet perhaps most

significant question:

what

dictionary sitting on

my shelf contains nine definitions for the word 'nature,' only four of

is

nature?

It

seems a simple query, but consider that the

which correspond to any sort of biological

characteristic,

we would commonly understand as "the environment".
but to talk about nature in unspecified terms

reminds Northrop Frye (1971,

p.

is

be,

is

it

a powerful idea with a vast history.

and often

uses. "The mixing of meanings," says Evernden, "have

term, providing as

may seem like a negligible point,

a risky undertaking. "Ideas are weapons,"

229), and 'nature'

Evernden points out that as a word, nature can

It

and only two concern that which

is,

co-opted to a multitude of

made nature a potentially dangerous

does endless opportunity for misunderstanding deliberate or

-otherwise"-(Evernden,-1992rp.-263. Fn hiseritique-of t4i€ envjr&mnetital movement,

Evernden comments on the confusing rhetoric surrounding nature, suggesting that

would be

difficult to find

(Evernden, 1993,

p. 4).

even two environmentalists
r*',

,,i

^^,.:

who have the same idea of nature

become so entangled with

^,

.;,,

According to historian Peter Coates, the problem
"nature" has

it

is

«

,v

•

rooted in the fact that the

a myriad of diverse cultural meanings,

it is

word

now
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separate the physical space of the biosphere from abstractions of nature as a

difficult to

concept (Coates, 1998,

p. 2].

Nature has been cast as a "bundle of resources for human

consumption" (Croal and Rankin, 1981,
richer even than

human

essences unchanged by
for

Raymond Williams

p.

17) and as a "refuge of the

imagination" (Wilson, 1999,

man

it is

[sic];

space, the

"what man

[sic]

air,

p. 11).

spirit,

has not made, though

if

he made

will usually

and

is

a societal category" (in Manes, 1996,

Frederick Turner
a rhythm, that

is

tells

is

be included as natural"

it

i

static,

"the

the river, the leaf (in Coates, 1998,

it

George Lukacs "nature

remote,

For Emerson, nature

ago - a hedgerow or a desert for

<

p. 6);

long enough

(in Coates,

1998,

p. 3);

p. 15). Ecocritic

us that outside of human intervention, "nature settles into a balance,

eternal,

and unchanging (1996,

p. 42),

while Marx and Engels speak of

nature as "an endless maze of relations and interactions, in which nothing remains what,

where and

as

it

was, but everything moves, changes, comes into being and passes out of

existence" (1994, p. 28). In short, nature, "like any performer
multiplicity of roles,

138).

It is

ideas are

.

[can] be cast in a

p.

why Evernden warns of confusion and misunderstanding.

weapons then "nature"
It is

.

towards divergent ends, and by different people" (Mazel, 1996,

easy to understand

ubiquitous.

.

is

truly a dangerous one, for

a densely coded word, a social and political

it is

If

both elusive and

word that has been

held up

-symbdiraily to- a-greatnrany ^nxb.-ThisisTTOttorstiggesttl ie w or d must-be redaimed-or
reduced;

if

nature

"nature"

is

a vastly complicated word,

is

anything,

The task at hand then,

it is

is

to

complex. Rather, this

is

simply to demonstrate that

and we have good reason to exercise caution.

work inside

of this complexity, to recognize the

opportunities for misunderstanding, and to strive for clarity as

much

as possible; to do

otherwise would be irresponsible. "The essential starting-point," argues Coates,

"is to

'
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recognize that 'nature' has both concrete and abstract meanings." [1998,
to identify five categories of meaning

be

p. 3).

He goes on

under which Western understandings of nature can

classified:

nature as a physical place, notably those parts of the world more or less
unmodified by people [as in 'unspoiled nature'] - and especially those threatened by
human activity; nature as the collective phenomena of the world or universe,
including or excluding humans; nature as an essence, quality and/or principle that
informs the workings of the world or universe; nature as an inspiration and a guide
for people and source of authority governing human affairs; and, finally, nature as
.

.

.

the conceptual opposite of culture." [Coates, 1998,

The importance
different

of these categories

ways we have come

is

to talk

p. 3)

that while they serve as a

means of classifying the

about nature, they also overlap one another to some

degree. As such, most texts will not be isolated under a single category, but rather will cross

boundaries and mingle definitions; they will hybridize. These categories do not serve to

undo or prevent such

linguistic play,

but rather offer a means to disentangle the concrete

and the abstract from one another, and a method by which to avoid the dangers of
misunderstanding and misuse. "Of course" Evernden points

out, "the realization of this

fundamental ambiguity, and of the pjo-amid of distortion that can be built upon the base
'nature,' forces us to

Nonetheless,

it

question whether we

seems

may know 'nature'

at

all."

[1992,

p. 27).

we cannot avoid talking about nature, and in asking any question it

-s^ems-imperative to-be as-c4ear-as^poss4ble-as-to- what it-is we-are-discussing^

As
to clarify

this project is

about the relationship of nature and human culture,

what it is 1 mean when 1 write about 'nature'. While

touches on several of Coates' categories of meaning,

it is

it is

important

my discussion inevitably

primarily concerned with nature

as defined in the first category: the physical environment of the earth, the biosphere.

Nature, as

it is

discussed below,

is

not set up as the diametrical opposite to

human

culture.
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;

but rather as part of a reciprocal relationship with

and culture
expand on

in turn

informs

human

culture: nature informs culture,

relationships with the rest of the biosphere.

more below in my discussion

this

human

1

will

of gene-culture coevolution, but for the

moment let it suffice that nature includes humanity; we are organic beings who depend on
the biosphere. However, there

is

also a

least

Western

to

sometimes venturing out into

it,

culture, often envisions

it

need to recognize that human

humanity outside of nature, sometimes

reach from some safe standpoint outside
p.

a*; '>'^;-

208].

it.

states,

nature

sciences.

It

..n-i;

>'

^n^,

.

'

^s

v>

n

uic^r-i^rt

I

we
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'
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-
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know and accept

no small task for many in the humanities and

evokes terms such as evolution and genetics, and names

Chapter Two

in opposition

We are in it and are a part of it while we use it"

jc ^ (i,^,,

is

at

not a place into which

"is

Of course, knowing our part in nature, and, moreover, coming to
the natural part of ourselves

is

with curiosity, but separate nonetheless. Against this

view we must remember that, as Wendell Berry

[1990,

culture, that

social

like Charles

Darwin. In

addressed the problems with postmodernism and the Standard Social

=

Science Model as guide posts for critical inquiry. However, in suggesting a bridge with

evolutionary biology the humanists' deep-seated fears of determinism are, no doubt, quick
to rise.

It is

important to recognize that these fears are not unjustified, nor should they be

dismissed easily given the history surrounding the social uses of biology. Evolutionary
biology was, after

all,

previously thought to provide scientific evidence for racism, sexism,

homophobia, and even violence under the guise of social Darwinism. However, according to
Wilson, the

work of Franz Boas and his students Mead and

justifiably, lost

there are

still

any

real credibility within the

many in the world who

Benedict, social Darwinism has,

academy (1999b,

p.

200). Unfortunately,

continue attempting to use their vague grasp of

...
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evolutionary biology as a rationale for blind prejudice.

why so many in the humanities and social

It is
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entirely understandable then

sciences have held hostility towards the sciences.

They have generally remained predisposed

to reject evolutionary biology out of hand as

environmental or genetic determinism, preferring to locate the source of human behaviour
strictly

within the confines of cultural relativism. However, Love cautions us that "the

lingering effects of such hostility tend to obscure the fact that

which, through

its

p. 6).

While fears of biological misuse are

not suggest that the findings of biology are

it is

safe to

"if

was the advance

disciplinary methodology, repudiated the bigotry

Darwinism" (2003,

Joseph Meeker,

it

a

little

knowledge

have none" (1974,

p. 11).

is

wrong and

of science

and racism of social

justifiable,

such anxiety does

cultural relativism correct; to quote

a dangerous thing,

it

does not therefore follow that

We are obligated as scholars of human behaviour to

not only acknowledge the influence of both the physical environment and evolutionary
history,

but also to

critically

engage with the

evolution of our species. As Wilson suggests,

human nature"

(1999b,

p.

200]. Allow

scientific material

"it [is]

regarding the history and

no longer a virtue to ignore the roots of

me to expand on the virtue, indeed the necessity, of

embracing biological approaches to human behaviour through an overview of Darwinian
evolution and the concept of "gene-culture coevolution" as defined by

Edward

0.

Wilson

{Consilience, 1999a].

There are a number of important points to consider when talking about Darwin's
evolutionary theory and

Darwinism.

First,

- the species.

why it does not lend support to useless theories like social

consider what was said above regarding the fundamental unit of ecology

Human beings across the board are so genetically similar that we count as a

singular fundamental unit in the Linnaean system of classification:

"Homo sapiens, which
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evolved in a straight line from

Homo erectxis"

(Wilson, 1999a,

p. 48).

This

is

not to say that

attempts to define different races within humanity as various sub-species have not been

made, but such was the variety and level of uncertainty within the species that it became
clear

humans are simply one

Thus, our genetic material
ability,

physical ability,

species that

tells

etc.,

is

"typically evolving" (Wilson, 1999a, p. 67).

us that features such as race, gender, sexuality, cognitive

while culturally significant, are relatively small matters

genetically; basically, biologically speaking,

we have more in common with each other than

with any other living thing on the planet With regard to the process of evolution by natural
selection,

Darwin

states the following:

however slight and from whatever cause proceeding, if they be in any
degree profitable to the individuals of a species, in their infinitely complex relations
to other organic beings and to their physical conditions of life, will tend to the
preservation of such individuals, and will generally be inherited by the offspring.
The offspring, also, will thus have a better chance of surviving, for, of the many

variations,

which are periodically born, but a small number can
have called this principle, by which each slight variation, if useful, is
preserved, by the term Natural Selection (1859/2004a, p. 76).

individuals of any species
survive.

I

What is important here is that Darwin is writing about the

-

.'.

survival of a species as a whole,

not particular groups of individuals within the species. However, were one to continue

pursuing the notion that a particular group of individuals within a species
other groups,

we can see still that social Darwinism does not hold up.

is

superior to

In order to

be

considered viable and in adherence to the principles of evolutionary biology, the variations
that are detrimental to survival

would have been selected

aware, no particular group within

"is

we are well

Homo sapiens has gone extinct due to a struggle for

survival within their natural conditions. In fact, as

species

for extinction. Yet, as

Darwin observed. Homo sapiens as a

the most dominant animal that has ever appeared on earth.

widely than any other organised form and
:

all

He has spread more

others have yielded before him"
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.

(1859/2004a,

p. 67).

Perhaps the greatest argument against the

the process of 'progressive evolution'

work that "the

greatest

1

discussed earlier.

Darwinian

social

We know from Darwin's original

amount of life can be supported by great diversification

structure" (1859/2004a, p. 137]. Species that have a shallow genetic pool,

breeding pair

is

genetically similar, are

more

With such

immune

little

whereby each

many large mammals, are

r^s

ar d

and, as such, have historically had a shallow breeding pool.

genetic diversity within the species, cheetahs have evolved with poor

systems, making

mortality.

of

susceptible to genetic weaknesses; take, as an

example, the cheetah [Acinonyx jubatus). Cheetahs, like

somewhat uncommon animals

fallacy is

them

exceptionally prone to diseases

and a high

rate of youth

Humans on the other hand are a remarkably diverse species, and remarkably

prevalent; in fact,

humans

are roughly a hundred times

animal of comparable size (Wilson, 1999b,
diversity with the

human

p.

272].

If

more prevalent than any other land

anything, the increasing level of

population of the earth, across

all lines, is

indicative of an almost

hyper-progressive evolution in our species. Social Darwinism's justifications for racism and
eugenics cannot hold up against a well thought out understanding of the processes of
evolution.

Were the premise that only one group

of individual

survive due to natural selection actually valid, our species
several millennia ago,

numbers.

It is

and

it is

humans was intended to

would have

likely

gone extinct

almost a certainty we would not have survived in such

those small differences in our genetic make-up which allow for diversity

within the species and have allowed us to flourish. The misuses of biology to support

i

claims resembling social Darwinism are exactly that: misuses, inaccurate representations
of the realities of what biology has to offer in terms of understanding

human behaviour.
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The other great pillar of humanistic resistance to the sciences
by environmental determinism.

In

is

the problem posed

1896 Frederick Jackson Turner, reacting to the popular

"germ theory" (genetic determinism), developed the
development of American

Pereira 74

.

"frontier thesis' to explain the

r>

famous work The Significance of the Frontier in

culture. In his

American History (1893/1963), Turner argued that it was on the margins of the frontier
that a unique American identity was forged

.

isolation of the frontier

and he theorized that the harsh conditions and

environment created a form of rugged individualism which

engendered strong democratic ideals (1893/1963,
controversy. Turner's

work remains one

of the

p. 51).

•

i

>H..

Though it created a storm of

most significant texts to argue the

importance of geography and environmental conditions in cultural development The

problem with Turner's work is
frontier,

he

all

that, in his

eagerness to promote the significance of the

but neglected other influences, thus creating the problem

it

was the

physical environment that shaped

given area, has largely been rejected, and with good reason.

need to account

for genetic inheritance

I

open question concerns

-

have already argued that we

when addressing human behaviour, and that all the

development However, as Jared Diamond points
history; the

'

human behaviour within a

humanities and social sciences have demonstrated the impact of culture on

on

,

we refer to as

'environmental determinism.' Turner's concept, that, rather than genetic inheritance or
cultural influence,

i.

out,

human

"geography obviously has some effect

how much effect, and whether geography can

account for history's broad pattern" (1999,

p. 26).

While Turner and his followers

may have

overstated the influence of the environmental conditions on cultural development, such

work was

a key step in reconfiguring our understanding of the significance of place in

cultural criticism. Gravitating

towards Turner's original ideas, ecocritics have come back to
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analysing the role of the natural environment and the physical conditions surrounding

humanity

in their critical

Thus we have a

assessments of human cultural artefacts.

triad of viewpoints: genetic inheritance, cultural relativism,

environmental determinism -

were

to take each

in short, the

and

age old conflict of 'nature versus nurture.'

If

we

view as all-encompassing, they would seem to completely contradict one

another, and in truth, not one of them taken singularly can adequately explain or describe

human behaviour. But this debate is
Edward Wilson and his

not without a resolution, at least potentially. In 1983

colleague Charles

Lumsden developed the theory of gene-culture

coevolution, "a complicated, fascinating interaction in which culture

shaped by biological imperatives while biological

traits are

is

generated and

simultaneously altered by

genetic evolution in response to cultural innovation" (in Love, 2003, p. 58). Darwin touched

very vaguely on

this point

through his discussions on

'instinct'

as a guiding factor in

behavioural evolution. He suggested that instinct was a hereditary trait that,

promoting

survival,

1859/2004a,

"seem

to

p.

would be passed down

321). "[The]

have originated independently of intelligence.

I

in

The Descent of Man,

am however, very far from

may lose their fixed and untaught character, and be

replaced by others performed by the aid of free will" (Darwin, 1879/2004b,

Wilson

who expands

work Consilience
coevolution as a
disciplines.

greatly

successful in

genetically through generations (Darwin,

more complex instincts," he tells us

wishing to deny that instinctive actions

if

on the theory of gene-culture coevolution

in his

But

p. 88).

landmark

(1999a). Here Wilson emphasizes the importance of gene-culture

means

to reach a consilient

knowledge about humanity across the

Through combining our knowledge of genetics with our knowledge

of,

for

it is
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example, poetry and geography and music and history,

we can arrive at a vastly deeper

understanding of human behaviour than ever before.

The

central process of gene-culture coevolution

is

what Wilson

calls 'epigenetic

rules of behaviour.' Epigenetic rules, says Wilson, are essentially genetically

behavioural predispositions that function on two basic

levels:

sense organs and transmitted to the brain. These are barely,

if

at

all,

filtered

memory and emotional

and coded by

influenced by an

individual's previous experience - they are strictly biological, so to speak.

of past perception,

encoded

primary and secondary. The

primary rules are the automatic processes through which stimuli are

rules are regularities in the integration of large

The secondary

amounts of information. By using fragments

colouring, these rules lead the

mind to

predisposed decisions regarding the information being processed (Wilson, 1999a,

He

gives the example of smiling, which

smiling in infants

is

is

nuances to the gesture, which can

alter

p. 164).

governed by both primary and secondary

almost identical across

all

'

^

cultures, but

each culture adds

its

rules;

own

both the gesture's physical appearance and

•
=

meaning. However, even accounting for the variances, the meanings of the smile gesture
differ little

from culture to culture (Wilson, 1999a,

p.

-.;*.!-

166).

.>

As part of the gene-culture coevolution, culture is reconstructed each generation
collectively in the minds of the individuals. When oral tradition is supplemented by
writing and art, culture can grow indefinitely large and it can even skip generations.
But the fundamental biasing influence of the epigenetic rules, being genetic and
ineradicable, stays constant. (Wilson, 1999a, p. 138]

Wilson suggests that while some people inherit epigenetic rules that will better enable

them

to survive in the surrounding

Over generations, natural selection

environment and
will

recapitulating cultural practices and

culture, other individuals

promote those

norms

at the

may not.

rules that favour certain behaviours,

same

time. Thus,

we evolve both
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genetically

and

culturally (culture oftentimes evolving

much faster than the genetics), each

influencing the other (Wilson, 1999a, p. 138-9]. In short, genetics predispose our species to
certain behaviours, views,

etc.,

which inform our cultural development

In turn

our cultural

development, though encouraging or disparaging behaviours can, over time, reshape our
genetic predisposition.

It is,

rj.:

however, important to remember that gene-culture coevolution

in its infancy: "For the

is still

largely

most part the flaws are due not to contradictory evidence but to a

scarcity of relevant information" (Wilson, 1999a, p. 187). Wilson also notes that the

-

epigenetic rules as outlined above are largely unexplored, and as a result the exact nature

of gene-culture coevolution can, in

most cases, only be guessed (Wilson, 1999a,

Nonetheless, significant correlations do exist to suggest that this theory
track,

and that epigenetic

rules,

Ecocriticism takes as

point

where ecology and

its

is

p. 187).

on the right

both broad and narrow, do exist (Wilson, 1999a,

p.

187).

subject then the juncture of gene-culture coevolution, the

cultural studies

meet to form a

behaviour within the context of nature. So
the 'pioneer organism' talked about

let

consilient explanation for

human

me return to the ecocritics and the subject of

by Meeker.

In

The Comedy of Survival, Meeker makes a

poignant suggestion about humanity's place in the biosphere. He remarks that humans,

both biologically and

whose

"survival

culturally, are largely akin to "pioneering" or "invading" species

depends on their

qualities of strength, aggressiveness,

ruthlessness" (Meeker, 1974, p. 28). Cast in this light,

humans

and often

as a species, Uke pioneer

organisms, are an aggressive species that, on one hand, are capable of surviving almost

anywhere, yet on the other can cause severe disruption and damage
support systems

if

our behaviour remains unchecked. There

is

in the earth's life

however, one particular
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difference that

Meeker suggests separates Homo sapiens from other pioneer species: those

other organisms ultimately succumb to the Hmitations of the ecosystems in which they
giving way to

more complex organisms, whereas humans, with our advanced

capacity, are free to multiply

by natural systems (1975,

and dominate the ecosystems we

p. 29).

cognitive

inhabit, entirely

Meeker is framing the process

live,

simplistically,

unchecked

but generally

speaking, while other pioneer species are inevitably succeeded by a grov^ng network of

diverse organisms, ultimately leading to

more complex ecosystems, humans

continually act

"the role of the pioneer species, dedicating ourselves to survival through the destruction of

all

our competitors", without ever being succeeded (Meeker, 1974,

paradigm of the human pioneer which

lies at

environmental culture. But again there
crucial to the discussion. Before

relations, or

28-30].

what it means

It is

this

the heart of my examination of Canada's

a question of definition to be addressed that

is

one can make claims about humanity's environmental

even begin to comment on Canada's pioneers, there must

exploration into
terms. Thus,

is

p.

to

speak of pioneers, both

in biological

first

be an

and

in cultural

we come to a simple, yet essential question: what is a pioneer organism?

Galbraith et

al.

define a pioneer species as "the

start the process of succession" (1989, p. 613].

serve to blaze the

trail for

a complex ecosystem

is

The

first

initial

>c

organism to inhabit an area and

pioneer inhabitants of an area

other species and lead the process of succession, through which

realised. Succession is defined as "the

changes

in the vegetation in

an ecosystem that occur overtime as each species creates conditions unfavourable for their
ov\m seedlings" (Galbraith et

al.

1989,

p.

616]. This definition

may seem to be somewhat

counter-intuitive for why would any species actively create conditions
survival of its seedlings, but the process

is

more

logical

than

it

might

which hinder the

initially

seem.
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In

The Diversity of Life, Edward 0. Wilson writes of sitting on the edge of a clearing in

the rainforest of Cuba

when a storm rises. Storms, he writes, "drive change in the whole

structure of the forest" (1999b, p. 9].

the rainforest, tearing

down trees,

The

rains

and winds and lightning strikes devastate

causing landslides, and eroding the ground which

seemingly holds the delicate balance together. This carnage leaves in

its

wake new

openings in which pioneering plants begin to take root and flourish in the changed
environment:

is-^jn-

v

;;j^

i

Fast growing, small in stature, and short-lived, they form a single canopy that

below the upper crowns of the older trees all around
pioneer vegetation grows denser, the deepening shade and higher
humidity again favour old-forest species, and their saphngs sprout and grow. Within
a hundred years the gap specialists [pioneer species] will be phased out by
competition for light, and the tall storied forest will close completely over (Wilson,
matures

far

[Yet] as the

1999b,
In flourishing

p.

10-11].

under the altered conditions of the

conditions through which the old forest
of the old forest

pioneer plants

community.

rainforest, the pioneer species create the

may again regenerate. The specialized organisms

grow tall and soon take most of the

all

available energy

from the sun, and the

but die out as the forest evolves again towards an increasingly complex
_,-
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These sketches of the pioneer organism outlined by Galbraith

.

'

et

al.

-

and Wilson

correspond well with what is described in The Comedy of Survival (1974). Meeker writes of
robust organisms that are "highly generalized, flexible and adaptable creatures capable of
surviving despite the inhospitable nature of their environments" (1974, p. 27). These

pioneering and invading species are aggressive and competitive, surviving on minimal
resources. But, as noted above, they are short-lived, quickly giving
specialized organisms that can better

compete

for resources.

way to

a diversity of

While Meeker

is

prone to
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over-sentimentalising the role of these pioneer organisms, often referring to them as tragic

heroes

who sacrifice themselves for the good of the community, his paradigm of their

functionality in the biosphere

is

consistent with the principles of ecology as

them.

we understand

..._,...
However, the image he

crafts is

not without

its

shortcomings, and

;

iOf

:

should be

it

regarded with caution on two accounts in particular: the model of ecology on which his

work is based

is

outdated, and his blending together pioneer and invasive species

some

inaccurate to

degree. Meeker's

based on contemporary ecology as

it

work presents an immediate problem
relies

of every species within

among all its

it,

any analysis

on the older idea of a harmonious ecology

outlined above. In stating that "a natural ecosystem

life

for

is

accommodates not only the complete

but also provides for relatively harmonious relationships

constituent species," Meeker affirms his belief that organisms actively

work

together in an elaborate inter-species harmony for the betterment of the community (1974,
p. 29}.

His

work suggests

a certain conscious altruism in

which individuals will

sacrifice

themselves for the good of the community at large; including those pioneer organisms
"risk death to

conquer new territory" (Meeker, 1974,

that such sentiment
that

it is

is

p. 28].

who

Meeker is quick to point out

not anthropocentrism, but we must be just as quick to understand

not ecological either. In The Selfish Gene, famed geneticist Richard Dawkins points

out that altruism

is

not a notable genetic quality, stating instead that "universal love and

welfare of the species as a whole simply do not
Rather, argues Dawkins,

it is

make evolutionary sense"

(1976,

p. 2-3).

an almost "ruthless selfishness" that guides most species'

behaviours, and even acts of apparent altruism are, in truth, motivated primarily by
individual

and species preservation (1976,

p. 11).

The betterment of the community or
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biome

as a

whole

is

never a factor

in

such behaviour. However, this does not necessarily

negate Meeker and, rather than dismissing his work,
is

writing from a time

now. As

I

it

should be considered in context: he

when ecology functioned under a different set of ideas than

discussed earlier, "ecological thinking since the 1960's

.

.

.

it

does

has emphasized not a

harmonious, balanced nature but, rather, a contingent, unstable nature" (White, 1996,
138]. Ecologists have

static to

one

in

moved beyond the image

is still

of communities that are predictable

p.

:i

cause to be wary of defining pioneer species in Meeker's terms. He critiques

celebrate the qualities in

human culture,

suggesting that "we

n

human pioneers that we despise in the pioneers of other plant

and animal species" (Meeker, 1974,

p. 28). In

bringing a

more

rd

astute ecological critique to

we must consider that pioneers, at a biological level, are not 'tragic heroes' of

the ecosystem, but are instead generalized and adaptable opportunists
in

and

230). Nonetheless, even in accounting for such considerations

the configuration of the pioneer mindset within

the matter

p.

which communities are largely unpredictable, dynamic, and even chaotic

[Leakey and Lev^n, 1996,
there

e^^

such a way that they

•-

who have evolved

may take advantage of environmental conditions in which other

species are unable to survive (Wilson 1999b, 15).

-.

.

i^f

Perhaps more problematic than considerations of the time period of his work is

•

f

t

Meeker's conceptual blending of pioneer organisms and invasive or exotic species into one
single idea.

He writes

that,

at an early stage in any given environment, pioneering or invading species dominate
the scene. These are highly generalized, flexible and adaptable creatures capable of
surviving despite the inhospitable nature of their environments. (Meeker, 1974, p.
25, [italics mine]]

While the two types, pioneer and invasive organisms, share similar characteristics there
are also

some

{

crucial points

on which they differ. Pioneer species, as noted by Galbraith

et

.
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-

an area, and those which are inevitably scaled back

and tenacity through competition from more complex species (1989,

p.

613).

in

They do

not necessarily die out, but usually only return to a higher population density when an area
has been damaged or destroyed, like the rainforest after a storm. Conversely, invasive, or
exotic species are those

which are introduced

established ecosystem and, having few

if

(often

by humans]

into

an already

any natural predators or competition, "take hold

over broad areas, [and] push native plants and animals back, some toward extinction"
(Wilson, 1999a,

i

.

p. x/x).

^

^

-.,

Allow me to demonstrate these differences through a few short examples of
pioneering and invasive behaviours. In his discussion of the island of Krakatau, Wilson
provides us with a unique example of ecosystem growth. In 1883 the island

was decimated

by a volcanic eruption, which eradicated every trace of life from the island leaving a layer of
rock 40 metres

The

thick,

into lead

on the surface (1999b,

p. 19].

disaster gave biologists a rare opportunity to observe the growth of an ecosystem out

of literally nothing.

grown
etc.

which had largely been melted

It

began with a single baby spider in 1884, but within ten years had

to include a large variety of spiders, grasses, lizards, flora

(Wilson, 1999b,

fluctuating,

p. 20].

and fauna,

birds, bacteria,

Within a century, the island had regenerated to a broad, though

ecosystem which, to the untrained eye, was indistinguishable from the other

Indonesian islands. The process of succession on Krakatau was founded through pioneer
species

whose presence begins the flow

creation of soil so other organisms

of energy in the community,

may take root and grow

and allows

(Galbraith et

al.,

for the

1989,

p.

535].

Thus, in being equipped to take advantage of the sparse environmental conditions on
Krakatau, pioneer organisms were able to regenerate the island, allowing for a wide range
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of species to return. The level of biodiversity increases and slowly the island begins to
stabilize. Alfred

plants -

Crosby summarizes

it

process well

when he states that "colonizing

weeds - can survive anything but success. As they take over disturbed ground,

they stabilize the

make

this

soil,

block the baking rays of the sun, and, for

a better place for other plants than

To some degree the opposite
Survey defines invasive species

is

it

was

all

their competitiveness,

before" (Crosby, 2004, p. 169).

true of invasive species.

The United

as:

'U><?s i.u'

States Geological

=

.'.

}r\

,

•

microbe species that is non-native (or alien] to the ecosystem
under consideration and whose introduction causes or is likely to cause economic or
environmental harm, or harm to human health, (www.usgs.gov, 2005]
Plant, animal, or

The introduction of such
of the

paramount causes of species extinction and

253]. These organisms,
in a

exotic or invasive species into ecosystems was,

ecological

damage

and remains, one

(Wilson, 1999b, p.

much like pioneer organisms, are highly adaptive and can

survive

wide array of environmental conditions. Consider, as an example, the spread of rats

[Rattus rattus

and Rattus norvegicus). Darwin noted

of a species that has been "transported

...

to

in

1859 that

many parts

of the world,

wider range than any other rodent" (Darwin 1859/2004a,
adaptable, and seemingly ubiquitous species that

rats are a

p.

prime example

and now have a

far

175]. Rats, are a highly

seem to have "no trouble invading an

ecosystem" and bringing about a "cascade of extinction" (Leaky and Lewin, 1996,
Indeed, a species of rat played a significant role in wiping out the

p. 186].

moa^ population

in

New

Zealand. Having been brought to the island by Maori explorers, the rats multiplied at an

exponential rate and the moa, along with about 20 other species of indigenous birds, were

unable to compete and eventually died out (Wilson, 1999b,

p.

250].

2

A large flightless bird, the giant moas were "ostrichlike creatures that stood ten
weighed 530 pounds" (Leaky and Lewin, 1996, pg. 184).

feet tall

and
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Similarly,

Darwin noted that "cases could be given of introduced plants which have

become common throughout whole

islands in a period of less than ten years"

(1859/2004a. 80); examples such as the Purple loosestrife and Zebra mussel

/

t

in Ontario

demonstrate exactly such a process. The Purple loosestrife [Lythrum salicaria

L), originally

introduced into North America in the 1800's, "now poses a serious threat to native

emergent vegetation

in shallow-water

quickly, densely populating

habitat

al.'s

is

marshes" [Thompson

et al, 1987).

marsh and swamp areas resulting in a

"loss of waterfowl

and decline of native wetland plant species" (Wilson, 1999b,

1987 study indicated the plants tenacious

also tolerant of soils

204).

is

Thompson et

adaptability, stating that "Purple loosestrife

serious problem in [other] wetlands and irrigation systems"

excel at doing

p.

and climates beyond these regions and threatens

Alfred Crosby points out that this

The plant spreads

(Thompson

to

become

et al, 1987).

a normal process of ecosystems, stating that

what they evolved to do when the

miserable micro-environments (2004,

p.

glaciers retreated:

a

weeds

grow profusely in

168). "Weeds," he notes, "sprout early

and

seize

bare ground. Direct sun, wind, and rain do not discourage them. They thrive in gravel
beside railroad tracks, and in niches between slabs of concrete. They

and

retaliate to injury

with awesome power" (Crosby, 2004,

p.

grow fast, seed

early,

168-9). Similarly, the

introduction of the notorious Zebra mussel [Dreissena polymorpha] into the Great Lakes

region has led to the "fouling of hard, substrate, including water pipes, and the reduction of

populations of native mollusks" (Wilson, 1999b,
survival

and spread of introduced species]

is

p. xix).

"The obvious explanation

that the conditions of life have

favourable, and that there has consequently been less destruction of the old
that nearly

all

the

young have been enabled

to breed." (Darvdn,

[for the

been highly

and young, and

1859/2004a,

p.

81)
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It is

not entirely

difficult to

understand then

why Meeker might categorize

...

'••

iy

pioneering and invading species as one and the same. Both have similar survivalist
characteristics

truth,

and are defined by their aggressive behaviour. However the two

very different in

are, in

how they impact the biosphere. The former are crucial to the

i

j -li,

creation of energy systems and bio-diversification in areas undergoing ecological

regeneration. Meanwhile, the latter are largely associated with the disruption of regular

patterns and processes within ecological communities, tending to bring about extinction of
native species and reductions in biodiversity of the invaded area. Therefore, there

caution in treating

them singularly for while similarities

exist, their overall interactions

impacts in a community can have an array of different meanings in
Yet, in spite of these criticisms,

nullified

I

somewhat controversial, remains relevant for social and
worth building on. His greatest strength

lies in

scientifically

is

is

entirely

outdated and

cultural examinations,

that he

and

modem ecology.

do not believe that Meeker's hypothesis

by such complications. His work, though perhaps

definitely

must be

and

'

v

is

: -.

working to explore and

rebuild a seemingly lost connection between nature and culture. His premise that there
exists

an interminable connection between the stories

the world, and the relations
crucial area of study for

we tell ourselves about our place

in

we have with other species in the biosphere is, in my eyes, a

both humanists and biologists. Such a connection,

misunderstood, threatens the very survival of not only our

own

if

ignored or

species, but also a

?

m

multitude of other organisms. However, before any in-depth case study of such a

connection can be undertaken

we must first continue to try and understand the role of

>

.

Homo sapiens in the biosphere and ask "are we truly the pioneers Meeker suggests we are?"
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There

is in fact little

evidence to suggest that humans have served

pioneering vein as described above. There

many of the

is little

much

characteristics required of such organisms.

to

in the

Darwin suggested that "man can

He has long

extreme regions of the North, with no wood for his canoes or implements, and

with only blubber as

seems

all

doubt that our species seems to display

long resist conditions which appear extremely unfavourable for his existence.
lived in the

at

fuel,

and melted snow as

drink."

(1879/2004b,

p.

211) However, there

be no record of humans acting the role of the pioneer species from an ecological

standpoint - that

is

the organisms which create the flow of energy and allow for other

species to take root Rather evolutionary biologists have demonstrated that

sapiens has arrived in any given area our presence

when homo

generally considered negative.

is

Richard Leaky and Roger Lewin note that in almost every instance of early human arrival in
a given area there
large

was

shortly thereafter [on an evolutionary timeline] a vast extinction of

mammals, birds and other life. While some

likely a factor in

some

areas,

it

Diamond

first

noted,

it is

human

settlers

(Leaky and Lewin, 1996,

chosen to drop dead almost simultaneously

and

(at least

just coincidentally when the first

America "some 73 percent of the large

New World"

.

.

.

and then

on a time scale of millions of years)

humans

arrived" (1999,

p. 43). In

North

mammal genera that lived in the late Pleistocene are

extinct ....The collapse of diversity occurred

hunters entered the

p.

certainly unusual that these species "...

should have survived innumerable droughts in their tens of millions of years

precisely

which was

cannot be denied that the extinction of these species has

always coincided with the arrival of the
174). As historian Jared

attribute this to climate change,

about the same time that the

(Wilson, 1999b,

extinction coinciding with the arrival of early

p.

first

Paleo-lndian

247). Similar patterns of large

Homo sapiens can also be noted in

mass

Europe,
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New Zealand, Australia, Madagascar, South America and The Pacific Islands
Lewin, 1996,
Thus,

187; Wilson, 1999b, p. 249).

p.

it

(Leaky and n
if.

seems that humans have long behaved as an invasive species when we come

to inhabit an area.

Many exotic species, when introduced into a new area, will simply die

out due to an inability to compete for resources with the area's pre-existing organisms, but
in

some

cases,

such as the Purple loosestrife or

rats,

these exotic species will flourish under

new conditions, their population exploding [Evemden,
beings are also exotic; "that

is

to say,

and we too grow unchecked

evolve,

p. 109).

So far

p. 108]. Similarly

human

we too exist in environments in which we did not

until food

becomes a Hmiting factor" (Evernden, 1998,

seems that few limitations have placed any real

it

human growth.

1998,

level of restriction

Uuni

Indeed, Wilson points out that:

on
:

:

Human beings - mammals of the 50-kilogram weight class and members of a group,
the primates, otherwise noted for scarcity - have become a hundred times more
numerous than any other land animal of comparable size in the history of life. By
every conceivable measure, humanity is ecologically abnormal (Wilson, 1999b, p.
272).

Meeker,

it

seems,

is

correct in his observations about the

behaviour, on an evolutionary

level, is

human

animal. Our

consistent with his description of an aggressive,

adaptive and highly competitive organism that can cause havoc in ecosystems not adapted
to our presence,

what Evernden has described as

neither the ecosystem, nor the exotic

So far

I

have focused

a paradox of the exotic species in

know how to adapt to

the other (1998,

p.

which

109).

my discussion on human evolution and biology in order to

answer a question about our species' natural tendencies. "Homo sapiens is no ordinary
species"

and biologically speaking we

and Lewin, 1996,

p.

173).

fall

into a rather unique place in the

world (Leaky

We are on one hand a high order primate, our closest kin noted
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for their scarcity

and habitat dependency; hence why so many are currently

in danger.

On

the other hand, our tenacity and aggressive nature have favoured high adaptabiUty and an
ecological pervasiveness unlike

But Meeker

is

any other species on the planet save perhaps

rats.

not talking about humans in entirely biological terms, and with good

reason for neither biology nor environment

is

the sole determinant of behaviour.

Meeker is

concerned largely with bringing observations about biological behaviour to bear on that

which most distinctly separates us from other organisms on
traditions. This

what will be explored

is

in the next chapter,

earth,

our immense cultural

but before we get there allow

me to offer some concluding remarks on the 'nature' of humanity.
What we have developed
as influenced

by three

so far

significant

is

a model that

and interrelated

shows human behavioural patterns

categories:

human biology, human

culture and the conditions of the physical environment, each shaping
others. Further to this,

and shaped by the

drawing on the evidence of broad evolutionary patterns regarding

the spread of Homo sapiens,

have indeed spread much

we

like

can see the plausibility of Meeker's hypothesis that humans

an invasive species, whether by conscious intent or not

While Meeker combines the species definition of pioneering organisms with that of
invasive species,

I

feel

it is

important to make the distinction,

the former play a different role in ecosystems than the

latter,

for,

as

we observed earlier,

and humans seem to be more

clearly defined as

an invasive rather than pioneering species. Most crucial to take away

from

however, are the arguments in favour of ecology as a point of consilient

this chapter

knowledge. Ecology, as a younger discipline of the sciences,
complexities that
rigid

make

is less

encumbered with the

science so daunting to those in other fields. Yet,

methodology and stable structure

to root the humanities

and

it still

maintains the

social sciences

more
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firmly in the earth, so to speak.

Moving forward from here we will build upon the invasive

species hypothesis by addressing the cultural aspects of human behaviour, and applying

the hypothesis in a case study that focuses on the settlers of Upper Canada/Ontario

between the years 1800-1867.
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Chapter Four
Upper Canada/Ontario, 1800
A Case Study

-

1867

empty spaces, its largely unknown lakes and rivers and islands, its
division of language, its dependence on immense railways to hold it physically
together, has had this peculiar problem of an obliterated environment throughout
most of its history.
~ Northrop Frye, The Bush Garden
Canada, with

its

(1971,p.xxiii)
In the previous chapter

I

endeavoured to explore the more biological aspects of

Meeker's "pioneer hypothesis," developing an explanatory paradigm regarding human

behaviour in relation to nature. This paradigm seeks to build upon the gene-culture
coevolution model developed by
58],

and the

salient

Edward Wilson and Charles Lumsden

components of Frederick Jackson Turner's

these features with contemporary cultural criticism.

which human behaviour regarding nature
influence, counter-influence,

is

The

(in Love,

2003,

p.

"frontier thesis," blending

result

is

a three-point approach in

best understood as resulting from the

and co-mingling of three

distinct factors: genes, culture

and

the physical environment Each aspect of this paradigm, continually shaping and being

shaped

in turn

human

perception and action, most significantly as

by the

others,

component, thus making

it

seems the most broadly applicable means
it

to account for

places equal value on each

.,

near impossible to valorize one over the others. Where the

previous chapter focused on the biological and environmental aspects, this chapter will
centre on the cultural

component

firsthand accounts from

of this behavioural

human pioneers

in the

paradigm through a case study of

Upper Canada/Ontario region between the
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years 1800-1867.

demonstrate

A brief demographic analysis

its suitability

for such a study,

of the region during this time period will

and an exploration of the

critical

responses to

the written material will demonstrate the value of what these texts have to offer us with

regard to the subject in question here. Critics such as Northrop Frye, Margaret Atwood and
D.M.R. Bentley offer a

number of critical

insights into

what this

firsthand material offers us

not only as literary history, but also as a direct link to the cultural legacies of contemporary
Canadians. Moving forward from these

primary textual material
settler relations

critical

in greater depth, building

on the previous

critical

opinion that the

with nature in Canada were largely characterized by loneliness and death,

to suggest that settlers

were often able

to turn the tables

commodity for human consumption. This
research areas

assessments, this chapter shall explore the

by reducing nature to a

analysis of the literature

is

broken into three

drawn from the dominant themes manifested within the literature: "nature

as a threat," "nature as a commodity,"

and what we might

which, while they do not negate the hypothesis,

call

"contradictory findings,"

\,\

,_.,

,; >;
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Through an examination of evidence put forth by a number of prominent

humans behave
history.

I

»

have demonstrated Meeker's hypothesis, that

as an invasive species, to be an accurate assessment of early

Homo sapiens is, indeed, an aggressive

human

competitor, flexible, generalized and well

equipped to out-compete most other species for the resources

an area, humans have the

;

seem to complicate our understanding of

the settlers' relationship to nature.

evolutionary biologists and historians,

^'

ability to dramatically

it

wants. Once introduced to

reshape the surrounding landscape,

bringing about massive extinctions and causing an almost complete restructuring of the

ecosystem. Moreover, in framing that discussion v^thin the paradigm illustrated above,

I

•
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believe

we can say that the hypothesis holds true to both the genetic and the

environmental components. That

is,

that the epigenetic rules governing

given the evidence at hand,

rf

we can reasonably state

human behaviour have given our species the

predisposition to survive in almost any situation

we have been confronted with, and that

our behaviour has been well suited to the task of not simply survival, but extensive
resource extraction, in almost all environmental conditions

on our planet Thus, there
and the

is

spatial conditions in

no reason

to

;

we have encountered thus far

doubt the roles played by both human physiology

which we live

in

determining a great

many aspects of human

behaviour towards the natural environment Meeker's hypothesis, then, can be said to be
accurate in this sense:

it

more than adequately accounts

for the spread of early

Homo

sapiens in relation to genetic and environmental predispositions. This, of course
actually Meeker's hypothesis,

the

human

and numerous

scientists dating

capacity for survival and competition. As

himself states that

1

is

not

back to Darwin have noted

mentioned

in

Chapter Three, Darwin

Homo sapiens as a species "is the most dominant animal that has

appeared on earth. He has spread more widely than any other organised form: and
others have yielded before him" (1859/2004a, p. 67).

unique
literary

is

his

and

combining of this observation

all

\;»

What makes Meeker's hypothesis

in evolutionary biology

cultural studies, suggesting that our culture has

significant role in

ever

with a dimension of

come to play an

increasingly

shaping our attitudes and behaviours towards nature. Our biology and

experiences in the natural world shape not only our behaviour, but also our culture, which
in turn

shapes our behaviours, which allow us to re-shape the world around

time, can even re-shape the epigenetic rules

which predispose us

us, and,

over

to certain behavioural
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patterns - each factor playing an equally significant role which cannot, nor should they be,

overlooked.
Yet,

humans

*''^

'

-

v

Meeker's in-depth exploration of human-nature relations leaves the area of

as pioneering or invasive organisms largely untouched. In fact, the hypothesis

appears only briefly in his original book and
largely understandable as Meeker's

more

t

explicitly

book is

is left

less

almost entirely unexplored. This

concerned with that particular

is

issue,

and

with literary history. Nonetheless, his observation, that humans have acted

the role of the invasive organism, fighting for survival through the destruction of all our

competitors and achieving effective dominance over other forms of life,

though
date,

it

has

little, if

any, evidence to support

no ecologically informed

it

cultural analyses

is

a poignant one,

(see Meeker, 1974, p. 30]. There are, to

which assess the degree to which the

culture of a group of Homo sapiens at a given time, in a given place, reflect such an

'

^

environmental pathology. In short, there has been no attempt at praxis, and the hypothesis

remains untested. What

is

needed, to start with at least,

to substantiate the plausibility of cultural influence in

in-depth cultural analysis of the

is

a case study, which will allow us

human

attitudes towards nature.

An

"human pioneers" described by Meeker, which assesses

the relationship between the people and their environment and probes

what the

culture of

the time reflect particular attitudes about nature and about humanity's place in it Does the
culture

be

at

show any

correlation with Meeker's hypothesis that

humans regard themselves to

odds with the natural world, pitted against the entire natural realm

for survival?

While there are any number of possible case studies one might choose to examine
regarding this hypothesis, ranging across both history and geography,

I

have selected

Upper Canada, how the province of Ontario, between the years 1800-1867. have chosen
1
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this particular site for a variety of reasons,

area's history both natural

not the least of which

imagination and in works of culture" (1971,
it is

p. xxii), to

local

is

and

thing,

Familiarity

is,

be an important consideration and

what you know;

of course, a personal reason for this selection, and, as such,

Wilson's suggestion that contemporary ecology

me to

is

statistical

information that

from the Concise Historical Atlas of Canada (Dean,

and

it fails

to

period. So, following

largely a matter of shifting

development of Upper Canada

offer a brief description of the

during this time period. The

1

tell us.

give an acceptable justification for the suitability of both place

demographics, allow

but I have

regional, rooted in the

imperative, especially with a subject such as nature, to write

to "act locally" as the environmentalists might

is

my familiarity with the

and human. Familiarity may seem a small

always found Northrop Frye's suggestion that "identity

feel that

is

94

is

given in this section

et al, 2002), which, as its

is

derived

name suggests,

a condensed version of the Historical Atlas of Canada (1987; 1990; 1993), originally

published in three volumes. The concise version offers 67 plates selected from the original
publication,

which endeavour to "summarize Canadian history from prehistoric times

through European experience.

."
.

and to represent "both

continuity of life over this lengthy period" (Dean, et

work over other historical analyses
commentary. The aim of the
shifts

al.,

of the period lies in

crucial

'

moments and the

2002, Preface). The value of this
its

atlas is to provide a statistical

general lack of editorial

overview of the demographic

within Canada throughout the course of its development, v^th

dramatization or the expounding of philosophical ideals -

it is

little

concern for

primarily Canadian history

by the numbers. Of course, as I have argued already, one cannot rely strictly on the
numbers; there

is

a value to

metaphor and poetry, and

this is

where we turn

to the

primary

Mil .Y.
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source material proffered by the pioneers. But the numbers serve their purpose well, and
their purpose

is this:

Canada/Ontario)

to demonstrate

in this

why the literature from this region (Upper

-w

period (1800-1867) warrants an ecological exploration of the sort

how

undertaken here, to give a meaningful picture of how the population shifted and grew,
the pathways of cultural evolution

were

blazed,

and later paved over. There are three basic

ideas that are important to consider when examining demographic trends at this time:

population density, population type and the level of human development of the natural
landscape.

I

r

will begin

"population" as

is

I

with population density, but

vy^sh

it

to

first

allow

me to clarify the word

be understood. As was mentioned

in the introduction, this

study

concerned with the attitudes and values held by what we can describe as the dominant

cultural

years,

group governing Canada's cultural and environmental development

which

is

to say those of the

work regarding the
such studies

word

lie

in

settlers.

role of indigenous populations

beyond the scope of this

"population" here,

descendents

European

I

is

While

I

in the last

absolutely maintain that

necessary,

I

argued as the most formative

years passing between 1800 and 1867 can readily be

in the

development of Canada particularly Ontario and

within these years that Canada emerges as something that

It is

'

v*

Quebec, what was then Upper and Lower Canada respectively. By this

Confederation.

,

am referring to immigrant settlers of European origin and their

Statistically speaking, the

else,

that

when using the

Canada.

but something

more

must also recognize

particular endeavour. As such,

200

is

I

mean that it is

neither British, nor American,

something unique, which of course culminates
in this relatively short period in history that a

in

1867 with

,»

:

tremendous demographic
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shift

occurs and the population density of the Upper Canada/Ontario region

dramatically.

By population density we are

essentially referring to the

a given area at a given time, and of course a shift in the density simply

the

number of people within that area. Now consider the

can

tell

is

reconfigured

number of people
means

in

a change in

following information and

what it

us about the demographic changes of the Upper Canada/Ontario region. According

to the Concise Historical Atlas of Canada, "Heavy, steady immigration swelled Canada's

numbers

to

some 1,000,000

number 20 years

inhabitants by about 1830 and to

later" [Dean, et

al,

2002,

p. 74).

more than twice

The population growth

in the

Canada/Ontario region was the most dramatic and "between the population

"

that

Upper

boom years

1831-1836 and 1846-1851 there were 295,500 immigrants to Upper Canada alone (Dean
2002, Plate 39]. In

et

al.,

in

1825

to

952,000

in

fact,

"the population

1851" (Dean et

al.

.

.

work Roughing It in

"nature points [emigration] out as the only safe

is

of Ontario multiplied sixfold from 158,000

2002, Plate 13). With regard to this swell in

immigration, Susanna Moodie, in her 1852

dense population, and her advice

.

remedy for the

the Bush, remarks that
evil arising

out of an over-

always founded upon justice and truth." (1852/1989,

141). Similarly, her husband, John W.D.

Moodie

states that emigration

p.

"necessary as the

is

obvious means of providing for the increasing populations of early-settled and over-

peopled countries" (Moodie, 1852/1989,

p. 217).

What is most important to note about this influx of people is not only the sheer
volume of individuals, but also the type of people immigrating to
settlements had been springing up for

many generations to this

this area.

point, the centuries prior to

1800 were largely characterized by exploration and resource extraction
(refer to

Dean

et al, 2002, Plates 6

and

7).

However,

after

While

1800 there

is

for trade in

a

Europe

demographic

shift
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not only in numbers, but also

in the

type of people coming to Upper Canada/Ontario: they

are settlers, coming from Europe to stay, to

grow roots, and,

it

would seem, to cut out roots

as well. In examining the demographic trends around a settled area like Toronto one can

quickly observe the substantial growth in population density: in 1800, the population of

Toronto and the surrounding area was approximately 1,400
Plate 12), however,

30,000 (Dean et

al.

compare

this to

1857 where the

2002, Plate 13). As Dean et al.

settlers

(Dean et al. 2002,

settled population

illustrate,

had exceeded

such trends can be traced along

the whole of Lake Ontario's shoreline:

20iJ.

'

'

Dense settlement and prosperity - evidenced by the numerous substantial
farmhouses from that period that are still standing today - developed first in a
broad arc between Cobourg and the Niagara peninsula, gradually diminishing
towards the less accessible inland areas of the north and west (Dean et al., 2002,
p.97).

Because of this influx of settlers, and "because a vibrant agricultural economy emerged
early, the

pioneer stage was

brief.

By 1851 the

last

comers of the province, towards

Georgian Bay and up the Ottawa Valley, were being surveyed for settlement" (Dean et
2002, Plate 53).
It is

within this demographic

i^.^n-n-

.

r

r-v

i,

g

a.

-

6:^

-v

al,

-..

boom that we can begin to trace the emergence of

Canadian society; the economy, social institutions, and environmental development all
begin to accelerate at an exponential rate during the early half of the nineteenth century.
Historian J.M.

Bumstead suggests that "by the 1840's

[British

very active, even vibrant, commercial economy based on

its

North America] could boast a

rich inheritance of natural

resources and growing transatlantic carrying trade" (Bumstead, 1992,

and D.M.L.

Farr, in their historical analysis

p.

108). John

The Canadian Experience, situate

this

S.

Moir

growth

primarily vdthin the context of natural resource extraction, stating that "colonies

grew
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quickly once they learned to exploit the resources offered in the individual areas. Fish,

lumber and
23).

furs in the

North and planting crops

more southern

regions." (1969, p.

The timber industry alone created a wealth of employment opportunities from the

woodsmen who

cut the trees to the raftsmen and sailors

Upper Canada and around the empire (Dean

was

in the

still

et

al.,

who shipped the

felled trees

out of

2002, Plate 52). While transportation

slow going, particularly in winter, by 1852 transport by water and roads could

take people as far east as Amherstberg on the west of lake Erie, and as far north as Sault
Ste.

^»

Marie and as deep inland as Pembroke, off the Ottawa River (Dean et al, 2002, Plate

19}.

:

In short, this

nation emerges,

is

Many writers

in the early

nineteenth century, Moodie (1852/1989),

(1936/1989), Jameson (1938/1990), and others, write of Canada and

different

from the "Yankees" to the south and Europeans across the

because of not only these substantial
first-hand material available

from

shifts in

this period, that

characteristics

Chapter Three.

human

And it is

culture valorizes the

region, to explore the extent

reflects attitudes that are consistent

with the

most notably associated with the invasive species paradigm covered
"
'

-^

}•

^\

we have the opportunity to examine

Upper Canada/Ontario

which the cultural climate of the period

people as

Upper Canada/Ontario presents an

pioneer ethic of humanity pitted against nature. Here
firsthand accounts from settlers in the

Atlantic.

its

demography, but also due to the wealth of

excellent opportunity to explore Meeker's h5^othesis that

to

when the identity of a distinct

when the ideas and values upon which the country was founded begin to

take root and flourish.
Traill

a formative time in Canadian history,

in
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I

will

move shortly into

dominant themes found

a deeper discussion of the relationship between the

primary source material and the characteristics most

in the

notably associated with pioneering and invasive species, but

first

I

feel

it

necessary to

elaborate further on the character and value of the primary source material. The most

immediate question of course

is

"what constitutes the primary material?" What

examining here are essentially firsthand descriptions of the "pioneer life"
journals, diaries, letters, reminiscences, narratives,

to relate a sense of what

into

in

how their authors

some

cases, like

D.M.R. Bentley,

life

in

Canada was

felt life in

like.

I

shall

am

Canada;

and other such works that endeavoured

Such accounts give us an excellent view

Ontario should be seen by others, in their

Moodie and Jameson, by generations of the

whom

in

I

future.

expand on below, reminds us that "the

own time, and,

Canadian ecocritic

'takeover' of Canada

has been a linguistic and Hterary as well as a biological and 'demographic' occurrence"
(Bentley, 1992, p. 3], in essence, a takeover that

Charlotte Gray suggests, "for the

lives,

most

was

as

much cultural

part, [settlers] write

as anything else. As

about the texture of their daily

rather than the achievements of politicians or leaders," and as such what

history as
states

it is

being made, spontaneous and unselfconscious" (Gray, 2003,

we have "is

p. 2).

"Authors,"

Margaret Atwood, "are transmitters of their culture" (Atwood, 1972/2004,

and it is these "transmissions" that are of interest here, what these authors

felt it

p. 24],

was

important to say about their experience and the conditions of life in Upper Canada/Ontario
at this time

and place

in history.

Canadian

Canadian imagination has reacted
nothing else will

tell

to,

and

us" (1972, p. 217].

literature, says

it

tells

Northrop Frye, "records what the

us things about this environment that

::;0;
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Of course

we must always be cautious

for these writers, like all of us, are

being poetic or hyperbolic for various reasons. Nonetheless, most of the writers

come

across have endeavoured to relate

Upper Canada/Ontario, and
crucial links

what they feel

this is the key. Bentley

between any culture and

its

is

prone to
1

have

an important picture of life in

argues in The GayJGrey Moose, "the

environment are the human beings who, on the

one hand, shape and construe their surroundings according to their needs and
preconceptions, and, on the other, alter and create their physical and imaginative
constructs in response to their environment and expectations" (Bentley, 1992,

study

is

unconcerned as to whether their portrayals are accurate, and even

individual value as "literature" in the nationalistic sense, that
distinctive "Canadian identity" in the

- the stories

in

social landscapes that

(somewhat) and

their developing a

I

am

nature. Bentley might easily
that, "like the physical

surround their composition and reception, they are a product of

become deeply rooted

its

with their

drawing out the common ideas and themes about relating to the land

we have told ourselves about our relationship to

a culture that has

This

Canada have contributed to our

have been speaking about such accounts as these when he stated

and

less

terms Atwood and Frye might suggest. Rather,

concerned with assessing what their views of life
cultural history, with

is in

p. 3).

in a

once foreign environment, adapting itself

surroundings (a great deal) in the process" (Bentley, 1992,

p. 3).

Canadian Literary Criticism
It

would be remiss

material without
literature.

first

to

endeavour a more detailed analysis of the primary textual

examining some of the

Though ecocriticism

than in other places,

in

many of the

critical

history surrounding Canadian

Canadian academies was somewhat slower to emerge

central ideas driving ecocriticism have

been present

for a
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long time in Canadian literary criticism. Clearly, the physical environment

is

a dominant

presence in Canadian writing: as James Polk observes: "from the beginning, writing in

Canada has centred upon the wilderness"
our

critical

(Polk, 1972, p. 9).

Still, it is

strange to note that

schools of thought, which have been so overtly concerned with nature and the

seriousness of landscape as not simply the setting but the dominant theme in Canadian
writing,

were slow to engage the contemporary ecocritical

ecocritic Laurie Ricou stated in

a

theme

in

Canadian

had explored

it

criticism,

tradition.

Renowned Canadian

1973 that "despite the history and persistence of the land as

few commentators had even mentioned

with thoroughness" (Ricou 1973,

p. ix]. Similarly,

it,

and hardly any

Susan Joan

Wood

suggests that "criticism of Canadian Literature, while valuable, seems incomplete inasmuch
as

it

often

fails to relate

(Wood, 1988,

p. 5).

individual

While

it

works

seems a

fair

to their social [and environmental] contexts"

There

are, in fact, a

in

my opinion, somewhat of a fallacy.

number of excellent examples

-

it

"

has
'

'

'

-^

"
•

of critical surveys of Canadian

an insight into the relationship between Canadian literature and

literature that provide

nature. Both Ricou

is,

\p

assessment that a number of critics in the past

overlooked the significance of place in Canadian literary history, to claim that
continued to be neglected

ii

and

Man/Horizontal World:

Wood are, in fact, excellent examples;

Ricou's Vertical

Man and Landscape in Canadian Prairie Fiction

Arbutus/Madrone Files (2002), and

Salal: Listening for the

"?

'

(1973], The

Northwest Understory (2007] are

each exceptional explorations of literary responses to the landscape of the Prairies and
British Columbia.

Meanwhile, Wood's The Land

in tracing the roots of

her research,

like

Canadian society and

its

in

Canadian Prose 1840-1945

is

most useful

relationship to nature; though, admittedly,

most of her predecessors and contemporaries, lacks the grounding in the
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sciences called for by

modem ecocritics. Other works of note in this area are James Polk's

Wilderness Writers (1972), which seeks to distinguish early Canadian writing from British

and American

Canadian literature

literature, suggesting that, unlike the latter,

in ecological realism, Gail

Landscape (1985), and

McGregor's The Wacousta Syndrome: Explorations

critical

anthologies by

J.A.

in

is

grounded

the Canadian

Wainwright [Every Grain of Sand:

Canadian Perspectives on Ecology and Environment, 2004), and current ALECC^ President

Pamela Banting [Fresh Tracks: Writing the Western Landscape, 1998).

been getting our hands

into the dirt for

There are however, three works

some time now.
in particular that

^

I

^^-

So,

'd MX}, s

would like

it

seems we have

i.uqs-

to focus

i:

r^t^

on

;

in

n

:-

more

depth, as they present the most wide reaching, and perhaps historically significant,
theoretical

Frye's

frameworks

famed

for

an eco-analysis of Canadian literary history. These are Northrop

collection of essays The Bush Garden: Essays on the Canadian Imagination

.-

(1971), Margaret Atwood's Survival; A Thematic Guide To Canadian Literature (1972), and,

more

recently, D.M.R. Bentley's ecocritical study The GayJGrey Moose: Essays on the

Ecologies

'^
'-

and Mythologies of Canadian Poetry 1 690-1 990 (1992). The strength of these

particular texts, at least for the purposes of this study, lies not in their analysis of the
literary nature of their subject,

though each are excellent

theoretical grounding in ecology,

were not writing about
Rather,

it is

which

is

in that respect,

nor in their

understandably absent in Frye and Atwood (they

ecology), though Bentley has attended to in the highest order.

their treatment

and analysis of how Canadian

literature conceptualizes the

relationship of Canadians, their culture and society, to the natural environment they

inhabit Each of these critics expresses a simple, flexible, and yet pervasive idea through

1

Association for Literature, Environment and Culture in Canada/ Association pour la litterature,

I'environnement et la culture au Canada
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which

all

Canadian literature

may pass and be, to some degree, understood as a whole - an

idea that could function both in ecologically relevant and metaphorically significant ways.

Northrop Frye, famed

critic

of Canadian literature, developed a rather contentious,

yet unrelenting, theory of Canadian literary history,
mentality,"

which he

felt

environment Garrisons,

characterized

much

commonly known

of the early literary responses to the natural

in Frye's conception, are "small

surrounded with a physical or psychological

'frontier,'

from their American and British cultural sources

figurative: in the early

and isolated communities

separated from one another and

confronted with a huge, unthinking,

menacing, and formidable physical setting" [Frye, 1971,

and

as "the garrison

days of the pioneers there

is

p.

227).

the

fort,

The concept is both literal
a physical garrison,

dividing those inside from the world outside. But "as the centre of Canadian

life

4

.

.

[_

moves

from the fortress to the metropolis, the garrison mentality changes correspondingly" [Frye,
1971,
It is,

p.

233); the mentality

may evolve with the times, but it fails to completely disappear.

of course, important to note that Frye

concept

is still

is

mainly writing about a moral code, but the

relevant in ecological terms, which

is

what makes

it

so powerful: there

moral ethic about nature imbedded v^thin the garrison mentality, a divisive

is

ethic, that

has

continued to evolve be carried down: "The environment in nineteenth century Canada,
terrifyingly cold,

late

empty and vast, where the obvious and immediate sense of nature

Romantic one, increasingly affected by Darwinism, of nature red

[Frye, 1971, p. 245).

And

in tooth

is

a

is

the

and claw"

so the pioneers built garrisons to keep the wilderness out, binding

themselves to each other and, in doing

so,

creating "a closely knit and beleaguered society,

[whose] moral and social values are unquestionable" [Frye, 1971,
the Canadian psyche," suggests historian Will Ferguson, "was

...

p.

228). "The effect

a sense of dread and

upon

).
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loneliness bred into us from cowering behind palisaded walls, far from 'home' in a land as

savage as

it

beyond the

was

indifferent

literal

The

image of the

home itself as 'garrisons'

In a similar vein

fort

we can envision the

Moodie

in the

one-woman garrison"

we have Northrop

... is

a British

(Frye, 1971, p. 239).

p. 2).

Taken

army of
;'r

Frye's former student Margaret

sc rv

K

vi

h

>

Atwood, whose

Literature (1972/2004] remains a key text for

who are researching Canadian literature. Atwood,

texts,

were" (2004,

outpost, the town, the farm, the

Peterborough bush

book Survival; A Thematic Guide To Canadian
all

it

of a kind, segregating the pioneer safely from a dangerous and

indifferent nature; "Susanna

occupation in herself, a

existential heebie-jeebies, as

in

her examination of a wide range of

conceives of the dominant theme in Canadian Literature as "survival," suggesting that

Canadian writing has always centred on the concept of surviving, or outlasting tragic
circumstances. Further to
accident,

this,

she argues that "bare survival

and neither is the victim

exploited colony; our literature
Frye,

Atwood sees the

both

literal

'survival'

is

motif; the land v^as hard,

isn't

a central theme by

I.:

and we have been (and are) an

rooted in those facts" (Atwood, 1972/2004,

p. 52].

Like

motif as simple and flexible across history, functioning in

and metaphorical ways; where the garrison could can be an actual military

outpost in the Canadian wilderness or a shopping mall in the suburban jungle, so 'survival'

can be of the body, but also the mind and soul. "For early explorers and

settlers,

it

meant

bare survival in the face of 'hostile' elements and/or natives: carving out a place and a
of keeping alive" (Atwood, 1972/2004, p.41], but with later writers those obstacles

both more

difficult to isolate

and increasingly obstacles

Atwood suggests

and more internalized,

less

become

about threats to physical survival

to a kind of spiritual survival (Atwood,

that immigrants to Canada, then

way

1972/2004,

p. 42].

and now, land unprepared and often

!
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confused by what they find upon

arrival,

however, for the later immigrants "hostile

cities

replace hostile forests, and the place of the feared, unfriendly and treacherous natives has

been taken by - of course - those
(1972/2004,
writers, she

p.

is

179).

earlier immigrants, the

WASPS and the French'''

Though Atwood herself is not explicitly dealing with these

demonstrating the point that their perceptions and attitudes have endured

across history, despite conditions that have changed dramatically. Our
evolved, but

Like

we continue to struggle for survival nonetheless.

many works that aim at meta-analysis

mode of survival has
;'=-!..

••

of this kind, Atwood's text has

had

it

works on Canadian

literature,

and

for

good reason. Her framework is functional and

enough to trace a broad pattern across Canadian

together in something beyond

name

alone.

As for

its

literary history

and bind

it

relevance to this particular study,

her treatment of the importance of the relationship between humans and nature that

most intriguing. Atwood,
culture;

it is,

its

has continued to persist as one of the most influential, and popular,

share of critics, but

flexible

early

like

few others, places nature

all

is

the

Canadian

at the centre of early

she argues, the single most perseverant aspect in

it is

cultural output in

Canada's evolution from colony to nation. Further, she marks well

how that relationship

changes with the roles of different individuals within that evolving society, suggesting that
different identities each involve a "primal experience of the land," but that the encounters

with nature are different within each individual's role (Atwood, 1972/2004,
settler

is

a

man who attempts to clear a place for himself out of the land. An

p.

135]: "A

explorer

is

a

man who travels through the land for the time, without settling in it ... At any rate he is
venturing into the unknown" (Atwood, 1972/2004,
I

p. 135).

For the purposes of this study,

am concerned primarily with 'survival' in the physical sense, not just of the survival of the
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individual body, but of the survival of people and their culture as a
"hostile elements"

that

is

Atwood writes

of,

whole amidst the

with those early writers whose obstacles are external,

the landscape, the harsh cHmate, and the wildlife.
In Atwood's terms, theirs

children,

was

"a

world of frozen corpses, dead gophers, snow, dead

and the ever-present feeling of menace, not from an enemy set over against you

but from everything around you" (Atwood, 1972/2004,

p. 39).

She remarks on the tension

between the tone of Wordsworthian Romanticism popular in the early writers, that
expression of how one was "supposed to

maternalism

1972/2004,

in nature,

p.

60-61).

and the harsh
It is

feel"

about the overwhelming splendour and

realities of daily existence in the

a tension that, in Atwood's estimation, which bears

resemblance to Meeker's own position, results
isolated

in a

people

and threatened by nature, who are engaged

for survival. "The

begin with;

New World (Atwood,

war against Nature,"

who

see themselves as both

in a battle against the natural

says Atwood, "assumed that Nature

man could fight and lose, or he

much

could fight and win.

If

he

world

was hostile to

won he

could be

rewarded: he could conquer and enslave Nature, and, in practical terms, exploit her
resources" (1972/2004,p. 73). However, whether

nature leaves the settler with

little

unfamiliar world. Of course, not

and there
motifs.

is

all

it

ing

l

:

^i

would be won or lost, the war on

beyond a deep sense of fear and isolation

in

writers see the world this way, at least not

an

all

i

r

>

the time,

a good body of evidence that runs counter to both the 'garrison' and 'survival'

However, the strength of Survival, and of Frye's essays

in

The Bush Garden,

is

that

they identify the Canadian writer in context, in place. They address the role of the settler in

shaping the social foundations of the Canadian landscape, both cultural and natural. "[T]he

Canadian pioneer," says Atwood,

"is

a square

man in a round hole; he faces the challenge of
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trying to

fit

a straight line into a curved space. Of course, the necessity for straight lines

not in Nature but in his
Nature, not the other

is

own head; he might have had a happier time if he'd tried to fit into

way around." (1972/2004, p.

Arriving on the scene later than

144-45).

Atwood and Frye

is

>«

^.;

i

.

>

i

D.M.R. Bentley and his

exceptional ecocritical review of Canadian poetics The GayJGrey Moose: Essays on the
Ecologies

and Mythologies of Canadian Poetry 1 690-1 990 (1992). Bentle/s work is

startlingly different

from most other literary histories of Canada as he roots

firmly in ecology as a

his analysis

means of critically unpacking the complex relationships between

Canadian writers and the landscape of the nation. He opens the text with a brief series of
convictions which guide his critical inquiry:

first, is

that the question of the relationship

between Canadian poetry and the Canadian landscape
an ecological perspective, which
contexts or environments. "By

insists

'all

is

on the interdependence of all things within their

things,'" says Bentley, "is

animals (the principle focus of ecological studies in the
also

human

conviction

creatures and their cultural artefacts.

is

best approached through adopting

."
.

meant, not merely plants and

fields of biology

(Bentley, 1992, pp. 1-2).

that people have the capacity to both shape and be shaped

environments, that each individual

is

what they are,

and zoology), but
Another such

by their

•

in part, as a result of biology - male,

female - and social construction - masculine, feminine (Bentley, 1992,

p. 5). This,

of course,

should immediately remind us of the paradigm of human behaviour developed in Chapter
Three, where biology, culture and the physical environment intersect one another. In

employing such a

critical strategy,

what he

refers to as "cultural ecology," Bentley suggests

that we "must always ask the question of how the

- a grain elevator , say, or a

mind that generated a

particular artefact

poem about a grain .elevator - appears to have

conceived the
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'relation

between

itself

and

the legacies of our heritage,

environment'" (Bentley, 1992,

its

we must never fail to account for

behavioural model, to set the

work within both

its

immediate

p. 3). In

essence, to consider

the three points of the
historical context,

'

and within

the evolutionary history of Homo sapiens as a whole.

Like Frye and

Atwood before him, Bentley develops

through which we can analyse
literary culture.

human nature relationships

a simple cultural

framework

as they are manifested within

He draws his framework from Duncan Campbell Scott's poem "The Height

of Land," noting the line Scott draws within Canada between the baseland and the
hinterland. "Standing as

it

were on the

line that

south, Scott partitions Canadian space into

baseland, each with

its

own

two

J^

both links and divides the north and the
antithetical zones, the hinterland

distinctive qualities - the

attractive, the latter 'crowded'

^

former unpopulated

and confused" (Bentley, 1992,

p. 4-5).

and the

('lonely']

and

Bentley traces this

dichotomy within our cultural heritage through a number of poetic works, and throughout
our

critical

heritage as well, including both Frye and Atwood, as well as Albertan historian

W.L. Morton,

who noted that "the line which marks off the frontier from the farmstead, the

wilderness from the baseland, the hinterland from the metropolis, runs through every

Canadian psyche"

(in Bentley,

1992,

p. 5).

For Bentley, Morton's conceptualizing of the

baseland and the hinterland, and the juncture of the two, can be seen as representative of
the attitudes and connections that

were

UpperCanada/Ontrario. The baseland
in essence,

enclosed and controlled by

Conversely, the hinterland

is

is

fairly typical

within the late eighteenth-century in

the realm of peace and discipline, spaces that are,

humans

(the farm, the homestead, the metropolis).

constructed as a rough and savage wilderness, in which rules

are relaxed and adventures are possible (Bentley, 1992,

p. 5).

Most approaches

to literary
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criticism

that

is

stemming from the modernist

tradition

have treated their subjects

historically,

temporally, as opposed to geographically (The Victorian era, the Romantic period,

etc.) (Bentley,

1992,

p. 4).

of Canadian literature as

He argues

it

that such an approach

is

a limiting means for analysis

attempts to capture the spirit of the entire country with no

regard for the impact of local environments, which are wide ranging [Bentley, 1992,

p. 4):

"That no one of [these modernist approaches to Canadian literature] can fully meet the

needs of an ecological approach to Canadian poetry is obvious for a variety of reasons, most
prominently the insistence of ecology on the importance of environment in the shaping of

Canadian culture, including Canadian history" [Bentley, 1992,

p. 4).

\-

This division of the baseland and the hinterland, says Bentley,

is

^

^

.

._

;

a physical line, a

psychological separation, and a fluxuating combination of the two - the line that marks

here from there both in the geography of the landscape, and within the cultural settings of

Canada [Bentley, 1992,

more

flexible to

p. 7). It is

similar to the garrison mentality in a

some degree, more open and more

regional, and, in

my estimation, more

irreplacably Canadian because of this regionality. Bentley critiques the

Atwood as

"simplifying, unifying, nationalistic,

number of ways, but

and central-Canadian"

works of Frye and

in its orientation,

suggesting they are too eager to see the whole as holistic, rather than recognizing that

simultaneously united, divided, and fragmented [Bentley, 1992,

Though,

it is

o

•
:

no doubt tempting to posit similar critiques towards Bentley's use of

the baseland/hinterland division, such an attempt
survival has confronted

directly to the

would be

in error.

While the struggle for

humanity at every corner, and garrisons can be marked

any pocket of history across the

more

p. 85].

it is

globe, the baseland/hinterland division

Canadian experience, and experience at a

seems

local level. It is

in

to

almost

speak

a line of
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demarcation running

in all directions,

and

in all parts of the heart

experienced differently in every locale, and at every

appearing to divide

is,

and mind, and

moment More significantly, the line, in

in fact, a point of juncture, a place of potential consilience in a

where the knowledge of the baseland intersects with that of the

hinterland,

where

way,

different

When Bentley states that the crucial links between any

versions of the

same

culture and

environment are the human beings who, both shape and construe their

its

place meet.

surroundings, and simultaneously alter and create their physical and imaginative

^

'
'

constructs in response to their environment (Bentley, 1992, p. 3], he marks the intersection
that occurs at this juncture. Thus,

at

all,

(like

we begin to see that the line is, in truth, not really a line

but a space between two ideas of Canada,

good and

evil],

that,

"though antithetical in their extremes

the baseland and the hinterland orientations

categories, but rather the poles

.

.

.

are not rigid

between which poets and poems exhibit greater or lesser

dispositions towards one or the other" (Bentley, 1992, p. 85). Bentley's strength lies in his

willingness to accept both poles and

Canada. Bentley suggests, and

I

all

that lies

between as authoritative experiences of

tend to agree, that Frye's "Conclusion" in a Literary History

of Canada, where the 'garrison mentality' originates, and Atwood's Survival, do not

-

adequately reflect the baseland preferences of many writers, dismissing them too easily for
their failure to

embrace the hinterland's unstructured, open spaces (Bentley, 1992,

Bentley's work, meanwhile, allows for each experience, each meeting

junctures to retain
In

each

its

critic's

between the two

authority as real and defining experience of Canada.

conception however,

p. 27].

<

we can begin to trace some common threads

regarding the settler experience with nature in Upper Canada/Ontario. Clearly, conditions

were

difficult,

even

life

threatening,

and there

is

a marked division between

human society
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and the wild hinterland. Furthermore, as the analysis below will

discuss, there

a

is

concerted effort to bring the baseland deeper into the hinterland. Where Frye, Atwood and
Bentley seem to cease their critique

by the

settlers,

is

in the analysis of how these threats

an oversight I have attempted to remedy in this study. In confronting the

harsh realities of the hinterland what we see

human

were overcome

is

exploitation. Of course, the mercantile

a reduction of nature to a

economy of the

commodity for

British colony

drives the settler expansion into wild lands, but in reconfiguring nature as

a "bundle of resources," to

borrow from Croal and Rankin (1981,

p. 17),

system

little

is

what

more than

the harsh nature

ceases to pose a serious threat to humanity; the dark forests are chopped down, the

wood

they yield turned to thick walls and firewood to shut out the cold, while the fierce animals
of the forest are driven into remote areas and hunted

more

easily.

We know this occured,

as the broad patterns of history allow us to see this progression from a

perspective.

The question that we must now address

is

were the

removed

settlers

aware of this

reduction? Did they see themselves as threatened, and acting to overcome these threats?

Was there an awareness that the woods presented something formidable, while the cleared
farm was secure? As Meeker suggests, to see invasive species behaviour in human culture
is

not anthropocentric, but rather to admit that

has been mere rationalization of relatively
are to be found in

many species

much philosophising on human behaviour

common natural patterns of behaviour which

of plants and animals (1974, p. 29). Thus, to examine the

pioneer reactions to their environmental surroundings

is,

in effect, a

means

of examining

the ways in which biological patterns of behaviour manifest within culture - to examine

how the pioneers

rationalized their experience

and their feelings about the natural world.
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Primary Textual Material: What the Pioneers Had to Say
Roughing It in The Bush, Susanna Moodie writes that the

In her Introduction to

purpose of her work
writers of the time,
thrive with

is

to dispel the "paradise

who

little effort,

often proclaim the

often describing

we shall see below, tend to

writers, as

impoverished. Theirs

is

an

effort to

it

myths" of the

new world.

new world to be one

as

in

Eden [Kolodny, 1996,

point to the

life

Unlike American

which any and
p.

all

could

172-3), Canadian

of the pioneer as hard and often

educate and display the truth about a hard

life

rather

than to mislead people into coming to Canada. Indeed, as Atwood points out, "Moodie's

Roughing

It in

The Bush - was written for the express purpose of telling others not to come,

and that purpose seems
sister,

to

have set a precedent" [Atwood, 1972/2004,

Catharine Parr Traill, similarly remarked that "the emigrant,

this country,

it

if he

to Meeker's notes

."
.

.

on the

(1989, p.l473.

If this

qualities of pioneering

Moodie's

would succeed

must possess the following qualities: perseverance, patience,

ingenuity, moderation, self-denial

compare

p. 179].

in

industry,

sounds familiar we need only

and invasive

species:

Ecological pioneering species, like human pioneers, are creatures capable of living
without some of the normal needs felt by others of their kind. They are heroic
individuals who make their homes where no one else wants to live, and their lives
lead the way toward more challenging and dangerous horizons. They risk death in
order to conquer new territory, and their survival depends on their individual
qualities of strength, aggressiveness, and often ruthlessness (Meeker, 1974, p. 26].
tr;vr.

As mentioned above,
that

is

it is

this

attempt to give an accurate portrayal of life

of particular value for this study.

Through

materials (narratives, letters, reminiscences,
of what

life

was

like for the settlers of

etc],

itself in

Canada

careful discursive analysis of textual

which attempt to give a

Upper Canada

whether the culture of the time framed

in

at this time,

the terms which

faithful

account

we can begin to assess

Meeker implies are

•
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characteristic of invasive species. In essence, did the settlers see themselves

and their

contemporaries as pitted against an inhospitable environment for their survival, their
simple task to outcompete

all

other forms of life in resource consumption and population

growth? Of course, some writers wish to colour their narratives for a more dramatic
appeal: Moodie (1852/1989)

approach, and

and Jameson (1838/1990] each took a more

many of the letter writers do the same.

desire to present an accurate picture of Canada,
Traill

(1836/1989,

p. 9) explicitly state

inaccurate or even

false.

Bear

reality of the situation, so

conditions,

what was the

in

mind,

life

work is intended to be

cultural feeling

corrective of

sisters felt

were

towards nature.

We are interested in the stories

and friends about what they felt was the

We are looking for the cultural point of the behavioural triangle

wanted to be seen by others.

.

.

r^vr;r;^,

,;

^

-

,

.

how the settlers saw themselves and
.^x

^

rv-vv.

,

>^

wide variety of perspectives, the material addressed here ranges

from longer novelistic accounts such as Moodie (1989),
to narratives

13) and

much as what the culture at the time had to say about these

outlined at the beginning of this chapter - to assess

In order to gain a

which the

in Canada,

p.

we are not interested in their accuracy regarding the

that the settlers told themselves, their families
reality of their situation.

Nonetheless, most writers express a

and both Moodie (1852/1989,

that their

previous publications regarding the settler

novelistic

and reminiscences such as those included

Traill (1989),

in

and Jameson (1990),

Talman's Loyalist Narratives

from Upper Canada (1946) and Germaine Warkentin's Canadian Explorer Literature (2006),
as well as short personal letters collected

1800-2000, 2003) and
list

here

is,

Thomas

by Charlotte Gray {Canada: A Portrait in

Radcliff [Authentic Letters from

sadly, not exhaustive,

and were

it

so the

list

Letters,

Upper Canada, 1953). The

would exceed what could
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appropriately be addressed in this paper.
to say, the

It is

however, I beHeve, comprehensive, which

works represented here cover enough ground, both

culturally

geographically, to give us a reasonably accurate picture of what the

Upper Canada was

like

during the years 1800-1867, and

dominant culture

it

was published

in

in great

abundance that one might hope, though enough remains

to gain a reasonable idea of the lives of the settlers. This list presents

in

and

how that culture related to the

natural environment Canadian literature from this era, while
quantities, does not survive in the

is

some

of the key works

Canadian literary history, as well as a variety of written pieces that are seemingly of no

literary consequence, but provide

an excellent insight into the firsthand experience of

pioneering people and the land in Canadian history.

What is undertaken here is an in-depth Critical
textual material, pulling out the

i'

Discourse Analysis of this primary

common threads and dominant themes that connect the

individual writers together in their experience with nature in
time.

By examining what each

the landscape

I

was

individual author

Upper Canada/Ontario

at this

had to say regarding their experience with

able to piece together a larger picture of the overall relationship

between Canadians and their environment Of course, not every writer is exclusively
concerned with nature, indeed a wide variety of themes and issues pervade these

texts,

the vast majority of authors invariably address the subject of place in great detail.

The

findings of this study have been, in

time seems to
findings that

to feel

fit

many ways,

but

unexpected. In places the culture at the

to Meeker's hypothesis with startling cohesion, but in others there are

seem to

contradict Meeker's hypothesis, revealing a confusion regarding

how

about nature, somewhat like the tension which Atwood describes between the harsh

realities of settler life

and the Romantic notions of how one

is

"supposed to

feel"

(Atwood,
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1972/2004,

p.

60-61). However, this tension, rather than deriving from a clash of

Wordsworthian Romanticism and the reaUties of experience
suggests,

is

more accurately understood as rooted

in the bush, as

solely within the daily reality of

experience. Settlers are at once confronted with a natural world that
inspiring, volatile

Atwood

is

•

dangerous and

and sublime, which, given what we know of the unstable and

fluctuating

character of ecosystems, seems to be an accurate viewpoint As Frye notes, "Nature
all

glacier

and iceberg and hurricane; and while there

certainly a suffering that

we can interpret as cruelty"

is

no conscious cruelty in

[Frye, 1971, p. 142],

interpretations are found frequently within the settler texts.

The

,-

.

Chapter Three, the

'invasive,'

traits

I

density in a given area.

always excelled in this

not

there

is

^

world

is

indeed

refer to those qualities of invasive species outlined in

Meeker and other evolutionary biologists note as

invasive organisms: generalized, flexible, perseverant, hardy species,

overcoming obstacles to

it,

is

and such

cultural response of the pioneers to this seemingly cruel natural

an invasive one. By

.

survival,

characteristic of

who excel at

competing for resources, and increasing their population

We know of course that on an evolutionary scale, humans have
role, exhibiting

such characteristics back to the earliest settlers of

North America. The historical evidence provided by Dean et al.

in the Concise Historical

Atlas of Canada (2002), suggests that this pattern persisted with the spread of European
settlers

through the 1800s, and indeed any of us living in present day Canada would be

hard pressed to deny that we have indeed succeeded
multiplying and continuing to

the early 1800s

tell

in

not only surviving, but also in

consume resources. But what does the

us with regard to these "pioneer themes"?

artefacts that nature

was

Is

cultural material of

there a sense within these

a threat, a feeling that the aim of that society

was

to efficiently

.
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extract the resources available to

them? The answer

is

a definitive yes, and, as

below, these two aspects are recurring themes throughout

from

this period. Thus,

from

this period:

further broken

much of the textual material

we see nature configured in several ways throughout the literature

nature as a threat and nature as a commodity, each of which can be

down into subcategories. Of course, the idea of "nature as a threat"

theme which has been put

forth

by many scholars of Canadian

those discussed above. This study differs from
in its

we shall see

its

literature,

is

a

most obviously

predecessors in three specific areas:

first,

expanding the definition of "threat" to include not only threats to merely survival, but

to social progress

and to human comfort as well. Secondly,

this research explores

socio-economic development of Upper Canada/Ontario, though perhaps not
part, a

how the

explicitly, is in

coping strategy with regard to the former. By reducing the vast wilderness of the

region to

little

more than materials

become diminished,

for

human society, the "threats" while still present,

and, over time, begin to disappear completely. There

is

however, as

;

I

mentioned above, another theme, a contradictory feeling evoking a deep awe of the land

and the beauty of the natural environment, a theme we
But

let

shall also explore in this chapter.

us start where the critics started, with nature as a threat to our survival.
-f

.pro

'

)

- -

^'.:.-'

Nature as a Threat
You are always

in

danger in the forest, where no people are.
~ Angela Carter, The Bloody Chamber
(1996,p.lll)

Nature as a threat, expressed most poignantly by Alfred Lord Tennyson as "red in
tooth and claw" (1996, 1926), has, of course, been recognized as a dominant theme in

Canadian literature for over 50 years now. Frye, Polk, Atwood,

where

"familiar peril lurked behind every bush" (Atwood,

all

wrote of a wild Canada

1972/2004,

p. 30),

and where
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nature

an external threat, an oppositional force against which human beings are pitted in

is

a struggle to survive. As Meeker contends, "The world has often seemed like a scary place
for people" (1997, p. 50),

survival,

it is

but as a threat, nature interferes with more than just bare

a threat to the society, to the

Canada/ Ontario. Yes, there
to prosperity, to social

it

a threat to the

life

and personal comfort,

Atwood and others have
while excluding

is

ways and means

of the individual, but there

to success.

human ways of life:

is

Upper

also a threat

As 1 suggested above, where Frye,

nature as a threat to

fallen short is in their limiting

as a threat to

of life of the settlers in

human life,

the procession of expanding civilisation

and the comforts afforded by that expansion. Frye argues that "Canada began as an
obstacle" [1971, p. 219],

and

in this

sense

I

think nature, as

it

manifests in pioneer writing,

might be better understood as such: an obstacle. As an obstacle to
nature manifests in three distinct ways within the texts:
to

human

survival; secondly, as

societal progress;

and

lastly as

first,

I

shall

human ways

of life,

as the oft discussed obstacle

an obstacle to human productivity, and thus an obstacle to

an obstacle to human comfort Each of these three ideas

supported by an overwhelming volume of evidence in the

quoted directly here.

*

texts,

is

more, sadly, than can be

endeavour to quote and paraphrase only the most poignant

examples, which are numerous, whilst attempting to provide some insights into what other
texts offer us a

The

is

the obstacle to survival.

many had no

problem. This
survival.

obstacle presented by nature, and the

first

the pioneer,
Ontario,

deeper look into Canada's historical relationship with nature.

is

Upon

shelter, little food,

and

-'s'

most immediate one encountered by

arriving at a densely forested plot of land in

little

understanding of how to confront either

the obstacle focussed on by Frye and Atwood, the threat to

human

For Frye, this problem was addressed through the building of garrisons.
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protective barriers which kept nature out and people safe, which, in Bentley's terms,

the

divisions

first

was

made

between the baseland and the hinterland - the place where the baseland

created: "The pioneer, the settler, the parson,

and the

circuit judge,

appear heroic from

the baseland perspective by virtue of their role in taking (British) peace, order, and good

government into the hinterland." [Bentley, 1992,
For Moodie, the hinterland
"'Oh!,'

I

cried, bursting into tears,

is

'I

p. 78).

a place of dangerous animals, [1852/1989, p.323]:

fear he has

been

killed

by wolves'" (1852/1989,

deadly storms (pp. 429, 473, 479-80): "the tempest raged so furiously without that
fearful the roof would

479-480).

It is

be carried

off the

house or that the chimney would take
,

frozen and unforgiving: "'Oh,

what a dreadful

huddled, shivering, around the old broken stove.

would be

frozen. Flesh

swept aWay"

p.

121).

(p.

to

(p.

479); and

it is

later,

man who went out in a

with his eyes pecked out by the eagles

Anna Brownell Jameson, on her journey from Toronto

make

fire" (p.

A person abroad in the woods to-night

319). Similarly, Amelia Harris tells of a

observed that "dangers and

enough

was

how many, who were young and in their prime, that river and its

canoe and was found dead on the shore weeks
(1946,

I

183);

we cried, as we

and blood could not long stand this cutting wind"

often a place to die: "Alas!
lakes have

night!'

p.

difficulties of

to Sault Ste. Marie,

every kind are threatened and prognosticated,

one's hair stand on end" (1838/1990, p. 180). She writes of a storm in the

Niagara Falls region, stating that "the silence and the darkness lent and added horror to the
elemental tumult
lake,

which reared

Meantime the
itself up,

rain

fell

as in a deluge, threatening to

and roared - like a monster for

in Jameson's eye, is also deceitful, for after the

shore,

how beautiful it looked - the hypocrite!

is

prey"

(p.

wash us

into the

196-97). But nature,

storm passes "when I went down upon the
- there

it

lay rocking

and sleeping in the
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sunshine, quiet as a cradled infant"
that "The heat of Summer

many instances

is

(p.

197]. In a letter to Europe, Joseph Willcocks wrote

insupportable

& the Cold of Winter Intollerable, there are

of Persons being frozen to death and a Winter dose

out several noses, fingers, and feet being lost. For

my part

I

dred

[sic]

[sic]

not pass by with

the winter

."
.

(in

.

Gray, 2003, p. 25]. Catharine Parr Traill gives an account of a harsh winter storm that

her "sensible of the danger with which [she] had been threatened," and
their

home "bare and desolate" (1836/1989, p.l09].

Dittrick remarked,

".

.

.

everything

.

.

left

made

the trees near

Indeed, as settler Captain James

seemed to conspire against the hardy and industrious

.

settlers" (1946, p. 66].

Observations of this kind are to be found in

many accounts

of life in

Upper

Canada/Ontario during these years, including the journal of Amelia Harris (1946,
119, 124], and letters to Europe from

Magrath

(in Radcliff,

Robinson

(in Gray,

1953,

2003,

and dangerous land

p.

Thomas

Radcliff (in Radcliff, 1953, p. 88],

130-1], John Capling (in Gray, 2003, p. 55],

p. 67]. It is

Capt

down to nourish

awe were

and William

Dittrick writes that in his first year "All

the crops failed, as the earth had temporarily ceased to yield

boiled

Thomas

a harsh and fluctuating climate, and an unpredictable

to those caught off guard.

beast - for several days

117,

p.

its

increase, either for

man

or

we were without food,

except for the roots that we procured and

us" (1946, p. 66]. But

would be a mistake

it

to

assume that fear and

the only reactions of the settlers. No, they also struggled to gain control of the

wilderness, pitting themselves against the elements, and, as Moodie advises, "look up with

confidence to Heaven, and the sun- of hope will yet shed a cheering beam though the
forbidding depths of this tangled wilderness" (1852/1989,

"war" with nature

may seem an

p.

267].

To speak of this

as a

overestimation of the settlers' feelings toward their
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surroundings, but the case

Canada/Ontario, Moodie

is

such, without hyperbole. Speaking of the pioneers in

tells

us that:

'''ri

'

^-

Upper

r

Nature looks sternly on him and in order to preserve his existence, he must conquer
Nature, as it were, by his perseverance and ingenuity. Each fresh conquest tends to
increase his vigour and intelligence, until he becomes a new man, with faculties of
mind which, but for his severe lessons in the school of adversity, might have lain
forever dormant (1852/1989, p. 495).
Traill,

a self described naturalist, echoes this sentiment, stating that:

the axe of the chopper relentlessly levels all before him. Man appears to contend
with the trees of the forest as though they were his most obnoxious enemies; for he

spares neither the young sapling in
pride;

its greenness nor the ancient trunk in its lofty
he wages war against the forest with fire and steel (1836/1989, p. 162)

She continues after

this

observation with a detailed description of how the settler clear cuts

the forests and the necessity of such devastating tactics: the trees, she says, might

otherwise

fall

over as a result of their shallow root systems. Perhaps most explicit of all

is

Jameson, who, in providing a detailed account of the numerous ways of effectively
eliminating trees from an area (the axe, of course, burning, and stripping a section of bark

around the tree cutting

off the circulation of sap,

which causes the tree to perish, whence

it

may be removed more easily), unabashedly exclaims that "a Canadian settler hates a tree,
regards

it

as his natural enemy, as something to be destroyed, eradicated, annihilated by

and any means. The idea of useful or ornamental

most magnificent timber trees" (1838/1990,
Of course, the standard of 'usefulness'
nature as as an obstacle to

human

expansion

seems obvious

in the region. It

is

seldom associated here even with the

p. 64).

is

of particular interest here as

it

points to

productivity, as an obstacle to the socio-economic
to note that the forest

way to the farm, and many of the settlers regarded this
nature stood in the

all

way of society's

progress. Moodie

is

must be cleared and give

as merely a statement of fact:

very frank regarding the fact that
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the slow conquering and removal of these natural obstacles, the forest, the boulder, the
river rapids,

is

the

mark of a progressive

society (1852/1989, p. 495). Echoing her

sentiment, Capt Dittrick writes that" The whole country

had to be subdued by the axe and

toil"

was

a forrest, a wilderness which

was

(1946, p. 65). Jameson notes that Toronto

"a

mere swamp, a tangled wilderness; the birch the hemlock and the tamarack-trees were
growing down to the water's edge, and even into the
city

could be established (1838/1990,

p. 22).

infrastructure resultant from "the settlers
toil for

lake,"

She goes on to comment on the lack of

around are too much engrossed by the necessary

a daily subsistence" (Jameson, 1838/1990, p. 240).

trees are cut out or

attention

and toil

which had to be cut out before a

By this she implies that once the

burned away, and the swamp drained, the

to advancing the

settlers can turn their

growth of civilised society and the amenities

Thomas Magrath also observed the problems to

civil

it

entails.

advancement presented by nature,

stating that "The unfavourable circumstances of the Bush are these - Difficulty of access -

the various privations to be encountered in the solitude of the wilderness - the possible

want of society - the absolute want of roads - the great difficulty, on intercourse with
market, physician, or clergyman" (in Radcliff, 1953,

p. 23).

mill,

Meanwhile, with regard to

hunting, William Radcliff, a neighbour of Magrath's, remarks there

is

no good game to be

found in the woods, but rather the best shooting is on the cleared lands, suggesting that
clearing the trees

1953,

p.

is

indeed to the socio-economic advantage of the settler

107). But the baseland/hinterland dichotomy

than in the

is

(in Radcliff,

perhaps nowhere more

explicit

work of Frances Simpson who writes:

The appearance

of a civilised habitation rising in the midst of a boundless

Wilderness, served in a great measure to dissipate a certain feeling of melancholy,
which I felt gradually stealing over me at the sight of Nature in her grand, but Savage
and uncultivated state of Rock, Flood, & Mountain; without the sign of a living
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creature to admire the beauties presenting themselves on every side, or to wonder
at, and praise the Mighty Power of Him, who had formed those vast and desolate
Forests,

unknown

to

Man, and adorned them with many a flower which 'Wastes

sweetness on the desert air' [2006,

p.

She goes on to remark on the enterprise of the Europeans,
natives,

p.

literature

way to the baseland in the name

Gummersall Anderson
politics,

civilisation to the

new world

504-5].

Over and over in the
give

who have tamed the savage

subdued the land and brought peace, economy and

(Simpson, 2006,

its

504-5].

tells

we encounter observations that the hinterland must
of civiHsed progress. Loyalist Captain

Tomas

us that "The Loyalists, having sacrificed their property to their

were, generally speaking, poor. They had to

work hard, and suffer many privations

before they could raise crops to support their family" (1946,

p. 2].

He goes on to

state that

"In these primitive times, every inhabitant in the

country was striving might and main to

earn an honest and comfortable

idle" (1946, p. 14].

living.

None was

Amelia Harris writes

in

her travel diary that wolves were a recurring problem as they would descend from the

wooded hills and devour numerous sheep
was even a challenge

in a single night (1946, p. 124].

as pestilent animals such as raccoons, squirrels,

unearth the seeds (Harris, 1946,

p.

120]. However,

it is

the most compelling evidence in this regard:

Seeding crops

and pigeons would

Catherine Parr Traill

who relates
,

,

Look on those interminable forests, through which the eye can only penetrate a few
yards, and tell me how those vast timbers are to be removed, utterly extirpated, I
may say, from the face of the earth, the ground cleared and burnt, a crop sown and
fenced, and a house to shelter you raised, without difficulty, without expense and
without great labour (1836/1989,

Her brother, Sean

p. 56].

Strickland, meanwhile, offers her

words of encouragement, ensuring that

her

Canadian farm will seem to you a perfect paradise by the time it is all under
cultivation; and you will look upon it with more pleasure and pride from the
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consciousness that it was once a forest wild, which, by the effects of industry and
well-applied means, has changed into fruitful fields (in Traill, 1836/1989, p. 108).

The

pre-existing natural environment, as described here,

survival perse, but

it is

is

not a threat to anyone's

nonetheless an obstacle, to productivity, and indeed to pride and

happiness for the farmer. Capt Dittrick recalls, that "after the forest has yeilded to the axe,

the

meadows were

beautiful,

where the

cattle

grazed in quietude affording an

abundance of milk and of which the richest cheese was made" [1946,
removing

it

Only in

p. 62).

can one experience joy in the land. Traill and Strickland suggest there

pride and joy to be had upon arriving at a previously cleared plot, but rather that

is

no

it is

in the

action of clearing the land, of overcoming nature's obstacles through "the effects of

industry and well-applied means," that one finds pleasure

(Traill,

1836/1989,

p.

108]. Says

Strickland:

Every fresh comfort you realize around you v^^ll add to your happiness; every
improvement within-doors or without will raise a sensation of gratitude and delight
in your mind, to which those that revel in the habitual enjoyment of luxury, and even
of the commonest advantages of civilisation, must in a great degree be strangers. My
pass-words are, 'Hope! Resolution! And Perseverance!'" (Traill, 1836/1989, p. 108],
Seemingly less obvious, and certainly less severe, nature confronts the settler with
obstacles to comfort In examining nature as an obstacle to

human comfort we can trace

patterns within the literature of hardships that do not present the possibility of death or

harm, nor do they impede socio-economic progress in a significant way, but rather present
inconveniences to

settlers, creating

significant patterns

weather
a

cycles;

undesirable living conditions.

One

of the

most

we can trace is that of attitudes towards the cHmate conditions and

they are endured more than experienced, each degree on the thermometer

mark of suffering. Traill writes

of the unpleasantness of the weather, noting that, in
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summer,

it is

exceptionally hot, with frequent thunder storms, which do not

seem to

the temperature, complaining that "the heat has been too oppressive to allow

walking abroad" (1989,

seems
that

to stiffen

is it

p. 41).

penetrates even to the

frost is of such fierceness

marrow of one's bones" (1838/1990, p.

"When I look out upon the bleak, shrouded,

something so awfully silent,

much of my

Conversely, Jameson writes that the "relentless vynnter

and contract every nerve, and the

further, stating that:

fixed,

and immutable

and

Further to the volatile climate conditions
flies

changeless scene, there

in its aspect, that

have found

and mosquitoes,

human beings, but they are nonetheless an
Jameson claims

I

it is

enough

is

to disturb

p.

102).

many settlers writing about

for example,

obstacle to

intensity,

102). She goes even

one's faith in the everlasting revolutions of the seasons" Qameson, 1838/1990,

the presence of insects. Black

cool

pose

little

mortal danger to

human comfort in the new world.

that:

make himself very happy here, if it were not for some
few things, among which, those Egyptian plagues, the flies and frogs in summer, and
the relentless iron winter, are not the most intolerable: add, perhaps, the prevalence
of sickness at certain seasons (1838/1990, p. 180).
a reasonable person might

Magrath, as well, makes mention of the "troublesome moskitoes" that infest his lands
Radcliff,

1953,

p. 47).

(in

Writing about a campsite Frances Simpson states that:

abominable spot was surrounded by stagnant pools, from which our ears were
assailed by the croaking & whistling of thousands of Bull-frogs: and here the
Musquito first introduced himself to our notice, exerting his sting vigorously, and
giving full employment to our fingers in allaying the irritation occasioned thereby

this

^^P^ (2006,506).
Traill relates stories of large insects

invading the house and devouring clothes and food

stores, suggesting that nature has intruded

barriers

on the

family, spurring their

need to create

between themselves and the invasive natural world (1836/1989,

interesting to

p.

246).

Most

me is Traill's counterpoint description of flies versus the fish: where the
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former are a drastic nuisance, particularly due to their vast population density, the latter
are a blessing for that

same reason (1836/1989, p.

132-33. Of course as

certain degree of dissatisfaction with our present circumstances

is

Moodie

us "a

necessary to stimulate

us to exertion and thus enable us to secure future comforts" (1852/1989,
a sense of ennoblement in her

tells

p.

work regarding hard labour, poverty and the

343). There

is

struggle to

overcome the adversities inherent in the pre-existing natural environment The

settlers, in

positioning themselves in opposition to their surroundings, derive, or perhaps generate, a

sense of meaning and honour from their efforts to subdue what they envision as the chaos
of nature, the hinterland, replacing

it

with the order of society, with the baseland.

Nature as a Commodity
Nowhere has nature wasted herself as she has here. There

enough water in the Saint
Lawrence alone to irrigate half of Europe, but the river pours right out of the continent
into the sea. No amount of water can irrigate stones, and most of Quebec is solid rock.
It is as though millions ofyears back in geologic time a sword had been plunged
through the rock from the Atlantic to the Great Lakes and savagely wrenched out
again, and the pure water of the continental reservoir, unmuddied and almost useless
to farmers, drains

is

untouchably away.

~ Hugh MacLennan, Two Solitudes
C1986,p.l}

Running in tandem with
a commodity. While

it is

this

theme of nature as an

impossible to say concretely,

it

obstacle, is a

theme of nature as

seems as though the

latter

evolved in part, as a response to the obstacles and threats offered by nature, as a
,

coping in a world that seems set against the

settler.

has

way of

Of course, as was mentioned above, one

can most easily point to the British mercantile economy as driving the resource
exploitation in

all

Upper Canada/Ontario. However,

that can be surveyed in the natural world as

down and sold, nature is robbed

of its

it

must also be conceded

little

that, in

more than a resource to be

power and mysticism; the wilderness

is

marking

stripped

thereby
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reduced to

The

little

more than means and

fear elicited in being

1836/1989,
off to

p.

161),

be milled and

is

obstacles, or, perhaps worse, to harmless curiosity.

"hemmed in on every side by a thick wall of trees"

easily dispensed with

sold; the creatures of the

[Traill,

once the trees have been uprooted and sent

woods

are far less terrifying when they

become sport for the hunter. Of course, we are unable to say with any certainty that there

is

a correlation between the exploitation of the country's resources and a general alleviation
of fear in the hinterland.

What we can show definitively is that both the confrontation of

nature as a threat, and the extraction of natural commodities represent significant themes
in the literature

As

from

-

this period.

in the previous section, this is a

categories that

-

first,

different

ways

artistic

in

into several sub-

which the theme

and perhaps most obvious, category is nature

framed as an economic commodity, as a source of prosperity.
nature cast as an

.

theme that is best broken down

more accurately demonstrate the

manifests in the settler writings. The

;,

We also see during this time

commodity, as a harmless curiosity of the

intellect. Alternatively,

one can also detect an interesting reversal of this pattern, whereby nature, most
specifically wilderness,

fi

i

nc

presented as nothingness, a commodity devoid of value.

With regard to economic commodities, there are several recurring themes that

emerge from the
in

is

settlers' writings: first, the characterization of natural

elements and

terms of profit or social progress, secondly, ownership and territoriality, and,

sites

lastly

and

perhaps most interesting, the portrayal of the land as Edenic, a vast and inexhaustible set of
resources. In the

first

vein

we see settlers viewing forests as lumber, rivers as

harbours, and so on. In Chapter Three

we discussed Evernden's

mills,

bays as

(1993) critique of the

environmental movement for too easily validating the question "what good

is it?"

when
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defending the rights of nature.

It

recalls

Wendell Berry's ideas on the standards through

which we judge nature: a value system, says Berry, which speaks on the "sole standard of

measure we have applied

in

our long history of relations with nature, the standard of

t'

productivity" (in Philips, 1996, p. 220). In essence, the settlers place value only on that

which

is

considered in some

designs. Indeed,

way productive to the cause

of advancing their needs or

we can observe Evemden's question applied on a daily basis in the

literature of this time period, the standard of productivity exacted

surveyed in the

all

expensive to draw and use

'-

that can be

ivhct^hey

settler's eye.

In his letters to Europe,

less

on

^

Magrath writes that timber
it

in great bulk,

to smaller scantlings" (in Radcliff, 1953, p. 48).

is

"a cheap

then to send

it

Moodie

of rivers

tells

to the

commodity, and

it is

saw mill to be reduced
and lakes that offer

natural irrigation systems for crops, and passages for the transport of goods (1852/1989,

p.

493); Traill suggests that with

some work to widen and deepen

their

beds (and

completely altering their flow) both the Otanabee and Trent rivers could be

accommodate high volumes of shipping traffic (1836/1989,
on the necessity of urban development

for the

p. 61);

and

and Jameson,

accidental, [are]

insisting

much

- and the prospect of advantage, in every point of view, infinitely more promising.

1838/1990,
hinterland:

p.

>

'w-

•

superior
."
.

Land becomes judged on

its

probability for high crop yields (Jameson,

250), and, Traill tells us, for

its

proximity to baseline extensions into the

230).

p. 50,

'y^^'

made to

purposes of resource extraction and

financial prosperity, states that "the resources, natural

(1838/1990,

''

^

',

.

;

.r

..

A village has started up where formerly a thick pinewood covered the ground; we
have now within a short distance of us an excellent saw-mill, a grist-mill, and store,
with a large tavern and many good dwellings (1836/1989, p. 209).
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Thomas

Radcliff relates that "The

knowing ones who have seen

wheat for ever; and speak of fifty bushels

[his land],

say

it

will give

to the statute acre" (in Radcliff, 1953, p. 89).

Moodie, meanwhile, shares with her readers an interesting tale of a miller who, in an act of
clarity,

erected his mill far north of the community, foreseeing that

to come,

p.

330).

We can see clearly that the standard of productivity is a

constant guide for the pioneer in Upper Canada/Ontario. This
degree, and by that necessity they

is,

improving their chances of survival that drives

this

z(t

of course, a necessity to

must continually assess the worth of what they

have, often in hopes of bettering their fortunes, but in

to the

would, in some years

be a central point for new farmers, giving him a monopoly on many resources in

the area [1852/1989,

some

it

;

many cases it is the basic want of

mindset As Berry tells

us, "the

;

answers

human problems of ecology are to be found in economy. And the answers to the

problems of economy are to be found

in culture

and

in character" [1990, p. 198).

By this he

suggests that we have, historically confronted nature with the eyes of the economist and
the standards of productivity, but the problems beget by such standards are rooted deep

within our culture.

.

What is most often reflected in the
is

!

a.aiis

h:ii;

•
,

culture of the time

is

s^\^' <ih

a sense that the

., ,.>

new world

an Edenic one: a land of not only limitless opportunity, but of limitless resources. Here

we return to issues raised under the branch of "spiritual ecology" addressed in Chapter
Two. Many of the immigrants from Europe
society, and, though, as

I

are, of course,

coming from a Christian-based

mentioned before, writers such as

Bill

McKibben [1999) and

Carlene Spretnak [1994), as well as Wendell Berry [1990), have defended the JudeoChristian tradition as

seem

to

fall

more

complementary

to ecological thought,

into the patterns suggested

most writers from

by Lynn White

Jr.

this period

and Harold Fromm,
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describing the world as a supply of resources for the use and benefit of humanity, an
of unlimited supply that "spontaneously yields

1852/1989,

p.

493] and

never cease to

will

all

Eden

the necessities of Hfe" (Moodie,

give.

.

j

.

•: i

v

Consider the following few excerpts, which represent but a fraction of what can
easily

be found: of the Canadian rivers Moodie

stating that "the fiercest droughts of summer

romantic streams, but

it

waters [1836/1989,

p. 133),

so grand a scale, the scenery

and fertility it displays"
effort

may diminish the volume and power of these

never leaves their rocky channels bare, nor checks the mournful

music of their dancing waves" (1852/1989,
in the

of an interminable force in nature,

tells

is

(Traill

p.

266). Traill speaks of the abundance offish

and of her "preference

more calculated to
1836/1989,

p. 47).

please,

to the

Upper Province.

not on

from the appearance of industry

Magrath remarks on how with

on behalf of the farmer "a luxuriant crop generally succeeds"

49), while William Radcliff attests that a

If

(in Radcliff,

little

1953,

p.

man "could shoot more game in a day than a good

horse could carry home" (in Radcliff, 1953,

p. 107).

A letter from an unknown farmer in the

region expounds on the abundance that the land avails him, stating that his family has:

corn for our own wants and fruit in the greatest abundance, of cherries, plumbs,
pears, peaches, and apples in such plenty, we shall make cider &tc [sic]. Grapes hang

would astonish you, and that Natural, we can gather any quantity. In
and climate is such that a great many of the flowers as well as the fruit
which are cultivated in England grow here spontaneously, besides a vast quantity of
both not common there and many unknown. We have had not less than a ton of
cucumbers and melons of four or five different sorts. To raise them you only have to
dibble the seeds, either in field or garden, with no other preparation but plough or
spade, which produces in abundance (in Gray, 2003, p. 40).
in clusters

short, the soil

1%

-^

•

Thomas

Merritt exclaims that "this

who will be

industrious

The best of crops

this

is

one of the

finest Countries in the World, for a

The richness and goodness of the land

season

I

ever saw, provisions plenty.

."
.

is

(1946,

above
p.

all

farmer

description.

286). Another
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settler claims that,

".

.

.

prosperity of every kind attends us - excellent crops, excellent

prices, excellent times, excellent children,

(William Hutton in Gray, 2003,
question.

p.

103).

He goes on to say that "poverty here, it is out of the

The higher agricultural produce

farmers. At the

same time we are

(William Hutton in Gray, 2003,
partridges

p.

all

and not less important, excellent health"

is,

the better for

poor, but want

is

as

all classes,

an entire stranger

we are a colony of
in

our country

105). Amelia Harris testifies that "Wild turkeys and

were Bagged with very little

skill

or exertion, and

when the Creek and Lake

were not frozen he need scarcely leave His own Door to shoot Ducks

."
.

.

(1946,

p.

116). She

goes on to state that her father would often return from hunting, "with 20 wild geese and a

hundred Duck, the result of a few days shooting. The pigeons were so

plentiful as late as

1810 and 1812 that they could have been knocked down with a pole. Great would have
been the sufferings of early
provision for

them

settlers

had not a Kind and Heavenly Father made this

(Harris, 1946, p. 117).

Jameson boasts that "in climate,

production of every kind, the upper province appeared to
province, and well calculated to

mother country

Canada as
Indeed,

it

[italics

become the

mine]" (1838/1990,

"a land absolutely

of transporting yourself to a land
a chance that wealth

p.

142). "It

is

and she goes on

and granary of the

to describe

Upper

teeming with the richest capabilities" (1838/1990,

seems that all one must do

is

in soil, in natural

me superior to the lower

inexhaustible timber-yard

p. 11),

is

^

"Up and be doing, while yoii

still

p. 11).

possess the means

where the industrious never lack bread, and where there

and independence may reward virtuous

indeed a country of abundance"

toil"

(R. Radcliff in Radcliff,

(Moodie, 1852/1989,

1953,

p. 82).

This sense of the land as a plentiful Garden of Eden for the benefit of humankind
further reinforced

by the

settlers' belief that

is

they were guided here by Providence, which

n!lt-)>

r'V...

c
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refers to the concept of God as the

expanding human
trapped

in

power guiding human

civilisation into the wilderness.

destiny, for the

purpose of

Meeker argues that humanity remains

our pioneering phase wherein "religion and philosophy have usually affirmed

the pioneer's faith that only his

own kind really counts, and that he has the

even the obligation - to destroy or subjugate whatever seems to obstruct
conquest" (1974,

p.

163]. There

is

a recurring statement of purpose in

accounts, expressions of their gratefulness to the

hand of God

right -

his

perhaps

hopes of

many of the settlers'

for guiding

them to a

prosperous land, and ensuring their survival against the hardships of the elements.
It is

not by such instruments as those

when it would

I

reclaim the waste places of the earth, and

make them subservient to
p. xxiv).

Merritt gives us an interesting story regarding an elderly couple

grow their own food and almost starved to death but for the intervention
pigeon stopped at their door every day for

five

has led

in his

who could not
of Providence: a

weeks allowing itself to be captured, which

sustained them until spring when they could gather berries again (1946,

Anderson remarks

^^;'« iv;

have just mentioned, that Providence works

the wants and happiness of its creatures (Moodie, 1852/1989,

Thomas

r

p.

284). Captain

reminiscence that he "was taken by the hand of Providence,

me through a vast variety of circumstances and dangers, which

have brought my worthless

life

to an

end

Similarly, Traill states that "surely this

is

in the

midst of sin and

a blessed land

folly"

who

otherwise would

(1946,

where every cottage

p. 12).

is

abundant in

the comforts and necessities of life" (1836/1989, p.48), and Rachel Radcliff relates that she

"can never be sufficiently thankful to a kind Providence for protecting us through so
difficulties" (in Radcliff,

Perhaps

1953,

many

p. 85].

we do not accept that the world was made by God for the economic benefit

of humanity, but there

is

an equally powerful notion running throughout these texts that
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the world

was made beautiful by God

seems Uke a minor concern given the

many vmters

find beauty in a

conditions. There

is,

for the benefit of the

human spirit. This perhaps

issues at hand, but in fact

world that seems to

set against

it is

impressive that so

them with such harsh

however, something disturbing in regarding nature as existing for the

aesthetic pleasure of humanity, in reducing the natural world to a curiosity at best,

disappointment when

it fails

and a

to please the viewer. Wilderness, in this sense, plays the role

of the pastoral garden, a retreat from the 'real world' of the farm or the village. In Chapter

Two made mention of Meeker's observation that the pastoral has always aimed to
1

nature an alternative to the so called

"ills"

of civilisation (Meeker, 1997, p. 53],

find in

however

Meeker is quick to caution against this pastoral impulse noting that:

made by the same machines that will
eventually destroy them. In order to maintain the human dominance and safety
required by pastoral values, it is necessary to assert human technological advantage

Unfortunately, pastoral gardens are usually

over nature. Predatory or dangerous animal competitors must be exterminated or
expelled; poisonous, ugly, or inedible plants must be rooted out; land must be
cultivated and sown to nourishing crops or used as pasture for fattening human
sources of meat
Gardens are not images of nature, but of human management of
- a.>
,nature (Meeker, 1997, p. 57).

—

In this

'

view the rendering of nature

into artistic terms not only reduces its

unknown and non-human, but further positions the v^lderness
to be

improved upon. Moodie,

without

its rose,"

in

surveying her

explaining that she

speaking of the wilderness as

tractofforest.

Her sister,

Traill,

art,

as simply another subject

says that "Wilderness

now looks upon a well-hoed ridge

once would look upon art (1852/1989,
is

own garden,

p.

356]. This quote

but in truth she

is

meanwhile exclaims:

am half inclined to be angry when

power as

is

is

not

of potatoes as she

doubly interesting as Moodie

looking at a potato garden, not a wild

-

,;u

r

u

admire the beauty of the Canadian flowers, to
be constantly reminded that they are scentless, and therefore scarcely worthy of
I
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attention; as

if the

eye could not be charmed by beauty of form and harmony of

colours, independent of the sense of smell being gratified [1836/1989, p.80).

She furthers her critique of the landscape

in

her observation that the trees in Upper

Canada/Ontario are severely lacking in grace and elegance, and even expresses a
disappointment in the lack of scary animals in the woods, as though the woods have
entirely to live

up to her expectations

"The country was most beautiful
rich

all

(Traill,

1836/1989,

p.96). Rachel Radcliff tells us that

the way; not a single point of view that did not afford

and varied scenery to the admirer"

[in Radcliff,

1953, 56]. Travelling westward by

coach, Radcliff goes on to say that "Except on occasions of risk and alarm,

open

[their eyes

and the coach

failed

curtains] to the

we kept both

most lovely scenery that can be conceived;

and were charmed with the native richness of the flowers, and the brilliant plumage of the
feathered tribe" [R. Radcliff, in Radcliff, 1953, 57].

A farmer travelling from Quebec to

Upper Canada notes that "It is necessary to observe that from Quebec
country the land kept improving even to this place, which 1 believe
delightful country

I

ever beheld"

[in Gray,

2003,

p. 40],

I

the

way up the

the most fhiitful and

while Frances Simpson, travelling in

the northern part of the province remarks that the "Talon portage"

romantic place

is

all

is

"the

most wild

ever beheld," going on to describe the beauty of the land with

its

&

rock

formations like gothic castles crov^ed with pines trees, and the beautiful waterfall
cascading

down

It is

[2006,

p.

503].

a world where old trees are firewood, young ones "ornament"

where

1836/1989,

p.

163],

1836/1989,

p.

216], and where, even in this era, Niagara Falls

site,

squirrels are stuffed

and mailed to England as souvenirs

and regarded as a letdown Qameson, 1838/1990,

on her disappointment in the

Falls,

[Traill,

Jameson seems

to

p.

is little

more than a tourist

57-63]. Interestingly,

blame

this

[Traill,

commenting

on herself for setting her
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now ruined the falls for herself as she can never see them

expectations too high, and has

again for the

first time.

She writes "the

Falls did

anticipated, perhaps for that reason, because

63).

Still,

I

find the concept of expectation

intriguing. Is nature there to

I

not make on

I

had

had anticipated it" Qameson, 1838/1990,

and disappointment or fulfillment in nature

simply entertain our fancy?

not as grand or spectacular as

my mind the impression

Is it

p.

i. ..

disappointing when nature

is

we want it to be? How are we to reconcile the fact that it is

simply there with our wanting

it

to

be more than that? We return to the tension between

an idealised image of nature and daily experience: the pastoral image of what we want
nature to be interfered with by the reality of what actually exists.

»

»

•

When such interference occurs, one possible reaction is to empty that reality of
value and substitute

it

with another, socially contrived set of ideas. This

when wilderness becomes

nothingness;

it

is

what occurs

becomes a blank slate onto which value

assigned based on the level of human transformation. This idea seems as though

more

at

home in the

is

not an obstacle, but a value applied to nature.

reducing nature to an abundance of supplies or an

nothingness also has the potential to diminish

for,

its

artistic curiosity,

might be
.

U

Much like

reducing wilderness to

capacity for invoking feelings of fear or

When Jameson asks us to "imagine me alone in the very centre of this vast wild

country, a storm raging without, as

cared

it

previous section of nature as an obstacle, but, consider that

nothingness, in this context,

suffering.

is

reclining

(1838/1990,

p.

if

heaven and earth had come

on a neat comfortable bed, and reading by the

251], she effectively robs the storm

landlady quoted in
thriving condition

Traill,

points out that

in collision -

lodged and

light of a tallow candle"

and the wilderness of its power. A

"many of these very farms you see now in

were wild land thirty years

a

ago, nothing but Indian hunting grounds.

The
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industry of men, and
their

many of them poor men, that had not a rood of land of their own in

own country, has affected this change" (1836/1989, p. 48}, suggesting that it is only

through the industry of human beings, and Europeans at

above
sell

its

that, that

wilderness can rise

worthlessness. Indeed Moodie, writing about land value, notes that people would

how

acres of wild land for a bottle of rum (1852/1989, p. 503), and goes on to describe

the building of the Erie Canal opened up lands which might otherwise have "remained a
wilderness, unfit for the habitation of man" (Moodie, 1852/1989,

Jameson both write of the "awful

silence" of the

p.

woods in the absence

Jameson, whilst gazing on Table Rock near Niagara Falls states that
beautiful,

506]. Traill

and strangely awful too! For now it was

late,

of humanity,

"it

p.

-

and

was very very

and as I stood there,

thousand reveries, there was no human being near" (1838/1990,

and

lost in a

The

203}.

isolation of

the individual in nature, described here as "awful," immediately compels Jameson to seek

companionship,

civilisation, in

devoid of meaning,

them; nothing is
civilisation.

its

her hotel (1838/1990,

p. 203).

Here the wilderness becomes

value only really defined by the people surve5dng what it might offer

intrinsic,

only applied through the standards imposed by

human

Through the absence of people, the wilderness becomes nothingness.

Contradictions

The simplest weed that grows

in

my path, or the fly that flutters about me, are

subjects for reflection, admiration, and delight"

~

Catharine Parr Traill The Backwoods of Canada
p. 23]

(1836/1989,
I

mentioned previously that there were findings

in the analysis of the

material which ran contrary to the invasive species hypothesis, evidence
that,

while there

is

certainly a feeling of terror

and an impulse

primary

which suggested

for exploitation, there

is

also
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.

a sense of deep

wonder and adoration toward the land and the beauty of the natural

environment to be found

in these texts.

There are accounts of people feeling revitalized and

reborn in the open spaces of the hinterland, revelations of staggering beauty and

mesmerizing complexity to be found

in the natural world.

When experiencing stress and

depressive feeHngs, Moodie seeks solace in the forests (1852/1989,

Chapter Eighteen:

A Trip to Stony Lake

(1852/1989,

p.

p. 93, 116),

and in

327-341), there are numerous

points of interest, the most immediate being that the trip into the wilderness

is

not

'-^
<

prompted by need, nor desire to take anything, but stems from a simple desire to be
wilderness. Gorgeous descriptions of nature

Moodie

is

in

awe

abound and there

is

in the

certainly a sense that

of the world around her, desiring to be in nature without requiring that

anything be obtained or given back. Jameson too, so often neutral in her descriptions of the
passing scenery on her journey, expounds with florid prose on the beauty of the

and the lake region of Toronto,

word

is

worthy of its

(1838/1990,

p.

signification,

her readers that "Ontario means the beautiful and the

and the lake

is

worthy of its beautiful name"
-.

179).

It is Traill,

hinterland.

telling

however,

who spends the most time speaking of the beauty in the

An amateur natural historian, Traill published

natural history in Canada throughout her years, and

well

knovm in the letters

she states, "and

collected in The

more

less

several books on plants

and

made her love of the Canadian wilds

Backwoods of Canada. "Nature here has done

all,"

man but little, excepting sticking up some ugly wooden cottages, as mean

as they are tasteless" (Traill, 1836/1989,

based

summer

p. 29).

Granted, she criticizes the settler dwellings

on their function and more on their lack of "picturesque" appeal, suggesting that

plants

and orchards should have been erected

in

order to

make the

places

more
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visually appealing (p. 33).

She continues

the dwellings about her have no plant
greenery. While on one

hand

this is

merely there to please our own

in this vein

on,

problematic as

it

reinforces the image of nature as

artistic curiosity, it is also

somewhat encouraging as she

made an integral part of one's home, and that

houses should be built to seem as though they

whenever Traill describes beauty it is always

fit

into the landscape (p. 33]. Interestingly,

in natural things; material possessions are

regard by Traill, and she seems far more interested in trees

little

bemoaning that

crawling about them, and seem devoid of

life

espouses the notion that nature should be

given

some few pages

(p.

172-73). She

is

enthralled with the natural world around her and continually regrets her lack of knowledge

regarding the natural sciences to further her understanding of the

new world she is

exploring [1836/1989, p. 123-4)

What

find

1

most intriguing about Traill, however,

damages brought on by human intervention

her mindfulness of the potential

into the land. Fearing that

human

beauties of the land will be spoiled by

is

much of the

natural

activity she says,

This place (where roses grow through the cracks in the limestone) will shortly be
appropriated for the building of a saw and grist mill, which 1 fear, will interfere with
natural beauty.

its

1

dare say,

1

shall

will regret the erection of so useful
(Traill,

Here

Traill

1836/1989,

p.

be the only person in the neighbourhood who
and valuable an acquisition of the township

124).

demonstrates a deep respect for the natural beauty of the area, though she also

suggests that her feelings are largely counter to those of the average citizen. She speaks of

snow

(p.

164) and hurricanes

of birds (p. 180-188)

which seems
loves

and

is

at times

(p.

166-168) with the same reverence and awe that she does

and wild flowers

(p.

189-206). She also harbours a love of taxonomy

almost incongruent with her feelings towards the land; she both

overwhelmed by the land

(p.

237

-

240). Like Wilson and Darwin, Traill

is

a

t.;c;
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classifier,

longing to simply describe the world as she sees

it,

without placing much

in the

way of value on it I have focussed heavily on Traill largely as she presents the largest
contradiction to the hypothesis that

commodity, which
it

humans

see nature as either a deadly threat or cheap

may suggest that there were few contradictions at all. Nonetheless,

encouraging to discover even a single example such as Catharine Parr Traill, and

renews

1

find

it

my belief that there is much to be gained by revisiting the ethics of our literary
'.'{:/:

past

./"

•

i
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Conclusions
In Chapter Three,

I

outlined the differences between pioneering and invasive

organisms in an ecosystem. Pioneer organisms are the

first

species to colonize an area that

has been disturbed or destroyed. Capable of surviving and extracting resources in torrid
conditions, these species, like the spider

on Krakatau, begin or renew the flow of energy in

destitute ecosystems. Conversely, invasive species, like the Purple loosestrife

Zebra mussel, are those which,
having few

if

and the

when introduced into an already established ecosystem,

any natural predators or competition, "take hold over broad areas, [pushing]

native plants and animals back,

some toward

argument made

Chapter

in the previous

into the latter category.

is

extinction" (Wilson, 1999b, p. xix).

that

The

Homo sapiens, biologically speaking, falls

Throughout most of history, when humans have entered an area

there has precipitated a mass extinction of other species within a relatively short span of
time,

and an

overall disruption of ecosystems. While present technology has allowed us to

survive in almost any conditions, the

uninhabited by people.

most

destitute landscapes

on earth remain sparse or

We have generally played the role of the invader rather than the

pioneer, not beginning the flow of energy, but disrupting it
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Yet, the material left to us

insights into the hearts

to peer into the past

by the

settlers of this province offers us a great deal of

and minds of our cultural

heritage.

What we have is an opportunity

and ask questions regarding what that culture had

natural environment into which the settlers

were

.

thrust, often

to say

unprepared

conditions they faced. The observable patterns of this time suggest that

about the

for the

humans

did not see

themselves as "invaders" of ecosystems, but pioneering organisms that propagated the flow
of a

new kind of energy - the energy of the civilised world. They see themselves as living in

a time and place that

is

devoid, not of resources, but of civiHsation.

They are living in a

destitute landscape

by the standards of the Europeans, surviving on

conditions in which

it

will

compelling evidence to

little,

but creating

be possible for others to thrive. Thus, we have a good deal of

show Meeker's h3^othesis

in its conceptual blending of the invasive

as not only very plausible, but accurate

and pioneering traits. The culture of the time does

reflect characteristic behavioural patterns of a pioneering species, though, biologically

speaking,

we can also observe patterns which distinguish them as a group of invasive

organisms. The textual evidence demonstrates quite explicitly that

themselves at odds with their environment, and were often
struggle for both survival

left

painftilly

with no alternative to the

and resources against a seemingly unforgiving ecosystem. They

see themselves as hard working, adaptable, flexible creatures,

though

humans found

aware of them, and who are experts

maximize the available resources. Further to

this,

who can do without luxuries,

at manipulating their surroundings to

they see the world as a store of potential

energy that, one way or another, will be used by creatures of the earth, and

humans to make
manage

as

much

of that energy their

to play the dual role of invader

it is

the task of

own as is possible. As Meeker suggests, they

and pioneer simultaneously: while the spread of the
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Europeans

in this region,

be an ecological

disaster,

and indeed the spread of humans across the globe, has proven to
it

has been an economic and cultural catalyst for gro\A^. Of

course, in either role a singular condition

is

compulsory: that the survival and increase of

"rcwdo

the species are paramount

To bring this back to Meeker and the three-point model
settlement of the Upper Canada region by European pioneers
in biological terms. Behavioural patterns evident in the

.'

•

of behaviour,

as,

."

'

l'

we can see the

on one hand, an invasion

demographic

swift exploitation of natural resources, suggest that settlers, guided

predisposition to invasive behaviour

-'*

shifts,

as well as the

by a biological

and acting in response to the challenging physical

environment, behaved as any other invasive species might: rapidly expanding, consuming
as

much as possible, and causing dramatic shifts within the ecosystem. On the other hand,

the culture of the settlers reflects a different vision of these

same patterns of behaviour.

Rather than a group of invaders, extracting resources, and devastating the local flora and
fauna, they see themselves as pioneers, bringing energy into a barren system. This,

suggests Meeker,

is

the

human mind rationalizing instinctive behavioural patterns,

rendering themselves heroic amidst their adverse environmental conditions. The settler
writings suggest that they see their reactions to the land as justified, even necessary, steps
to

make life better for future

by Galbraith,

generations. Of course,

et al, the behaviour of pioneer

we must bear in mind that, as is noted

organisms serves to create conditions that

in fact, unfavourable to the survival of their offspring (1989, p. 616].

species,

It is

the invasive

through their disruption of the patterns of life, the ebb and flow of energy

ecosystem,

are,

who create conditions in which their offspring may thrive and expand.

in the
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Yet running alongside this

and of love

for their environment,

damage humans can cause to
with their

we have an unexpected discovery, a deep sense of awe,
and even,

nature.

in writers like Traill, feelings of dismay at the

How could a species so single-mindedly self-obsessed

own expansion show love for their environment? How do we reconcile these

findings: the compelling evidence that supports Meeker's pioneer/invasive species

moment to the end of

hypothesis, and that which seems to oppose it Let us go back for a

Chapter Three where
exotic species, in

other (1998,
a

p.

we encountered what Evernden describes as the paradox of the

which neither the ecosystem, nor the

109). While the environment

is

ill

exotic

know how to adapt to the

'

equipped to cope with the introduction of

new species, the invasive organism itself is confused as to what to make of the new

environ;

it

does not

know the rules as

it

were. In searching for understanding of our

place in our ecosystem, Evernden remarks that

we too, like the Purple loosestrife and the

Zebra mussel, are an exotic species, confused by the rules of our adopted environ:
search for explanations in terms of external controls or worldly problems, but

more

profitable to concentrate

on our own confusion" (1998,

it

"We

may be

p. 109).

The evidence presented here suggests that such confusion existed
Canada/Ontario in the early 1800s.

own

in

Upper

~

We are confronted v\^th a society that is uncertain of

how to feel and how to cope with the rules of their new ecosystem. We are, as Wilson and
Lumsden have told us, predisposed to
symptomatic,

is

certain behaviours, but our culture, while

also reproducing that confusion, accelerating

it

evolve (at a rate far faster than biological evolution can match).
it is

that Meeker's hypothesis

evidence, especially

when

is

as

If

it

continues to

grow and

we can draw a conclusion

supported by a good deal of both biological and cultural

conceived within Evernden's framework of the 'confused' exotic
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species.

We have a substantial amount of evolutionary and biological evidence to suggest

that we

behave much

an invasive species, adept at surviving

like

in

almost any conditions,

exploiting resources, copulating, and, of course, disrupting the flow of energy within the

pre-existing ecosystem.

We can also see evidence of these trends in our cultural heritage:

and fear of the unknown elements of the ecosystem pervade the

feelings of stark terror

textual material, but there

is

also both a love

and a need

for

what the system has to

offer.

We see adaptability, aggressiveness, hard work, and a resistance that has paid off for us in
many ways. Of course,

in

any ecosystem,

it is

impossible for one organism to consume

all

the resources and continue to survive and expand, eventually there will be a demographic

shift,

and the challenge will once again be one of coping in the changing conditions of a

volatile system.
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Chapter Five
Afterword
Look at it;

it

was once a

wilderness,

now it's a garden. Aren't you proud?
Who Shot Liberty Valance

^frorn The Man
(Ford, 1962)
I

began

this

paper with a question about humanity's ^behavioural

modes and patterns

of behaviour passed

legacies', the

down to us from previous generations through

both our evolving genealogy and an evolving culture, each of which impacts and

is

impacted by the conditions presented by the physical environment The aim was to explore
the validity of a hypothesis posited by Joseph Meeker that humans, for

all

the qualities

possess that seem to set us apart from the other species on this planet, are

organisms

still

deeply affected by biological and environmental conditions beyond our culture. For
has been a journey into what has

felt like

we

me it

uncharted territory, questioning the dominant

paradigms of contemporary cultural studies and seeking new ideas, and indeed an entirely

new vernacular, in the worlds
what Edward Wilson

of the natural sciences.

calls consilience, that

The

result has

been an

effort to find

point where knowledge from seemingly

incongruent disciplines seems to 'jump together,' opening up an entirely new set of
resources and ideas for understanding human behaviour, and
life

support systems.

It

its

relationship to the earth's

has been an enormous project, perhaps more so than

was willing to admit at the

outset,

and needless

to say a

1

realized, or

good deal of ground has been

covered in the journey towards offering a deeper insight into Meeker's idea. Moving from
cultural studies to ecology,

and then returning to the former vnXh an entirely new set of

questions has, for me, been both enlightening and, to

some

degree, exhausting.

More than

a
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an5^ing it has created an even deeper well
curiosity in

of questions,

matched only by an

me to know more of both my own disciplines, and the new ones

discover; to continue

As I stated

I

intensified

have begun to

my search for consilience.

in the Introduction, the

'

i

purpose of this project has been two-fold.

First, to

examine the pioneer/invasive species hypothesis of humanity posited by Joseph Meeker,

and secondly,

to

all disciplines, is

show that consilient model

our best, and indeed most challenging and interesting, hope for the future

of both scholarship and

life

on earth. Meeker's suggestion, sadly left unexplored

The Comedy of Survival (1974),

is

a relatively simple one: that when

an ecosystem, humans do not seem to

fit in,

Moreover, he contends that such behaviour
traditions [specifically the literary

offer

that

was

a

critical

is

continually reinforced

in the process.

by the

cultural

high for so long. In the

now proving to be wildly problematic for us.

component in shaping the

made

new ecological

skills to

the crisis of ecology. Over time, as

Chapter Two, there has been a steady increase

in

those

combine

a generation

criticism of

we can trace a growing trend of humanities scholars

bring their knowledge and

had to

really the first to

a practical knowledge of ecology with literary criticism. In doing so, he
of ecocritics aware of what the possibilities might be for a

it

In

We can see

field of ecocriticism.

work unlike any to come before it, and Meeker was

culture. Since that time

book

to colonizing

sought to place Meeker's work in context, demonstrating what

and how it was a

it

is

comes

many organisms

mode of tragedy) we have held so

end, suggests Meeker, this practice

I

it

in his

but rather tend to aggressively compete for

resources [generally with success), destroying a great

Chapter Two,

which embraces the strengths of

of criticism,

seeking to

we can

observe in

who can move with ease between

.
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the seemingly incongruent disciplines of the sciences and humanities, as well as an
increasing

number of schools

of thought developing along similar eco-centric lines.

My exploration of Meeker's hypothesis was then pursued along two Hnes: what we
Chapter Three, and the cultural, which

might call the biological or natural, addressed

in

examined

examined the value of ecology as a means

in Chapter Four. In

Chapter Three,

consilient critical inquiry. In doing so

1

is

for

we were able to explore the environmental history

underlying Meeker's hypothesis and suggest some of the potential flaws that might arise in
testing

it,

including his blending of pioneer and invasive species into a singular grouping.

Through an analysis of human evolutionary history, we were able establish that,
biological level,

humans

fit

at a

most accurately into the invasive species category, rather than

the pioneer. However, the case study analysis undertaken in Chapter Four suggests that at

a cultural

level, equally

important if we

recall the behavioural

Chapter Three, humans, at least the settlers of Upper Canada,

paradigm developed

in

, i

may be more aptly described

as pioneers, rather than invaders, in that they not only see themselves in the pioneer role,

but also that it is they who begin the flow of a

new kind of energy - a socio-economic kind.

Thus, Meeker's hypothesis, and his blending of the pioneer and invasive species concepts,

proves to be an accurate assessment of human/nature interactions. However,
note that Meeker's

initial

assessment is perhaps too simplified as

it

we should

does not sufficiently

account for the dual role played by humans at the different levels of the behavioural
paradigm. Nonetheless, the hypothesis
therefore
offers

1

think

it

is

well supported by the available evidence, and

serves as a useful model

upon which to rethink our

ecological ethics.

It

new understandings of the dynamic relationship between not only our culture and
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biology, but also our relationship to the natural world;

understanding of our place

So what does

offers a

means

to a

deeper

in nature.

mean

this

it

for us? In

my estimation, work like this allows us a number

of interesting opportunities, each of which

1

feel is

worth further pursuit

First, is

the

opportunity for consilience, which can, and must, be sought across the disciplines. The

attempt at consilience made here

is

not perfect, and indeed

it

has drawn criticism as both

"cheerleading" for science, thereby forsaking poetic knowledge, and also not going far

enough
though

to

I

adhere to the rigours of scientific inquiry. In some ways

am on the right track, somewhere in the middle, but

begun to scratch the
begin understanding
all

surface. In seeking consilience this

the

all

I

this allows

also feel that

I

me to feel as

have only

work provides an opportunity to

ways that we are linked together as a

species, and, moreover,

the things that link us to other species. With each passing day we are starting to see that

other organisms are exceptionally complex beings, and perhaps

about them

if

we are to truly understand ourselves and our place in this world.

at patterns of behaviour

within our

we need to learn more

own

culture,

common to groups

of species, like pioneers,

In looking

and seeing similarities

we can hopefully begin to comprehend the ways in which we are

connected to the biosphere. In understanding our behaviour as cultivated through the
constant intermingling of genetics, culture and the physical environment,

much deeper understanding of the interconnections between human
physical environment on which
will,

I

believe, see the divisions

immediately however,

I

it

rests.

As

we can gain a

civilization

and the

we explore these pathways and connections, we

between "people" and "nature" dissolve away. Most

believe that research of this kind offers us a glimpse into the

and why of what we do as a

species, and, hopefully,

it

offers us a

means

how

of self-control. As
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Meeker suggests
other species,

in

it is

possibilities the

The Comedy of Survival,

if

there

is

anything that separates us from most

our abiUty to choose, to "select from a large number of conceptual

.

behaviour that [we] prefer for mating, social organization, aggression and

defence, rearing of offspring, and the maintenance of food supply" (1974, p. 31). In better

understanding the forces shaping our behaviour, and the resonance of our actions in the
biosphere,

effect,

we might better understand how to

choose

act in relation to other species, and, in

Hfe.

There are of course shortcomings and omissions
helped, the

most significant of which are addressed

certain that there are others, ones

Hght

If

I

I

in the Introduction.

am not aware of, that will,

can offer any words of caution

be the eco-police that Glen Love writes

in this

of,

paper that could not be

in this

I

However,

sincerely hope,

regard they would be

this:

I

am

come

to

do not assume to

accusing those in the distant past of causing the

environmental problems of today(2003, p.ll]. The task in ecocritical readings such as
these

is

not to cast stones at the would-be heretics of ecology from days long gone, there

would be no purpose

in

doing

so. Rather, as ecocritics,

humanistic-ecological question - to simply ask

and we must ask ourselves
ecological challenges

if

is

what these texts have to say about nature,

such ideas can continue to offer us survival through the

we now face.

D.M.R. Bentley writes that "no

matter

we are charged with a kind of

an island" (1992,

p. 11).

I

man is an island, and neither is an essay. Nor for that

hope

this is true

and that the Meeker's

have been expanded on here, will not go untouched within the

community

for that matter.

critical

ideas,

which

community, or

The growing ecological troubles of our planet continue

to

in

any
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accelerate, and,

now more than ever, we are in desperate need of people who are willing to

critically re-evaluate

human

culture

and human behaviour with regard

to the

environment
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